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HARP3R. EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

A FAMILY NEWSPAPER—DEVOTED TO NEWS, POLITICS, AGRICULTURE. LITERATURE, THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, EDUCATION, THE MARKETS, &c.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

VOLUME LT.

Diiinocratic Judicial Coaveotian

REGULATOR
nWlTLESSFAMiLVMEDiGINE

“ I have used Simmons Liver
Regulator for many years, hav
ing made it my only Family
Medicine. My mother before
me was very partial to it. It is
a safe, good and reliable medi
cine for any disorder of the
rystem, and if used in time is

The American Wool Reporter de
clares that the Administration Tariff
hill “will he a hard measure to defeat.”
In view of the strength Of the measure
in its appeal to the voters of the coun
try the Wool Reporter forcibly and per
tinently asks: “Is it judicious for the
wool interests to stake the existence of
the next Presidential election? Would
it not he wiser to meet the Administra
tion hill with a moderate measure of
tariff revision.

a Drmt preventive of sickness.

I often recommend it to my
friends, and shall continue to
do so.
“Rev. James M. Rollins,
“ i .stor M. E.Church, So. Fairfield,Va.”

TIME AND DOCTORS’ BILLS SAVED by
at trays keeping Simmons Liver
A- yulator in the house,

"I have fbund Simmons Liver
Regulator the best family med
icine I ever used for anything
that may happen, have used it
in Indigestion, Colic, Jilarrhaw,
Itilionsncss, and found it to re
lieve immediately. After eat
ing a hearty supper, if, on going
to bed, I take about a teaspoon
ful, I never feel the effects of
the supper eaten.
“OVID G. SPARKS,
“Ex-Mayor Macon, Ga.”
♦•'ONLY GENUINE’*®
Has our Z Stamp on front of Wrapper.

J. H. Zeilin & Co., Sole Proprietors,
trice, Sl.OO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
^yriLLIAM D. ROBINSON,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
KIRK BUILDING, - PUBLIC SQUARE,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
3niar88' ly*
ALDO TAYLOR.
AV
ATTORNEY
COUNSELLOR-

and
at-LAW,
NEWARK, OHIO,
Practices in Licking ami adjoining counties.
Also in the United States Courts. Special
attention given to the business of Executors,
Administrators and Guardians; Collections,
Petitions for Partition and Conveyancing.
Pensions, Bounty an<U back pay procured.
Office Nortli Side Public Square.
8dec87

c

FRANS MOORE.

COOPER.

COOPER «fe MOORE.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
109 Main Street,
Mt, Vernon, O.

Jan. 1, ’83-ly.

jyjcCLELLAND A CULBERTSON,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office—One door west of Court (louse.
Jan. 19-ly.
£JEORGE W. MORGAN,
A rrOP.NKY AT LAW,
Kirk Building, Public SquAim.
Mt Vernon, Ohio.
Octs-ly.

HART,
AABEL
ttorney and Counsellor at Law,

Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Office—In Adam Weaver’s building, Main
street, above Issac Errett & Co’s store.
Aug. 20-ly.

QAMUKL II. I’KTHiMA\.

General Fire, Life anil Aeehlenl Insurm re Agt.
Application for insurance to any of the
strong, Reliable and Well-known Compa
nies represented by this Agency solicited.
Also agent for the following first-class
Steamship lines: Guion, National, White
Star and Allen. Passage tickets to or from
England, Ireland and all points in Europe,
at responsible rates
Office—Corner Main and Gambler Streets,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
7aju87’ly
I'HYSH I tXfi.

w

M. BALMER, M. I).

MT. VERNON. OHIO.
OFFICE -Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House. Residence—506 North Gay Street.
dec8tf

R. L. W. ARMENTROUT,
I)
OFFICE—Over l’ostoflice, Mt. Vernon, O.

Residence, 3 doors North of High School
building. Mulberry street.
15scpt87’ly.

JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,

The Chicago Tribune, the leading
Republican paper of the west, says to
such papdis ol its own political faith as
blather “free trade” at President Cleve
land’s message, and every proposed re
vision and reduction of tariff taxation.
“To say that persons holding these
opinions are ."I k c traders” and are try
ing to subject the country to a system
of free trade, is abject nonsense.
"Ninety-nine Republicans out of
every hundred in Chicago and the west
are opposed to excessive and needless
farm taxation. They want a few raw
materials to he put upon the free list.
But they want these materials to come
in free lor the purpose of promoting
and stimulating our manufactures—
not. to injure them.”
----------- -----------Senator Ingalls would do well to
paste in his hat the following extract
from a leading editorial in the Phila
delphia Telegraph, a decent Republi
can paper. It reflects back to the Kan
sas Senator just’about the exact judg
ment of the American people of all
parties:
“Senator Ingalls for his gross, inde
cent insult to the President and his foul
libel on the memory of Hancock and
McClelland should not only have the
door of the White house shut against
him, but the door of every other house
in which an honest, self-respecting
American lives. • Such fellows of the
baser sort should he permitted to herd
only with their kind, and not he per
mitted where gentlemen do congre
gate.”
The Tariff hill framed by the Demo
cratic members of (he Ways and Means
Committee grows in public favor as its
provisions are considered and their
probable effect estimated. The New
York Commercial Advertiser, a con
servative Republican journal, is for the
bill unreservedly. It says:
No wiser, more moderate or more
conservative hill tlutn this can be fram
ed which shall make any real reduction
in the tariff duties. Republican and
Democratic members mustsupport Ibis
hill or in effect place themselves in op
position to all tariff reform, and in the
present temper of the country it will
scarcely he wise for the representatives
of either party Io assume such an atti
tude of ohsti udion to the execution of
the manifest and declared will of the
people.
It is stated that Dr. Byers spent
about $4,P(M) of the State's money last
year in riding about over the State. It
this he true* it is a strong argument in
support of the scheme to abolish the
office.—Columbus Sunday Herald.
The Herald is a Republican paper,
and it would not probably make the
above statements about one of its party
friends without knowing what it is talk
ing about. We cannot for the life of
us see how Dr.•Byers could spend “84,(X10 of the State’s money last year in
tiding about over the State.” lie is
paid a regular salary for his “services,”
and travels free on all the railroads, and
is furnished hoard free at the State and
county institutions, where he is sup
posed to he “going about doing good.”
How he could spend $4,04)0 of the
State’s money in a year is a mystery
that needs explanation as well as in
vestigation. The Herald should fur
nish* a hill of particulars.”

One of Sherman’s Letters.
John Sherman wrote one letter too
many a few years ago. A citizen of
Ohio went to Mexico to engage in busi
ness. He was, as he conceived badly
treated by the Mexican authorities. He
wrote a letter to Mr. Sherman, asking
R. J. ROBINSON
him to calf the attention of the State
D R PHYSICIAN
Department to the matter. Mr. Sher
AND SURGEON.
Otfice and residence—On Gambier street, a man replied in a long letter one sen
few doors East of Main.
tence of which read thus: “A man
Office days—Wednesday and Saturdays.
who is fool enough to invest his money
augl3y.
in a God-forsaken country like Mexico
has no right to expect protection from
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN,
his own or any other government.”
piIYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
The letter is still in possession of the
Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 South Main St., gentleman to whom it was addressed.
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
He lives near Chihuahua.—St. Louis
All professional calls, by day or night, Globe-Democrat, Rep.

SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
Telephone No. 74.
Residence*1—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73.
29sept87

promptly responded to.

[June 22-].

The Greet
Of Ayer’s Satsupurilla is .'i:c to ib'i
fact that it meets the wants of the
people, being economical to use and
always reliable and -effectn c. Its in
gredients are the best, and their
combination the result of profound
study and skill. Thus, for all diseases
originating in impure blood, Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, stands unrivaled.
“As a blood-purifier anil general
builder-up of the system,” says Eugene
I. Hill, M. IL, 381 Sixth ave.. New York,
“I have never found any thing to equal
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.”

Mrs. Eliza A. Clough. Matron of the
M. E. Seminary, Tilton, N. H , writes:
“ Every winter and spring my family,
including myself, use several bottles of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Experience has
convinced me that, as a powerful bloodpiiritier, it is superior to any other pre
paration of Sarsaparilla.”
“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla gives better sat
isfaction than any other hiooil medicine
I handle.”—Gen.W.Whitman, Druggist,
Albany, Indiana.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by hi
Ayer XCu., Lcwell, Mass.
Sold by all hriij, gists. l*rlee*t; six bottles, *5.

KIRK’S

FLOATING SOAP
-IS
THE CHIEF

the Bath, Toilet and Laundry.

’ White and Absolutely Pure,
ur dealer does not keep White Cloud Soap,
) cents for sample cake to the makers,

RS. S. KIRK & CO.,
CHICACO.

BECK 0?: SHERMAN.

An AuviJ Chorus of Blows,

The Unanimous Nomination of Jas.
E. Lawhead for Judge.
The Ohio Senator's Silver Record
We ha<l barely room in last week’s
Laid Wide Open.
Banner Io announce the fact that Hon.
Washington, March 13.—Sherman’s
James E. Lawhead, of Newark, had re
ceived the unanimous nomination for struggle for the presidential nomina
Common Picas Judge in this judicial tion, weighed down with the (rightful
handicap of his own record, is becom
sub-division.
'flic Convention met at the Opera ing more pitiful and painful every day.
House in Newark, on Wednesday after Kenna’s recent expose of the Mans
noon. March 14. Full delegations were field statesman’s high tariff hypocrisy,
in attendance from the counties of Dela was one of the great features, of the
ware, Knox and Licking, and the busi present session; hut when Senator Beck,
ness was dispatched with great rapidity to-day, had completed his merciless ar
raignment of Sherman on the silver
and enthusiasm.
question it was agreed that Sherman
W. B. Dunbar of Knox, Chairman of had received a blow which, for .weight
District Judicial Committee, called the had never been outdone upon the floor
convention to order and briefly stated of the Senate. Mr. Beck, a week since,
made the direct charge that Sherman
the object of the meeting.
was personally responsible for the de
On motion of Mr. J. F. Lingafelter of monetization of silver, and stated then
Newark, the formalities of a prelimina that to-day he would make good that
ry organization were dispensed will), charge.
The announcement that Beck was
and Judge John Adams of Knox, was to make one of his skdge hammer
chosen permanent President by accla speeches, filled the Senate galleries
with a crowd of Visitors and pulled al
mation.
On taking the chair Judge Adams most the entire Kentucky congressional
from the other end of the
made a few appropriate remarks. lie delegation
capitol. Senator Beck came into the
said he was surprised and glad to see so chamber accompanied by his private
many present at a convention where secretary, both having their arms full
there was no contest. It argued well as high as their chins with Record’s,
books and manuscripts. They
for the success of the party. Let your scrap
placed them on the Senator's desk, and
action here to-day he harmonious, and the bulkier volumes upon the Hoor.
The impetuous Kentuckian had some
not only harmonious but unanimous,
and then it will be ratified by the peo difficulty in getting started. Mr. Wil
son, of Iowa, and Mr. Mitchell were in
ple at the polls on the second day of dulging
in the familiar act in the Sen
April.
ate of trying to have the last word
Mr. I„ee Atherton of Delaware, was about some unimportant matter upon
appointed Secretary, and Mr. E. M. P. which they both agreed. The longer
Mr. Beck was delayed the more pres
Brister of Newark, assistant Secretary sure
he acquired and when he did com
of the convention.
mence he had such a full head of
The roll of counties was called by steam that the official stenographer was
the secretary and all were found to be almost paralyzed. He became sub
dued in a few minutes and continued
fully represented, and there were no speaking
for two hours with a more
contested seats.
distinct enunciation than he usually
> The call of counties being completed, has, hut he exhibited his old-time
Hon. Frank Moore of Knox, moved emphasis of statement and energy of
that the Convention do now proceed to action.
The manner in which he dealt crush
nominate a candidate for Judge of the ing blows resembles the playing of the
Common Pleas court, which motion anvil chorus by a full orchestra. It
was a remarkable succession of strokes
was carried.
without interval and without mistake
Thereupon Col. John M. Armstrong, and
in such perfect unison and with
of Knox, moved that the rules he sus such continuous vigor that a less de
pended, and that lion. J. E. Lawhead, fective piece of statesmanship than
of Licking, he nominated by acclama John Sherman would have been flat
tened.
tion
There was one characteristic bit of
The motion was seconded in able business introduced by the Senator,
speeches by lion. J. B. Jones of Lick for he always develops some peculiar
ing and lion. John S. Gill of Delaware. episode during the rush of his oratory,
The motion was carried with a hurrah, and that was the taking out of his wal
let to find a hank note which contained
the delgates rising to their feet and giv an inscription he wistied to read. He
ing three cheers.
cut some amusing articles before he
Mr. Lawhead was conducted to the found the location of his wallet, and
platform :uid rcturnen thanks for the then exhibited several appetizing hills
before he came to one of th/* variety
honor conferred upon him in a modest he was seeking.
speech. He was followed by Mr. F. \V.
The scene on the Republican side
Phillips, who made a forcible speech, had a suggestion that could escape no
urging the Democracy to do their whole body. But four Senators were seated
Mr. Sherman, and they were all
duty to elect the nominee by a rousing about
rampant silver men, obstructionists in
old fashioned majoiity in (his judicial his presidential pathway, and from
whose speeches on demonetization the
district.
Kentuckian was constantly quoting.
The Newark Advocate, editorially, There was hut one Ohio Republican
heartily indorses the nomination of Congressman visible in the chamber
the ceremony and he sat aloof
Mr. Lawhead, and fives the following during
from Mr. Sherman, an attentive listen
interesting biographical sketch of that er throughout. It was the Hon. \Ym.
gentleman:
McKinley, the accredited Blaine bugleOur Candidate for Common Pleas man of Ohio.
Judge.
Mr. Beck stated his text as the re
As will he seen by the report of the demption of his promise to prove that
Judicial Convention held in Newark Mr. Sherman was chiefly responsible
yesterday, for the first sub-division of for the demonetization of the dollar of
the 6th Judicial District, composed of our daddies in 1873 and that it was done
the counties of Licking, Knox and secretly, and was unknown to Grant,
Delaware, Mr. Janies E. Lawhead was who signed the bill; to Blaine, to Gar
unanimously nominated, by acclama field, to Voorhees, to Pig Iron Kelley
tion, for Common Pleas Judge, and and prominent members of Congress
now is our candidate for that position who were present at its passage, in
Never have we -seen a more harmoni cluding Stewart, of Nevada, who was
ous and enthusiastic convention, nor a then a Senator, as he is to-day.
more satisfactory result. It is a nom Mr. Beck not only corroborated his
ination that will he ratified at the polls assertions, but furnished a marvelous
by a good, old-lashioifed Democratic accumulation of testimony. He cited
majority; all the machinations of Re speeches of Ingalls, Cassidy, Garfield; a
publican schemers and mischief-mak colloquy between Blaine and Voorhees;
ers to the contrary notwithstanding.
speeches of Allison, Teller, Coke, Pugh
Mr. Lawhead is well and favorably and others, all containing expressions
known to all our readers as a sterling in the way in which the tin destroying
Democrat and a remarkably energetic clause had sneaked into the bill, had
and successful lawyer. lie was born in crawled into it, how the bill had been
Holmes county in 1846, and is conse passed by false pretense.
quently in the 42d year of his age. His
Mr. Beck cited the Congressional
lather died when he was three years of Record, showing how it was a substi
age—his mother when he was eleven.- tute which really passed and that in
Thus early in life he was bereft of both the House, Mr. Hooper, its manager,
parents and thrown upon his own re told a flat falsehood when he obtained
sources. He is most emphatically a its passage by assuring members that
self-made man. In early youth he the national coinage was unchanged,
worked on a farm and attended public that it was merely a measure to reor
school. He afterwards taught school ganize the mints.
for some time, and then took a four
Mr. Beck then added to the excruyears’ course in Hayesville Academy, tiating torture of Mr. Sherman by
an excellent institution of learning, in quoting Senator Stewart’s speech of
Ashland county. He then took the full last Friday. He then traced the course
course at the Ohio State and Cleveland of the hill in the Senate, producing
Law School, graduating there on the from the files the original conference
2d of July, 1874. He was shortly after report which Mr. Sherman brought in
admitted to the bar and to practice in to the Senate. Not a word could he
the United States Courts, at Cleveland. found in the debates or the report al
Mr. Lawhead came to Newark in Sep luding to the surreptitious item de
tember. 1874, fourteen years ago, where stroying the silver dollar. Mr. Beck
he has been a prominent citizen and a continued for an hour, excoriating the
leading member of the bar ever since. Buckeye Senator and exposing his long
He has served as School Examiner in course of favoritism to the bondholder
this county about six years. In 1877 and his antipathy to silver.
he was elected City Solicitor of New Mr. Sherman was not at his best. It
ark, and in 1879 he was elected Prose cannot he recalled, though he is a vet
cuting Attorney of Licking county, eran of hot debates, when he has been
serving in that capacity for two terms. so effectually overwhelmed before.—
It is only stating the truth to say that Generally he is shrewd and equipped
in these various positions Mr. Law- well enough to make a plausible de
head has acquitted himself with the fense when hard beset. To the prize
utmost credit.
ring for language, he seemed groggy
Such is our candidate. lie enjoys a to-day, and reluctant to come from his
urge and constantly increasing prac corner. He began by emitting some
tice at the bar. He is a good lawyer generalizations about the status of gold
and a thoroughly honest man. He is a and silver fifteen years ago, which ob
true-blue Democrat, and a genuine scured the subject like a cuttle fish es
man of the people. There is no false capes by blackening the water with its
aristocracy about him. He is deserved own ink. He recovered his courage
ly popular and counts his friends by for a moment and defiantly announced
legions. He is well qualified in every ihe correctness of bis good theories
way for the duties of the office; and and for a while be maintained bis
will make a good and faithful Judge. pluck.
No honest man, who knows him, will
But suddenly there was a pitiable col
question his ability; and his integrity lapse. It seemed to recur to the Ohio
is unimpeachable. The great success Senator that be is a presidential candi
he has already won in life, single- date, and by a spasmodic flank move
handed and alone, against all odds, is ment he declared himself a friend to
proof positive of his sterling merit. silver and ended with the pathetic
Fellow Democrats, he is your candi statement that he was burning with a
date. lie deserves your hearty and desire to do something for silver’ when
unanimous support; and lie will re Colorado, California and Nevada would
ceive it, on the first Monday in April. come to his aid.

Away with the War Tariff.
There is no public necessity what
ever for continuing the burdensome
and inequitable war tariff. It enriches
the few at the expense of many, and
not only does the government not need
the revenue which it produces, hut that
revenue is a positive inconveince and
danger to the government and the
country. The treasury is glutted to
the bursting point with an annual sur
plus of more than $100,000,000, which is
the same as stolen out of the pockets
of the citizens, anil which is not only
useless, hut constitutes a constant temp
tation to extravagance in the shape of
Blair educational hills, and public
buildings hills, and liver and harbor
hills, and so forth.—New York Com
mercial -Advertiser Rep.
------------ •—... —----A Tariff Bill for the Whole People.
The trusts, arrangements, pools, com
bines and monopolies of every sort, big
and little, are against the Mills Tariff
hill. They are also against the people
of the United States. It is high time
that the people of the United States
who elect the Congressmen should
make a note of the position of affairs
and see that their representatives do
their duty. The farmers, miners, weav
ers, blacksmiths, carpenters, shoe
makers, and all the hosts of labor can
not spend the time or the money to sit
in the .lobby at Washington apd look
Mr. Depew’s Nonsense.
alter their interests; hut they can, one
The world and not the United States
and all. write to the man who represent is the market of the farmer, and his
them. Now is the time to do it. The
mails should co loaded with the de price is the Liverpool price, minus
mands of suffering constituencies.
transportation charges. In the agricutural West this truth is well under
stood, and its contradiction by Chaun
cey M. Depew can only excite amaze
ment. But when Mr. Depew goes on
State oe Ohio, } T
, ,,
to assert that this country producers
City of Toi.eoo. ) Li 1 as O'"’1'1
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he “the clothing and the household ef
is the senior partner of the firm of F. fects which the laborer uses cheaper
.1. Cheney & Co., doing business in the than the older nations,” he can be
City of Toledo, county ami State afore charged only with absolute nonsense.
said, and that said firm will pay the The assertion is untrue beyond mitiga
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS tion or excuse. It refutes himself. If
for each and every case of Catarrh that it be true that such articles are pro
can not he cured by the use of Hall's duced cheaper here than in other coun
tries, what possible object can there be
Catarrh Cure.
in putting a tariff on them ? Is a high
(—)
A. W. GLEASON,
er tariff necessary to prevent the peo
i SEAL
ple buying inferior foreign goods at
()
Notary Public.
P. S.—Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken high rates when they can get better
internally and acts directly upon the American goods for less ? Such is the
blood and mucus surfaces of the sys logic of Depew’s argument. His whole
tariff discussion was one of evasion and
tern. Send for testimonials, free.
pitiful sophistory. Its rhetorical dec
F. J. CHENEY & Co..
orations cannot obscure its vicious mis
Toledo, Ohio
representations, excuse its audacious
Sold by all Druggists, 75 cents.
perversion of facts, or palliate its trick
ery. It was beneath the occasion and
unworthy the man.

The Steubenville Glass Works,remov
ed to Kokomo, Ind., are expected to be
in operation in about six weeks. The
capitol is $75,0)0, and 60 bands will be
employed.

THURSDAY,

MARCH

22,

82.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

NUMBER

1888.

BELLVILLE’S HORROR.
INGALLS’ ATTACK ON GENERAL
reported fromfjDeckertown that the Counterfeiting a Baking Powder.
Catholic church was blown down Mon The public is too well informed as to
HANCOCK
An Old Man Fatally Wounds His Wife With
day by a a terrific gale. It is a com the danger from alum baking powders
TERRIBLE STORIES OF SUFFERING.
Hatchet and Then Cuts His Own Throat.
plete wreck.
Brings out One of the Dead General's
to need any caution against using them.
R
eading
,
P
a
.,
Mar.
15.
—
On
the
Wil

Bellville, O., March 16.—The village
BISHOP GILMOUIt’S ADVENTURE.
Staff—Scathing Letter to the
mington
and
Northern
railroad
there
of Bellviile was thrown into a fever of
The Catholic Universe has an article It is, nevertheless a tact that many of.
Defamer.
is a train in a snowdrift twenty feet about Bishop Gilmour, who arrived our most prudent and careful house
excitement
this
morning
by
a
murder
New York, March 15.—Col. Finley and suicide. John T. Dean and bis deep iwar Dupont, which has been
keepers are, without knowing it, using
Anderson, who was on Gen. Hancock’s aged wife have lived together here for there with sixty passengers on board from Harrisburg, I’a., on Tuesday, Mar. these deletorious articles daily, and
staff during tins civil war, lias addressed many years. They are both troubled since 11 o’clock Monday night. Their 13. The Bishop narrates an adventure from them preparing for their families
the following open letter to Senator with rheumatism and Mrs. Dean bad sufferings from hunger and cold can on the road near a place called Nigger food which, were they aware of its na
been sick for some three weeks. Neigh
Gap. A storm was raging at the time
Ingalls at Washington:
bors bad been kind to the aged couple, better he imagined than described. and as the train bearing the Bishop ture, they would not offer to a beggar.
New York, March 12, 1888.
who lived wholly alone, ami this morn Two more trains on the same road are entered Nigger Gap it ran into a de Baking powders made from burnt alum
Hon. John J.* Ingalls, president pro. tem. ing Mrs. David Beal took to the house snowed in a bank near Joanna. The railed freight train. The locomotive of cost less than four cents a pound. When
United States Senate, Washington, I). C.: a cooked breakfast. She knocked at engine of the first has its tender off the
these can be worked off in place of
Sir—I have just received a copy of the kitchen door repeatedly and after track and the other has one of its driv the passenger train crashed into a the
Baking Powder, and sold for
loaded
freight
car,
the
first
car
wa
the congressional record, containing no response she openedjthe door. On ing wheels broken. A train on the telescoped into the tender, the next two fortyRoyal
or fifty cents a pound, there are
the official report of your recent speech, an old fashioned lounge in a corner of Reading and Columbia railroad is fast
many manufacturers and dealers suffi
in which you not only insult the chief the room, in her nightdress, lay Mi’s. in a drift near Euphrata, with the snow cars left the track, the Bishop being in ciently
unscrupulous to do it.
magistrate of the nation, hut attempt Dean, who was unconscious. Her bead as high as the smokestack. The fires the third. It was.four o’clock on Mon A favorite
method of selling these
to dishonor the memory of both Han was covered with blood and beside her are out and the passengers have taken day morning and pilch dark. The poisonous alum
baking powders is by
Bishop was the first in the telescoped
cock and McClellan by naming one of on the floor lay a hatchet.
shelter in tlie neighboring farm-houses. car ahead to help the injured passen placing them in an empty Royal Bak
them as having been an ally of the
Mrs. Beal fled to a neighbor’s, Mr.
Some terrible stories of suffering are gers, and he lent a helping hand to the ing Powder can and weigiiing them out
confederacy.
Garber, and soon the whole pop told by the men who are engaged in engineer, who was wedged between tlie it small quantities when the Royal
As a surviving member of Gen. Han Louis
of the town was aroused. The opening the railroads. The wind with locomotive and tender. The unfor Baking Powder is called for by customcock’s staff, who shared with him the ulace
lady’s bead was pounded into a pulp the velocity of sixty to sixty-five miles tunate man, when at last freed, after ci’s. The grocer, if questioned, claims
toils and the triumphs of the civil war, old
by repeated blows from the hatchet. an hour, with the temperature ranging three hours’ wortc, dropped dead. The that he buys in large packages at a
and as a friend whom be honored with The
was lying in a natural posi from 6° below zero to 10° above. At fireman who jumped from the engine lower rate, and is thus able to sell be
bis confidence and affection to the end tion, victim
placed there by a careful Mohusville. five miles South-west of was mangled to pieces under the low the price of the goods in small
of his blameless life, I cannot bear in nurse.as ifBeneath
bead was the this city, the mercury was 12° below freight car. The Bishop had his hands cans. All baking powders sold in this
silence your brutal blow at my old com lounge pillow, and her
beneath
that, care zero at il a. in. yesterday, and by 5:15 cut somewhat, the result of helping way are entitled to suspicion. Analyses
mander. I must, therefore, as a sol fully rolled up, was her night-cap,
satu n. m. there had only been a change of a passenger whose head was covered of many of them have been made
dier and a citizen, protest against any rated with blood. She evidently had
with a view to a prosecution, and in all
It took a special messenger from with broken glass.
utterance that implies an impeach the cap when the blows were struck. on 2°.
cases they have been found largely
that place three hours to reach this
ment of his loyalty to his country.
THE
LAW
^SATISFIED.
The old gentleman was nowhere to
adulterated and generally made from
on horseback, and the mail carrier
When the summer flowers bloom again be found, upstairs or down. Finally city
poisonous burnt alum. This is selling
who passed through the place was ten
on the graves of the heroic dead, a Rudy Bollinger went to the barn, and hours
coming ten miles with a single A Landlord Levies on a Widow's counterfeit goods, and is, of course, an
quarter of a century will have passed there in the farthest stall in the stable sleigh in
offence against the law. We are glad
and one passenger, having been
False Teeth for Rent.
since the battlefield of Gettysburg be lay
the old man cold in death. The
to know that the Royal Baking Powder
to open fences and drive New Brighton News.]
came the arena where the valor of the sight was sickening. The floor, manger compelled
through fields all the way. Many per A strange tale was told a News re Company have taken the matter in
north and south alike illustrated the and sides of the stall were spurted with sons
engaged in opening roads yester porter this morning, in Beaver Falls, hand, and are acting in a way that will
greatness of the American people and blood. On the south side is a pile of day were
protect the public from the swindle.
overcome by the cold.
commanded the admiration of the lumber. Here the man had evidently
dead bodies of three men, one by a person who asserts that it is posi The surest protection from this fraud
world. The name of that peaceful seated himself and deliberately cut his of The
an elderly person neatly dressed, are tively true. Said he: “Some days ago is for the housekeeper to buy the baking
Pennsylvania village, baptized anew own throat with a pocket-knife. Great reported
powder of the brand she wishes in the
to have been found between
with their mingled blood, was thus clots
of blood covered the boards. Fin this city and Pottstown. Cattle have a landlord, accompanied by a constable original unbroken package, looking
made immortal as the symbol of a na ally, exhausted
by the flow of blood, he perished from the cold in different parts to boost him up with authority, went carefully to see that the label has not
tional power eqnal to any on the earth. fell to the floor of the stall and lay there of
the county and teams had to be to a poor widow’s house, on Fourteenth been tampered with. The Royal Bak
The crowning victory of that combat until he died.
street, to make a levy (to satisfy a hill ing Powder Company announce, what
abandoned
on the road.
has proved under providence as clear His throat was haggled horribly.
of $8 for rent due. They had with is well-known, that their goods are
IT
BEATS
THE
RECORD.
ly as though we had heard the voice of Gash after gash with the small blade of
them a horse and wagon and upon ar packed for the convenience of consum
God himself, that those principles of pocket-knife had been made. The
Newburg, N. Y., Mar. 14.—Snow be' riving nt the domicile of the poor ers
in cans of various sizes, hut are
liberty and law, and fraternity and jugular vein was nearly severed. In gan to tall agitin at 4 p. m. yesterday widow, entered with great dignity, and never
sold in bulk, by the barrel, or
union, in earnest devotion to which places the irregular wound was three and continued until 10:30 this morning- without any delay began looking loose
by weight or measure. The cans
Hancock lived and died, are essential inches deep. Both wrists were horri
around for something to carry off. are securely sealed with (he company’s
It is nearly, if not four feet deep on
to the welfare of mankind. To this re
slashed until the blood had spurted a level in the country. In this city and That morning the woman had unfortu trade mark label, and the weight of
sult, the highest human achievement bly
nately, laid her false teeth on the man
about
everything
in
reach.
On
the
edge
package stamped on the cover.
of this century, Hancock contributed of the manger hanging hv two crooks vicinity the mills are either shut down tel to give them a rest while she did up each
baking powder being peddled out
more than any other soldier in the field. were his two canes, without which he or running in a desultory manner. the housework. No sooner did the Any
by weight under (lie name of Royal
When Reynolds fell on the field of ould not walk. They were bloody
eyes cf the landlord tall upon they denounce as bogus and lobe
Most of the streets are impassible for glittering
mourning on the first day it was Han md
the invoices than he, with one fell avoided.
the edge of the manger was cover
cock whom Meade selected to take su ed with blood, evidently from the vehicles, but the city authorities have swoop, clutched them wildly, and be Consumers should bear these tacts in
preme command in front with power to wounds in his wrist.
gangs of men at work clearing them. fore she realized her loss, had the store mind if they do not wish to have im
choose ground where the great battle
Drs. Stofer, Dyer, Austin and Samp- No mails or trains have yet arrived. teeth in the wagon, and both men were posed upon them the poisonous alum
of the war should he fought out. It was sell were soon at the residence and The Utica express on the West Shore rattling up the street. It was a griev stuff that is being profusely distributed
Hancock who planted the colors on gave Mrs. Dean all possible attention. was snowed in at West Point Tunnel ous wrong, for the woman, without her throughout the country under the
Cemetery Ridge, where he rallied our Pieces of bone, parts of the skull, were on Tuesday and is still there. Long store teeth, is forced either to forgo name
of baking powder. If, however,
disordered troops and formed the lines taken from the brain substance. At trains of engines are at work on the solid food or gum it; but, as a rule, she they buy
the ltoyal in cans with un
on those historic heights, beyond which this hour (4 p. m.) she is still breathing, Erie branches trying to clear the road. subsists on spoon victuals, and daily broken labels,
arc always sure of
the tide of the rebellion never passed. but entirely unconscious. The old man On the Hudson River road the Cincin grows weaker. The neighbors are talk using a baking they
perfectly pure
It was Hancock who turned impending was lifted to an improvised table in the nati express, lying at Poughkeepsie ing about the mean act. and the possi and wholesome,powder
and of the highest test
disaster into victory by the counter barn and his matted clothes were taken since Monday morning, left at 1:30 this bility of them having a corpse on their strength and efficiency.
charge which saved the honor of the from him. In the pockets were his two ilternoon for New York with a clear hands, if the landlord and his assistant
army on the evening of the second day. pocket-books In one was money and track ahead all the way to the city. does not hustle back those store teeth.”
He Concluded to Surrender.
It was Hancock who repulsed that n the other several slips of paper were The Albany local, which reached It is about as diahcli<,’al a deed as we
General Wilder, now at Frankfort,
grand assault, the most brilliant in the found. On one slip was written: “My Poughkeepsie Monday afternoon, fol have been called upon to record for
Ky., in the interest of the Charleston,
annals of the war, when the tlower of will is at Madden’s.” Madden is a jus lowed the Cincinnati express at 1:40 for ‘one time.
the armv of Northern Virginia wither tice of the peace and notary public, New York, running on schedule time.
Cincinnati and Chicago railway, relates
ed and died befor the fortitude of the ©n another were the words: “Mother Eight locomotives are pushing snow
Her 8kin Turned Black.
the following incident which concerns
Army of the Potomac in the final strug has $300 in gold hidden in the house.” plows North on the up track. It is
Toledo, O., March 16.—Grace Arlie, himself and General Buckner. During
gle of the third day. It was thus that This money was found in an old draw thought they will reach Poughkeepsie a beautiful young lady living with her
the last strife, he, with a handful of
Hancock won at Gettysburg a triple er. On the third slip were directions by 6 o’clock. It will encounter numer
crown of glory. Naturally enough both as to his property. From the notes it ous drifts between New Hamburg and parents in the Fifth ward, was taken militia, was detailed to hold a bridge in
Houses of Congress adopted a joint is judged the double crime was pre- Poughkeepsie 15 feet high. Railroad suddenly ill six months ago, and for the vicinity of Munfordville, Ky. While
resolution to the effect that in addition mefldtated.’
authorities say if necessary the down several weeks she suffered from an ap they were there General Bragg’s army,
to the thanks which had been voted to
The old man was no doubt tempor- track will be used tor up trains between parent attack of typhoid fever. At the 20,000 strong, with 180 pieces of artil
the officers and soldiers of the Army of irily insane. At Little Washington New York and Albany until the up end of the third week bright red spots lery,came up and surrounded the Wilder
the Potomac, for the skill and heroic several years ago Benjamin Dean track is clear. This afternoon five en came out over her face and limbs and squad. Some shots were exchanged,
valor which at Gettysburg repulsed, de hanged himself in his barn. Another gines shoving a snow-plow were stuck gradually extended over her entire when Wilder displayed a flag of truce.
feated and drove back, broken and dis brother drowned himself in a well near between Castleton and Albany on the body. A week later the spots began to It happened that General Buckner was
pirited, the veteran army of the rebel Mansfield some years before. The de down truck. It is hardly possible for a growxlark in color.
sent out to meet him. “You are an
lion, the gratitude of the American ceased was horn December 21, 1815. train to get through to Albany to In two months from the time she educated gentleman and a soldier,”
people and the thanks of their repre The wife was born December 19, 1819. night. Farmers are at a loss what to was first taken Miss Arlie seemed to said General Wilder to General Buck
sentatives in Congress are like-wise due They had two grown daughters, Theo do with their milk. Some loads that have recovered from the fever and be ner. “You have been to West Point
and are hereby tendered to Major- dora Dean and Mrs. Joshua Hines. managed to get to town last night to he gan to gain strength, but the condition and know how theso things ought to be
General W. S. Hancock for his gallant, They were quite wealthy, owning sev shipped on the railroads were peddled of her skin grew worse and worse, until done. Now I want to ask your advice.
meritorious and conspicuous share in eral properties in Bellville and several for 2 cents a quart about the streets. her body finally became as black as Would you light or surrender?” “That
that great and decisive victory.
farms besides notes drawing interest. All agree that this storm heats the that of a negro. Meauwhileshe regain is a matter that you must decide,” re
In view of Hancock’s constant and Dr. Stofer, who is coroner of Richland record.
ed strength, and is to-day in full men sponded Kentucky’s present chief ex
conspicuous service to his country for county, is awaiting the result of the old
tal vigor.
ecutive. “There are times when men
SNOW TWENTY-FIVE FEET DEEP.
more than 40 years, sealed as that ser lady’s injuries before he holds his in
A relative of the family tells the re should sacrifice themselves for their
P
ittsburgh
,
March
14.
—
A
Chronicle
vice was by his own blood, and in view quest. His verdict will no doubt be in
markable story that five years ago Miss cause. As for our forces we have
of his proverbial purity of character, it accordance with the tacts above stated. Telegraph Scranton, Pa., special, says: Ache’s fatlser was a prosperous planter enough men and guns to wipe you and
is amazing how any man could rise in
The snow blockade on the l’ocono in South Carolina and kept a large your men off the face of the earth in
the senate chamber to delaine his mem
mountains is so severe that no trains number of negroes to work for him. less than two hours; you must select
Terrible Telephone Shock.
ory. But having bad the audacity to
will be run over the Delaware, Lacka One of them became abusive one day your course.” “That being the case,”
D
ayton
,
O.,
March
14.
—
Gilbert
Bur

do so, the least that you can do in rep
wanna
and Western railroad to New and threatened Arlie, who, blind with replied General Wilder, “we will sur
aration of this cruel wrong, alike to rows, of this city, was the recipient yes York before the end of the week. In passion, drew his revolver and shot the render.” General Wilder is now said
Hancock’s memory and the patriotic terday, of an electrical shock over the some places between Moscow and negro dead. The wife of the negro saw to he one of the richest men in Tenncsentiment of the country, is to rise telephone wire that nearly proved fatal. Cresco the tracks are covered to the her husband tall and, going up to Arlie, see, and is extensively interested in
again in the senate chamber and make He was about to answer a ring from depth of twenty-five feet. No trains invoked curses upon him.
railway enterprises.
the instrument and took hold ot the can he sent over the Jefferson branch
a full retraction and apology.
Arlie never recovered from the ef
phone,
when,
with
a
sharp
cry
of
pain,
Respectfully Yours,
North of Carbondale for fects of the tragedy, hut. in a year or
A Snake in Its Eye.
lie staggered backward, and in despite of the Erie,
Finley Anderson.
days and the blockade on . the so moved North, locating in this city.
his struggles, he could not let go of the several
He is a man of wealth and largely in Akron, O., March 15.—A horse owned
Delaware
and
Hudson
Gravity
road
to
phone, and was held within its electric- Honesdale will not be opened until terested in manufactures. He is pre by Charles Smith, residing in Clinton,
Sherman and Foraker.
il embrace until his cries brought as next week. No mails nave been re paring to take his daughter to Europe has a live snake in one of its eyes. The
Columbus Cor. Chicago Tribune i Rep.) ]
sistance and the phone attachments ceived
from New York or Philadelphia for treatment.
If Sherman desires to preserve the was broken from its fastenings. Bur
reptile or parasite is about two inches
anatomy of his presidential boom in rows fell to the floor in an insensible since Saturday, but Western mails are
long, and moves about in a lively
uninterrupted, coming via Northum
An Appeal to the Democracy.
manner in the aqueous homor of the
Ohio he should at once communicate condition, as the result of reaction from berland.
The members of the Democratic State optic. The horse is rendered very
with Governor Foraker and a number the nervous shock. He is still under
Not
a
single
colliery
in
the
Lackathe care of physicians, and is prostrated.
Executive committee deem it a grate nervous, and is practically worthless be
of prominent Republicans holding of He remembers that when he approach wana or Wyoming valley are in opera
ful duty to commend to the’patronage cause of this trouble. Veterinary sur
tion
to-day.
fice under the present state administra ed the instrument a bluish glow of
here state that such cases arc
of the Democracy of the State the pub geons
THIS is SARKASM.
very rare in this country, and that par
tion. It is nearly time to unmask his flame appeared about the metal on the
lication
of
the
speeches,
with
a
brief
alleged friends in Ohio who are out telephone. Investigation by the sup Chicago, March 14.—A dispatch from sketch of the life of General Durbin asites come from stagnant water, being
erintendent of telephone showed that
taken
into the
stomach
and
wardly doing what they can to advance the telephone wire was crossed with Bismarck, Dak., says: The following Ward, deceased. General Ward gave passed through the circulation, and
dispatch
has
been
sent
from
here:
the
services
of
the
best
years
of
his
life
his candidacy and create the impres the large incandescent light wires.
the eyxis through the capillaries.
to his country in the field and to the enter
sion that Ohio is solid for the Senator
Mayor llewitt, New York:
Many people go miles to see the curi
advocacy
of
Democratic
principles
be

and at the same time covering the east
Bismarck stands ready to give sub
osity.
I feel like saying
and west with confidential information
stantial aid to the blizzard sufferers of fore the people. He was not only a
something HAD!
that, in a certain contingency, Governor
New York. Let us know your needs logical thinker, hut an eloquent orator
.—“I don’t know where, I can’t
and a political scholar of rare ability. tellLost
Foraker is willing to become a candi
Chamber of Commerce.
when, I don't see how—something
Above all he was an uncorrupted, in of great value to me, and lor Ihe re
date in Chicago in June. There are
THE UNKINDE8T CUT OF ALL.
corruptible and honest man. While turn of which I shall he truly thankful,
strong surface indications that the
Minneapolis, Mar. 14.—Major Ed he lived he never received the recogni viz: a good appetite.”
Sherman boom in Ohio has about
wards, editor of the Fargo (Dak.) Ar tion at the hands of his party to which
reached its normal growth. It has ad
Found.—“Health and strength, pure
vanced just as far as the great mass of
gus, on reading the account of Roscoe his talents mid sterling merits entitled blood, an appetite like that of a wolf,
him. The only legacy he was able to regular digestion, all by taking that
Republicans of the state desire that it
Conkling's narrow escape from freezing leave his bereaved widow was the man
should. * * * To resurrect the fast
popular and peculiar medicine, Hood’s
to death in the New York blizzard, at uscript of his speeches, which were well Sarsaparilla.
dying enthusiasm it will be necessary
I want everybody to
once
sent
the
following
pithy
telegram
worthy
of
preservation
and
well
deserve
for the Senator to contribute more than
try it this season.” It is sold by all
to
him:
a
high
rank
in
the
records
of
American
$100 to the campaign fund, as he did
druggists. One hundred doses one
Minneapolis, March 14, 1888.
eloquence. It is alike but simple jus dollar.
in 1887, when the result of the cam
Hon. Roscoe Conkling, New York:
tice to the surviving widow and to our
paign hung as with a thread and he
The late Samuel Morrison, of Indian
was a candidate for re-election as Sena
Dakota robins setting on orange blos dead friend and champion that we ten
tor.. It was in that campaign that Sen
soming trees join in thanks for your der this tribute to his memory, and ap apolis, who died on the 90th anniverator Plumb of Kansas made a short
safe delivery from New York snow peal to the Democracy of Ohio to give sity of his birthday, was proud of being,
substantial proof of their appreciation as he claimed, the author of the plan of
stay at the Republican headquarters on
drifts.
State street in this city, and being
Here in the Tribune office all join of noble Durbin Ward, “the Tribune of seige by which Vicksburg was taken.
shown the Sherman check for $100,
with me in congratulations to you and the People” by subscribing for his He was a surveyor, and made a fine
BE WISE!
said: “Well, if it were not for the name
say, ‘/‘Come to the banana belt, where hook. Very Respectfully,
BOOTS AND SHOES DRESSED WITH
map of the vicinity of Vicksburg, wifli
Henry’ Boiil.
of the thi-ng I would give $’10,000 for Wolff’sftGMEBIacking every man is your well wisher.
which he was familiar. This he sent to
that check as a political memento. I
A. W. Edwards.
l’atti has made her “last appearance” General Grant early in the campaign
would like to show it as a sample of
FOOD AT WAR PRICES.
twenty-seven
times, her “positively last against the rebel stronghold.
Sherman’s generosity. Why, sir, if I
NEVER
GET
HARD
AND
STIFF,
A
lbany, N. Y. March 14.—A num appearance” nine times, has “perman
Tf you require a Spring medicine, if
were a candidate for re-election to the Always look neat. Equally good for Men’s.Women’s
Senate out in Kansas, and should con i r Child’s Shoes. No blacking brush required, and her of members of the State Legisla ently retired from the stage” seven you are suffering with languor, debility,
tribute no more to the campaign upon tha polishing is donein three minutes without labor. ture who have been snow-bound near times, and has “retired to spend her pimples, boils, catarrh, chronic sores,
WATERPROOF and warranted to preserve
the success of which depended my suc
Schencctedy arrived to-day. The whole days in her castle” three times, and is scrofula, or loss of appetite, or any dis
and keeps it soft and durable.
cess than this measly $100, I would he 1 jr.thor,
crowd of legislators played poker thir now getting ready to take another hack ease arising from impure blood, take
Sold by Shoe Stores, Grocers, Druggists, ic.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla—4he safest and
mobbed and my candidacy spewed out
ty-six hours without sleep. Pie#> cost at tlie public and retire again.
Try it on pour Harness.
most economical of all blood purifiers.
by the party.”
$4 apiece, sandwiches 50 cents, hard
VDlFF & RANDOLPH. FHlLflDELPH!;. boiled eggs 25 cents. A bottle of liquor
was sold at auction on the train and
Bill granting women the right to vote
“He most lives who thinks the most,
The Sugar Tax.
brought $50.
Acts the noblest, feels the best,
upon the question of licensing liquor
The
sugar
tax
is
one
of
the
least
op

And he whose heart beats quickest
SLOW WORK DIGGING OUT.
sellers was defeated in the Massachu
Lives the longest, lives in one hour
pressive of (he tariff taxes, for the reas
Jersey’ City, N. J.,'March 14.—Some
setts state senate last week. An effec
More than in years do some whose
on that seven-eights of it goes into ihe
tive argument against the measure was
Fat blood sleeps as it slips along their Federal Treasury and is applied to the progress is being made toward getting
a statement by a member that 10,(MX)
out of the drifts. The Pennsylvania
veins.”
women in Boston were directly depen
expenses of the government which, in road is open to Newark, and from
These lines describe that condition of any event, the taxpayer is compelled to Trenton to Philadelphia. The Chicago
dent upon the liquor business and their
votes would he thrown in favor; of tlie
perfect health which all men and wo bear. The taxes which are most griev limited, which got to Newark on Mon
traffic.
men wish to enjoy. To he able to ous are those, like the steel rail tax, day, and was hauled back here this
think clearly, to incline to do noble which cost the taxpayers many millions morning, will he the first through train
Syrup of Figs,
acts, to live longhand joyously, we must of dollars, but which do not go into the sent out, probably to-night.
Manufactured
only by the California
be free to the denomination of disease. public Treasury or aid in the payment
THREE TRAINS STALLED.
By taking Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical of public debts or expenses. But the
Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is
B
inghampton
,
N.
Y.,
March
14.
—
Discovery we may, by purifying the danger of protective taxation is notably
Nature’s Own True Laxative. This
blood, escape consumption, general de illustrated by the advantage that has Not a train has arrived from New York
pleasant California liquid fruit remedy
bility, and weakness, and all blood and been taxen of the sugar trust in order since 3 a. m. Monday. The Lackawan
may he had at Greens Drug Store and
to
fleece
the
consumers
of
sugar.
It
skin diseases, and verify the truth of
na has three express trains stuck fast at
large bottles at fifty cents or one dollar
has
been
estimated
that
the
advance
in
poetry as well as fact.
tlie top of the l’ocono mountains.
It is the most pleasant, prompt, and
prices effected by the operations of the Trains on the Erie are running on good
effective remedy known to cleanse the
sugar
trust
will
add
to
the
cost
of
this
A MaDstield Sensation.
time between Susquehanna and Buffa
system; to aVton Liver, Kidneys, and
web gently yet thoroughly: to dispel
Manlfiei.d, March 16.—An immense necessary article thirty million dtllars lo, all the (rouble being East of Susque Were all wise enough to heed this advice In
a year. Of course, a repeal of the duty hanna.
season, a world of suffering would bo avoided.
Headaches, Gokls, and Fevers; to cure
sensation was created in police court on refined sugar would break down the
The best months in which to take Hood’s Constipation, Indigestion, and kindred
CATTLE FROZEN TO DEATH.
when Bigelow Brown was brought in price to the European rate. Nice gran
Sarsaparilla, the great blood purifier, aro
ills.
28jlyly.
A
msterdam
,
N.
Y.
March
14.
—
A
cat

and charged with threatening Andrew ulated sugar sells in London for about
Burenson. Brown had written Buren- three cents a pound.—Philadelphia tle train is stalled on the Central rail
Reading aloud, a practice much com
son that he would meet him at any Record.
road since Monday night and a large
mended,
is-sometimes very affective.
At
no
other
season
is
the
body
so
much
in
time or place .with any weapon. A
number of cattle are frozen to death.
of, or so susceptible to the benefit to be
Charles McLain, of Whidby Island, W.
A Clear Complexion.
week ago to-day Burenson married
The train was brought in sections to need
from Hood’s Sarsaparilla, as now.
T., fell out of his chair dead one even
Brown’s divorced wife at Upper San
How can you expect a clear complex this city to-day ami tlie cattle were re derived
The impoverished condition of tlie blood, tlie
ing a short time ago. During the cor
dusky, Mrs. Brown obtained the di ion when the blood is full of impurities moved.
weakening effects of tlie long, cold winter, the
oner's investigation it came out that
vorce last November, after having lived and the stomach clogged? The blood
three persons frozen to death.
lost appetite, and that tired feeling, all make
the man’s wife had been reading to him
with Burenson some months as house becomes impure because the liver does
a
good
spring
medicine
absolutely
necessary.
Newark, N. J., March 14.— Three
for an hour before the event occurred.
keeper. Brown was put under $300 not act properly and work oft' the
Try
Hood
’
s
Sarsaparilla
and
you
will
be
con
and in default was sent to jail. Buren poison from the system, and the cer- persons in this vicinity are now known vinoed that it is the ideal spring medicine.
Have you a cough? Sleepless nights
son is the Assistant Superintendent at results are blotches, pimples and erup to have frozen to death in Monday’s
need no longer trouble you. Ayer’s
blizzard.
A
milk,
meat
and
coal
fam

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the A. A T. Harvesting Works.
tions. Purify the blood with Simmons ine is threatened.
Cherry Pectoral will stop the cough,
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for P5. Prepared only
Liver Regulator, and regulate the liver,
allay the inflammation, and induce
by
C.
I.
HOOD
&
CO.,
Apothecaries,
Lowell,
Mass.
CHURCH BLOWN DOWN.
The only reliable cure for catarrh
stomach and bowels, and then the skin
repose. It will, moreover, heal the
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy.
will become clear.
• Middletown, N. Y., March 14.—It is
IOO Doses One Dollar
pulmonary organs and give you health.

ECHOES OF THE GREAT STORM.

March April May

Cures Coughs, CoMs, Hoarseness, Croup, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Whoopi ng Cough, Incipient Consump_-uirtion; and relieves consumptive
persons 1n advanced stages of I
the disease. Price 25 cts. Cau-1
, I ion. The Genuine Dr. Dull's I
fCouj/A Syrup is sold only in [
I white wrappers, and boars our,

I registered Trade-Marks to wit: t.

' AlluU’s Head in a Circle,aRetlJi
'.Strip Caution-Lot.’, and they
j) fac simile signatu res of John W. 1
Bull dt A. C. Meyer <6- Co., Sole I
Prop's, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.

( hew Lnnge’s Plugs—The erent Tobacco Anlidotel—Price 1<> Cts.-Sold by l il Druggists.

45.

Banner.
L. HARPER, Editor and Proprietor
Official Paper of the County,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

THURSDAY MORNING...MAR.22,1888.
FOR COMMON PLEAS JUDGE,

JAMES E. LAWHEAD,
OF LICKING’COUNTY.

The Louisiana State election takes
place on the 17th of April.

The new Emperor of Germany has
to do his talking with a No. 2 Faber
pencil.
John Sherman is very unpopular on
the Pacific slope. His hostility to silver
did the work.

The Randall Tariff bill does not meet
with much favor. Even the Republi
cans seem to be shy of it.

Jngali.s, the Republican Senator
from Kansas, “went up like a rocket
and same down like a stick.”
Litlle Eugene Hale, Senator from
Maine, actually imagines that the Presi
dential lightning may strike him.

Beware of Republican Hypocrisy
and Base Deception.
While here in Knox county the Re
publicans are making extraordinary ef
forts to secure the Prohibition vote,
especially for their candidate for Com
mon Pleas Judge, it is a notorious fact
that the Republican Legislature is now
pandering to the “saloon vote” in Cin
cinnati, Cleveland and other large cities
of the State. Cincinnati has been car
ried by the “saloon vote” for years,
and the Republican organization, there
is simply a saloon organization, with
George Cox, proprietor of a disreputa
ble gin mill, as the chairman and man
ager of the Republican committee. The
Cincinnati Commercial Gazette declared
that if the Owen Sunday saloon closing
bill became a law’, Cincinnati would go
Democratic and the State w’ould be lost
to the Republicans, and hence the bill
was pocketed by Senator Mack with in
structions to keep it secreted until after
the April elections. The Democrats
have never been guilty of such low
trickery and base hypocrisy as this.
And yet the Democrats have been un
justly assailed and villified, and called
the “whisky party.” The attempt now
being made by the Republicans to
array the temperance element against
the Democratic party is the very em
bodiment of deception and impudence.
There is as much morality and sobriety
to be found in the Democratic party as
there is in the Republican party; the
only difference being that the Republi
cans make loud-mouthed and hypocriti
cal professions of extreme goodness,
while the Democrats do not proclaim
their virtues at the street corners and
on the house-tops.

“Frederick the Peaceful,” is the title
now conferred upon the new*Emperor
of Germany by his loyal and loving
subjects.
_______*
The City Council of Dayton passed
all the electric street railway ordinan
ces, notwithstanding the injunction of
the court._______ ______
Another Great Strike.
Republican Senators have discovered
At 4 o’clock p. m. Thursday last, all
that the two Democratic Senators from the engineers and firemen of the entire
Kentucky, Messrs. Beck and Blackburn, line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
are loaded.
Fe company, embracing thirty-two
Hon. John P. King, the oldest ex- hundred miles of railway, from St.
Senator in the United States, died at Paul on the North to-El Paso on the
Augusta, Ga., on Monday, aged eighty- South, went out on a strike. No ex
planations were given for this sudden
nine years.
movement, but it is supposed the order
The intense cold weather at Berlin was sent out because of Judge Gres
had a bad effect upon Emperor Fred ham’s decision in the Wabash case.
erick, after his translation'from the mild The strike created intense excitement
atmosphere of San Remo.
and surprise in Kansas City, for the
We think the present Legislature of reason that the road has not been hand
Ohio will take the premium as being ling Burlington freight. That the strike
the most degenerate body that ever met was ordered by some one in authority
there is no doubt, but the men profess
at Columbus to make laws.
utter ignorance of the issuing of any
A report tomes from Washington such orders, and say that they have
that Senator Vest, of Missouri, expres quit because they are “tired.”
ses a desire to retire from public life at
P. S. Since the foregoing was in type,
the end of his Senatorial term.
Mr. I. Conroe, Chairman of the General
Grievance Committee at Kansas City
The United States Supreme Court at directed the engineers and firemen on
Washington has affirmed the validity the Santa Fe system to return to their
of the Bell Telephone Patent. So this respective positions, and that all mis
long and exciting contest is ended.
understandings would be adjusted. This
The Senate has confirmed the ap is the proper way to settle labor
pointment of General John S. Jones, of troubles.
Delaware, as Trustee of the Ohio Sol
Our Nominee for Judge.
diers’ and Sailors’ Orphans’ Home.
The official proceedings of the late

With one exception, the Republican
papers, by their silence, indorse Sen
ator Ingalls’ cowardly and impatriotic
attack upon Generals McClellan and
Hancock.
The Republican Legislature will do
its best to postpone action on the Owen
Sunday bill until after the April elec
tions, to please the party bosses in Cin
cinnati and Cleveland.

Word has reached London of the
sinking in Bristol Channel of the
steamer City of Exeter with 300 souls
on board. But one person, a seaman,
was left to tell the story.
The Cincinnati Times-Star don’t seem
to be pleased with the course of the
Republican members of the Legislature
from that county, and takes occasion
to read the riot act to them.
Milwaukee was visited by a very dis
astrous fire early last Thursday morn
ing—the loss being estimated at $250,000. Two firemen were killed and four
others badly injured by falling walls.
Late Chinese papers confirm the re
port of a diastrous earthqaake in the
Provinces of Yunnan and Syechuen
but give no details. Several cities were
destroyed and about 20,000 lives lost.

A letter from Dorchester county,
Md., states that nearly 100 small crafts,
engaged in the oyster trade in Hingo
river, were destroyed during the storm
on last Monday causing a loss of nearly
$50,000.
_________
A snow-plow pushed by four engines
jumped the track at Sharon, N. Y., on
Friday afternoon, killing the conductor,
engineer, brakeman and fireman, and
badly injuring five other employes of
the railroad.

A reporter of the New York Slar,
who went down to Coney Island to
writeup the effects of the blizzard in
that locality, was found frozen in a
snow drift. Reporters on city papers
have a hard life.

Judge Lawrence’s Life of John Sher
man has been suppressed, for reasons
not publicly known; but it is supposed
the Judge was stating some political
truths that were not agreeable to the
friends of the Senator.
As a result pf the recent fearful
storm in the East, when railroad traffic
was completely suspended, thus cutting
off supplies of many of the necessaries
of life, prices ran up to nearly double
the usual selling rates.

Members of the Ohio General Assem
bly and friends, making a party of 75,
left Columbus Friday on an excursion
to New Orleans. This means that no
two-cent-per-mile Railroad fare will be
passed during this session.
Prominent Republicans in Pennsyl
vania, headed by Senator Cooper, have
started a Presidential boom for Chaun
cey M. Depew of New York. The
men engaged in the movement were
formerly strong Blaine men.

The Supreme Court of Illinois has
decided that the recent annexation of
Hyde Park to Chicago, is unconstitu
tional, thus cutting off50,000 from Chi
cago’s population. The Hyde Parkers
are jubilating over this decision.

George McDuffie, a colored preach
er, has been sentenced to be hung at
Greensboro, Ga., on the 11th of July,
for killing another negro, who escorted
a colored damsel, for whom McDuffie,
although a married man, had a passion.
Emperor Frederick is showing a
good deal of vitality since he returned
to Germany and assumed the reins of
government. Dr. Mackenzie is now
giving him constant personal attention,
and may be able to pull him through.
------

>

The Democracy of Rhode Island
have made the following nominations:
For Governor, John W. Davis; Lieut
enant Governor, Howard Smith of
Newport; Secretary of State, Edward
McGinnes of Providence; Attorney
General, Ziba O. Slocum of Providence;
Treasurer. John G. Perry of South
Kingston.

Allen O. Myers was arrested fn Cin
cinnati on Monday morning, by an
officer sent from Columbus, for con
tempt of court, and was at once taken
to Columbus. He gave bail in $1,000
for his appearance in court, with Cas
per Loewenstein, A. *D. Huffner and
Samuel Fuller of Circleville, as his
bondsmen ; but when the case came up
on Tuesday for hearing, Allen did not
put in an appearance, and his bond was
declared forfeited.
The hill of Congressman Wilkins, pro
viding for the issue of fractional curren
cy, or shinplasters, in 10, 25 and 50-cent
denominations, passed the House on
Monday by a vote of 178 to 67. It will
now come be fere the Senate, where its
fate is uncertain. The supposed neces
sity for this measure is the inconve
nience of remitting small sums of mo
ney by mail; hut we think the present
postal note law covers this case.

In the British House of Commons
March 14, Mr. Bradlaugh moved the
second reading of the Oaths bill, which
permits jurors, witnesses, officers of the
army and navy, and all officials to
affirm, if they so desire. After a fer
vent debate the bill passed its second
reading by a vote of 250 to 150 amid en
thusiastic cheers from the opposition.
This is a great victory for Bradlaugh,
“the infidel.”
Gen. Boulanger has at length been
retired from active service by the War
Department of France. Among the
charges made against him was coming
to Paris in disguise—wearing an old
slouch hat, shabby clothes, walking
with a crutch and having a pair of green
goggles over his eyes. A man who
would do that ought to be bounced.
The “Boulanger March” is not as popu
lar now as formerly.

Colonel La-*' > • gives an authori
zed and emphfoical Genial to all the
stories that have been published in re
gard to the President expressing a pref
erence for any man for Vice PresidentThe President, says Colonel Lamont,
“considered it not only indelicate, but
improper for him to interfere in any
way, either by expressions of prefer
ence or prejudice on the subject.”
That miserable old humbug, Spooney
Butler, has written a letter to an Anar
chist friend in Chicago, in which he
declares that the Anarchists were ille
gally tried and unjustly hung, and
compares the judicial proceedings to
those by which “witches” were hung in
New England two hundred years ago.
No doubt Ben is seeking to become the
Anarchist candidate for President.

The powder mill at Goes station on
the Springfield branch of the Pan
Handle Railroad, exploded with terri
fic force about noon on Friday, but
fortunately only one person, Fred Sher
man, was about the mill at the time.
He was blown some distance and was
burned in a horrible manner from head
Democratic Judicial Convention at to foot. He died three hours afterwardsNewark, together with an interesting
A ten-year-old son of Martin Rol
biographical sketch of Hon. J. E. Lawlins,
a Bohemian glass-blower of Find
head, the nominee for Judge, are print
ed on the first page of this week’s Ban lay, Ohio, has eyes as red as those of a
ner. Mr. Lawhead is a sound Demo white rabbit, and his hair and eyebrows
crat, an able lawyer, and a popular and are of a silver color. He is almost
upright citizen. But as might be ex blind in the daytime, hut sees perfectly
pected, the Republican papers of the at night. He has two brothers and a
district are making false and calumni- sister, ail of whom have black hair and
ious charges against him, which will eyes, as also have his parents.
only recoil upon the heads of the party
Christopher C. Memminger, who
that resorts to such a disreputable died at Charleston, S. C., recently, was
mode of warfare. We say to our Demo Confederate Secretary of the Treasury
cratic lriends and all others who believe throughout the war. He was born in
in decency in politics as well as in pri Germany, 1803, and was brought up as
vate life, pay no attention to any lying the adopted son of the late Thomas
stories you may hear about Mr. Law- Bennett, once Governor of South Caro
head circulated just on the eve of the lina. Mr. Memminger made a fortune
election.
out of phospate after the war.
The funeral ceremonies of the late
The Newark Advocate, in speaking of
Emperor of Germany, which took place
the
spirt of harmony and unity that
on Friday, were grand and imposing,
and notwithstanding the intensely cold prevailed at the late Judicial Conven
weather, the turnout of people was im tion, says: “It was a genuine, old fash
mense. Representatives of nil Europ ioned Democratic love feast. The
can governments were present; but Em Democracy are breathing the inspira
peror Frederick, Prince Bismarck and tion of the hour. They will present a
Count von Moltke were unable to join solid front to the foe and win an old
in the solemn pageant. The entire city time Democratic victory, this spring
of Berlin was draped in deep mourning. and fall.”
The religious services in the cathedral
The New York papers amused their
were very solemn. Dr. Koegel deliver readers last week by publishing some
ed his sermon while standing by the very ludicrous pictures of the snow
side of the coffin, his text being: “Lord, blockade. But the one “that took the
now lettest thy servant depart in peace cake” represented Whitelaw Reid, com
according to thy word, for mine eyes ing out of the tall tower of the Tribune
have seen thy salvation.”
building, with a shovel in his hand, to
After Sullivan and Nlitcbell finished make a passage for himself and his as
their fistic farce in France, they were sociates to get out.
put under arrest, and lodged in jail for
A dispatch from Winchester, Ohio,
one night. They were required to give March 15, says, that last night an angry
bail in $500 for tlieir appearance. They mob of farmers tarred and feathered
put up the money, and then cleared two mormon elders near Brier Ridge
Out to London in hot haste. There is school-house, where the elders have
some talk of another fight between the been for some time trying to hold pros
parties, hut we think it will not taka elyting meetings. After the ceremony
place, as both bruisers were pretty well the ciders were chased to the Ohio
used up in the first encounter. They river, which they crossed for safety.
may, however, engage in a series of
At 2 o’clock last Thursday morning
sparring exhibitions, to make money,
an article they seem to need badly at a party of one hundred masked men
broke into the county jail at Hopkins
present.
—---------- •-----------ville, Kentucky, and took out John
The Democratic Senators are making Skinner, a murderer, and hanged him
it hot for John Sherman, and keeping to a convenient tree. The crime for
him busy explaining his record on the which Skinner was incarcerated was
tariff and financial questions. But the the murder of B. F. Fourquean about
most damaging and wholly indefensible four months ago. act of John Sherman’s life was the ac
A dispatch from Philadelphia*
tive part he took in the outrageous
frauds by which the Democracy were March 14, says: The long and stubborn
cheated out of the Presidency in 1876, strike of the Reading railroad employes
and a man seated in the White House was officially declared off to-night by a
who was repudiated and defeated by convention of delegates representing
the people. This indelible stain on the local assemblies of Reading em
Sherman’s life will never he obliterated ployes, and the men were given the
right to apply for their old positions as
and will follow him to the grave.
individuals.
Senator Butler has introduced a
The Prohibitionists of Indiana, met
hill in the United State Senate provid
ing for the admission of Utah into the in State Convention at Indianapolis
Union. Wedo not think it would he last Thursday, adopted a platform,
wise to letUtah come into the sisterhood nominated a full State ticket and ap
of the Union just yet. As long as her pointed delegates to their National Con
territorial condition exists, Congress vention. They seem to he in dead
has power to legislate in regard to earnest this year, which fact is exceed
polygamy; hut the moment her state ingly annoying to the Republicans.
hood is an established fact, she would
Mr. Carlisle, upon resuming the
he very apt to assert her “State sov
Speaker
’s chair at Washington, receiv
ereignty,” and if a- majority of the peo
ed
a
cordial
welcome from Congress
ple there wanted polygamy,* we don’t
men
of
both
parties.
He is the most
sec how it could he prevented.
popular presiding officer the House of
A frightful accident occurred on Representatives ever had, and this
the Cuban fast train from New York to arises from the fact that he is fair and
Florida, between Savannah and Jack impartial in all his rulings.
sonville, on Saturday night, while pass;
The office of the Marietta Register
ing over a trestle bridge.' ’One account
one
of the oldest and best equipped
states that an axle on a froqt Car hroko
and another that the trestle collapsed, country papers in Ohie, was completely
throwing the entire train down into the destroyed by fire a few’ days ago. Loss
valley. Fully twenty-five persons were on building and material about $20,000.
killed, and some thirty-five others seri Wc sympathise with brother Alderman.
ously injured. Among the latter were The Banner had some experience in
that line a few years ago.
deorge Gould and his wife, who were
Admiring friends of Senator Joe
on their way from New York to Florida.
Blackburn decorate his desk every
The Republicans of Rhode Island, morning with beautiful tlow’ers, as a
in conventioh on Friday, made the fol token of regard for his manly and hon
lowing nominations:
orable defence of Generals McClellan
For Governor—Royal C. Taft, of and Hancock against the brutal and
cowardly atta A s of that hair-brained
Providence.
For Lieutenant Governor—Enos Lap- fanatic, John J. Ingalls.
ham, Warwick.
The New York Star says that Gen.
For Secretary of State—Samuel NI.
Sigel,
who is pension agent at New
Gross, of Westerly.
For Attorney-General—General Ho York City, “has shown himself as care
ful and competent in civil administra
ratio Rogers, of Providence.
For General Treasurer—Hon. Saninel tion as he was gallant and energetic in
command in the field.”
Clark, of Lincoln.

Keep it Before the Prohibitionists,
That the Republican party repealed
the law against the trafficking in intox
icating liquors and legalized it by giv
ing license to all tc sell everywhere
and as much as they pleased upon pay
ment of tax; that the Republican party
repealed the statute W’hich made it a
nuisance to sell to he drank w’here sold,
and thereby rendered of no effect the
law “to provide against the evils result
ing from the traffic in intoxicating
liquors;” that by the repeal of this
statute the Republican party took out
of the hand of the Courts the power to
enforce the penalties for violation of
the liquor laws.
The Dow law, so-called, only leftrin
force the penalties for selling on Sun
day, to minors, and to persons in the
habit of getting intoxicated; it opens
the gates wide for sales to all persons,
at all other times, and in all places.
The Republican party by allowing
intoxicating liquors to he drank where
sold, favors tippling houses and places
of resort for intemperance.
The passage of the Dow law, so-call •
ed, endorses the trafficking in intoxi
cating liquors, and invites all persons
to embark in it, who will pay the tax.
Prohibitionists cannot he Prohibi
tionists and endorse this kind of Re
publican legislation.
Are you Prohibitionists or are you
Republicans?
Are you to he caught with the chaff’
that Baldwin and Cunningham are
flinging at you? and are your votes to
be got for a Republican candidate for
Judge by such silly chatter as fills the
columns of the Mt. Vernon Republican’!
Truth.

Mrs. Thomas A. Hendricks writes
to the Portland Oregonian: “I never at
any time felt or expressed myself as
complaining that the widows of Gen.
Logan and Gen. Blair should receive
pensions. No such sentiment wa^ ever
expressed by me. Indeed, I anr rejoic
ed to know that those ladies are likely
to receive pensions. It is a great mis
take that I ever alluded to a pension
for myself. I have thought and so
expressed myself that the Govern
ment should give me the salary that
would have been due my husband. It
is in the abundant United States Treas
ury, and, as I am told, is drawn by no
one.”

A train on the Delaware, Lacka
wannajand Western Railroad, left the
track and rolled to the bottom of a
thirty-foot embankment on Friday
morning. Eight persons were badly
injured. The fatal car stoyes set fire to
the cars, and they were soon a mass of
red hot embers.

The latest news from Germany indi
cates that Emperor Frederick’s life is
becoming more and more uncertain
every day; and the probabilities are
that, ere long, he will join his illus
trious father in the land where no dis
tinction is known between the king and
the peasant.
Senator Mack, of Hamilton county,
has locked up the Owen Sunday hill in
his pocket and lost the combination of
the key. Now, what is Owen going to
do about it? Hamilton county must
he carried by the Republicans, and the
saloons must he kept open on Sunday
to do it.

On Saturday morning, our missing
New York daily papers, the World, Her
ald and Star, that were snow-bound for
nearly a week, all came to hand, filled
with details of the most remarkable and
destructive storm ever witnessed in
Pennsylvania and New York.
- -a-— - - •
A banquet was given at Manchester,
England, last Thursday night to the
Irish political prisoners.
Messrs.
O’Brien, Sullivan, Bunt, Cox, Hooper
and Flynn were present, and made
speeches denouncing Chief Secretary
Balfour.

Which gives us an advantage in STYLES and PRICES which cannot he com
peted. Our WORKING and BUSINESS SUPB6 IN

rCHT-Z1

ST-2-XjES

In Quality and Price cannot he Equaled. Our DRESS SUIT DEPARTMENT
is something GRAND, with many styles to select from, and selling at prices that
cannot be competed. And our

Boys’ and Childrens’ Departments
Are Simply Immense, and prices LOWER that ever. Our DRESS and WORK

SOFT

THIS TELLS
Why you make money by

purchasing DRY GOODS and
NOTIONS at BROWNING

&

SPERRY’S.

A

ITATS,

I. & D. ROSENTHALL
PROPRIETORS OF THE

CLOTHING

dollar

HOUSE,

Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Sts., Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

saved is a dollar earned.

THAT INSURES!
Fire Insurance!
In these days of REMARKABLE FIKE
LOSSES, when it is not nn uncommon oc
currence for large cities ami towns to be
swept nearly out of existence by the great
FIRE FIEND, it behoves everybody, who
has property to insure, to CHOOSE ONLY
TIIE BEST COMPANIES. CAcup Zinarancc is DEAR at any price. The Companies
represented by HOWARD HARPER are
the lakgest, strongest and BKST in exist
ence. Behold the list :

NORTH AMERICA, of Philadelphia,

Assets, $8,43(1,595.

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

THE

Cash Capital, $3,000,009

PHCENIX, of Hartford,

Assets, $4,778,469,

Cash Capital, $2,000,000

HARTFORD, of Hartford,
Assets, $5,288,003.

Cush Capital, $1,250,000

CONTINENTAL, of New York.

Assets, $4,875,628.

Cash Capital, $1,000,000

PENNSYLVANIA, of Philadelphia,
Assets, $2,890,897. Cash Capital, $400,000

WESTCHESTER, of New York.

Assets. $1,343,586. Cash Capital, $300,(XMI

Rush of people seen in our

store for the past ten months
proves beyond a doubt that

BARGAINS can be secured
in every department of our

store, and the long and short

ew Spring Goods

QUEEN, of Liverpool, Eng.
Assets, $6,501,614.

Cash Capital, $900,175

LONDON & LANCASHIRE, Liverp’l,

Assets, $3,297,524.

Cush Capital, $9*20,000

Z*'* We deal in RELIABLE INDEM

NITY—not cheap Insurance.

RECEIVED A.T

Tornado
Insurance!
SEYMOUR’S MAMMOTH STORE NADOES,
This is the season of the vear when TOR
CYCLONES ami WINDSTORMS
ALL THE LATEST STYLES IN

of the

are frequent. Within the past few years
these disasters have been very numerous
ami protection against them are becoming
as much (if a necessity as Eire Insurance.
Recently the towns of Ml. Vermin, 111., ami
Kept constantly on hand.
Don’t fail to call.
Everybody invited.
The Wilkesharre, Pa., were visited by Tornadoes,
ami hundreds of buildings swept away at
LARGES!' STOCK in Knox county to select from.
each place. The newspapers, nearly every
day, ('(inlaiu accounts «>f their occurrence.
12jan6m
2d poor South of Public Square, in Kirk Block.
With HOWARD HARPER. We have sev
eral first-clam Companies that issue Tornado
Policies PIKENIX, of Hartford, CONTI
NENTAL, HARTEORD, Ac.

Boots, Shoes, Slats, Caps, Trunks, Valises
and Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

STORY
Is that a clean, new stock of
Dry Goods, fair and square

dealing with everyone, is the

TE3ZE3O. EC. SEYMOUR,

iWNIJliff*;

i

only thing that merits the

Life Insurance!

confidence of the people.

Everybody nailizes the necessity of LIFE
INSURANCE. There Is no safer or better
Company in the world than the

Thanking the public for
their generous patronage dur

EQUITABLE, of New York.

ing the past year, we shall

Represented by HOWARD HARPER

redouble our energies to please

Masonic Life Insure.

you this new year.

Knights Tenjplar, Royal Arch, or Master
Masons desiring strictly first-class Masonic
Life Insurance can he aocommoduted in the

Browning 4 Sperry.

Knights Templar and Masonic Mu
tual Aid Association, of Cincinnati,

Administrator's Notice.

Northwestern Masonic Aid Associa
tion, of Chicago.

"VJ"OTICE is hereby given that the undersigned has been appointed and
qualified Administrator of the estate of
NANCY McKEE,
late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the
Probate Court of said county.
SAMUEL MOORE,
22mar3t
Administrator.

OR THE

The Leading Masonic Associations of the
country. HOWARD HARPER. Agt.

We arc again iu line and present to you the great cwt
anil most brilliant assortment ot

izzie a. c’vrtis.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
L
Office—Comer Main St. and Public Square.

Residence, 208 Main Street.
Office Hours—9 to 10 a. in. and 2 to4 p. m.
lomarlm
NOTICE.

Persons knowing themselves indebted
to me, either by hook account or note,
will please call and settle same, as our
firm changed February 1st. The busi
ness hereafter will he conducted by
Wm. Bird & Son. Thanking my friends
and the public for past patronage and
asking a continuance of same,
I remain respectfully,
2sfeb6t
Wm. Bird, Jr.
IRIMIVG

Done in every styie ana promp t and
cheapest at Arnold’s. Bring in your
pictures and get prices.

Soft and smooth hands—use “Lotion.”
Prepared at Beardslee’s Drug Store.

rn

AND’ STIFF

AT REDUCED PRICES. Please call and satisfy yourself that this is no idle
talk hut solid facts, and if we are not selling the BEST GOODS for the LEAST
MONEY, we will not ask you to buy of us.
Respectfully yours,

If you want a first-class 5 or 10 cent
cigar, go to Beardslee’s Drug Store.

Platform: Gore.

MONUMENT SQUARE.

Purchasing such an IMMENSE STOCK for so many Mores we received a
GREAT REDUCTION FOR

cannot be sold in competition with the mul ING PANTS, in endless Styles and Varieties, are the BEST AND CHEAPEST
of low test, short weight alum or
It must cost the school-book mono titude
phosphate powders. Sold only in cans. in Mt Vernon. We have also a Full Line of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
polists, Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., a Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall street, to suit the most fastidious taste. We have just received all the latest novelties in
6oct87’ly
large sum of money to keep their hired New York.

For President,
J. B. FORAKER,
of Ohio.
For Vice-President,
JOHN JAMES INGALLS,
of Kansas.

Masonic Temple-Second Floor.

Now Nine Stores.

The Supreme Court of the United
States—Six justices affirming and three
dissenting—decided on Monday that
the Iowa Prohibition law, which forbids
.Railroads from carrying whisky into
that State, is unconstitutional and void,
on the ground that it was an attempt to
Absolutely Pure.
regulate and defeat the inter-State com This powder never varies. A marvel of
merce law. Iowa Prohibition is there purity, strength and wholesonieness. More
economical than the {ordinary kinds, and
fore dead.

lobbyists in Columbus every winter to
prevent the passage of any school-book
hills in the interest of the people. The
amount of “sugar” these men distribute
among “honest” legislators, is a secret
that will never he revealed to the unin
itiated.
Mr. Blaine writes to an intimate
friend in Washington that he will re
turn to America in June. He will time
his arrival in order to reach this coun
try after the Republican National Con
vention shall have completed .its work.
The Grant-Badeau Sensation.
General Adam Badeau has placed a He will come direct to New York and
claim in the hands of his lawyers in not by the way of Japan and California,
New York, against the heirs of General as was the original programme.
Grant for $35,000, for alleged services
The celebrated tally-sheet forgery
in preparing the Memoirs of Grant. It case, iff which Robert B. Montgomery
looks very much like a blackmailing was defendant, which has been on trial
operation, and to sustain this idea, Gen for over seven weeks in the criminal
eral Grant’s son Fred has authorized court, at Columbus, at a C03t of $7,000
the publication of a letter from his to the State of Ohio, has resulted, as
father to Badeau, dismissing him from most people expected, in a radical dis
all connection with the preparation of agreement among the jurors.
the Memoirs, when the latter demand
Mrs. Garfield acknowledged in New'
ed a share of the profits, when acting
merely in the capacity of an amanu York on Sunday that her daughter
ensis, when Grant was too feeble to do Mollie is engaged to marry J. Stanley
his own writing. General Grant in this Brown, who was Private Secretary of
her hpshand, the late President Gar
letter said:
“You ask for a contract and demand field, and that the nuptials will take
$1,000 per month in advance until the place in tiie near future.
work is completed and ten per cent of
the entire profits arising from the sale
The indications are unmistakable
of the work after it is put upon the that no reform sehpol-book bill will be
market. This would make you a part
ner with my family as long as the book passed by the present Legislature. The
found a sale. This is preposterous. school-book ring, through their hired
Not for one moment has your proposi lobbyists, will prevent any legislation of
tion been entertained by me. This,
w’ith the statements enumerated in this that kind which will be in the interest
letter and others contained in yours, of the poepleof Ohio.
makes it impossible for us to be asso
The Cleveland Plain Dealer says:
ciated in a work which is to hear my
name. It would be a degradation for Ingalls’ indecent assault upon the
me to accept honors and profits from memory of the two gallant, brave and
the work of another man, while declar patriotic generals, McClellan and Han
ing to the public that it was the pro
cock, places New Jersey firmly in the
duct of my own brain and hand.”
It is said that this extraordinary de Democratic column and Pennsylvania
mand of Badeau upon Grant filled his in the doubtful line.
last days with terrible anguish and did
James W. Tate, State Treasurer ot
more than anything else to hasten his Kentucky, is a defaulter to the amount
death.
of $200,<J00, and is a fugitive from just
ice. His act has surprised his friends,
The Election of Judge.
The act passed by the Legislature as he has held the office for 20 years,
authorizing the election of an addition and has always been considered honest
al Judge in this the First Sub-division and trustworthy.
of the Sixth Judicial District, provides
Near Dixon, Ill., on Thursday morn
that the election shall he held on the ing last, Samuel Whitmeyer shot and
first Monday in April, 1888, at the instantly killed George Albright. He
township election, under and in pursu then shot and killed the dead man’s
ance of the general election laws of the sister, then took hi? own life. Whit
State governing the election of Judges meyer had been discharged by Albright
of the Court of Common Pleas. The for drunkenness.
manner of voting for such Judge is pro
Sherman seems to he taking the lead
vided for in section 4 of the act and is
in Ohio. This is light. His party
as follows:
Sec. 4. At said election, on the first should give him an undivided delega
Monday of April, A. D. 1888, for such tion from his own State. The Demo
additional Judge, aseperate ballot shall crats want him nominated badly, and
be voted by each elector and shall he de we hope the Republicans will accom
posited in a seperate ballot box by the modate them.
Judges of said election, and seperate
poll books and tally sheets shall be kept
The Kentucky Democratic Conven
at each election precinct. One of each tion will meet at Lexington, May 16th,
of said poll books and tally sheets shall
be returned to the Clerk of the Court of and the West Virginia State Convention
Common Pleas of the county in which will he held at Huntington same day.
said several precincts are situated, and
The Red Ticket.
said Clerks of the Court of Common
Pleas in said counties shall make and Indianapolis Sentinel.]
It is just possible that this is the sort
transmit abstracts as in other cases of
the election of Judges of the Courts of of thing that will strike the Chicago
Common Pleas.
Convention favorably:
The Mt. Vernon Banner names 18
men who are candidates for nomination
for President before the Republican
National Convention. The “sheet-an
chor” Democrats are so poor that up to
date only two names have been men
tioned in connection with the nomina
tion—Grover Cleveland and David B.
Hill. We beg leave to extend the list
by adding the name of Lecky Harper.
He is an abler man than either of the
others—has been longer in public life
and knows more about public affairs.
We make this charge with a fullknowl
edge of the facts; and neither he nor
any of his friends will dare to make
denial.—Ohio State Journal.
No, my dearly beloved Republican
friend, no “ denial” will he made to
your highly complimentary and disin
terested statement. But, to quote the
language of a distinguised New York
politician some years ago, “ your can
didate I cannot be.” It is * painful
confession, hut truth compels us to
make it, that there is a constitutional
inhibition in the way of the undersigned
being a candidate for the chieT magis
tracy of the land of the eagle—his case
being akin to that of General Phil Sher
idan—that is, to use the language of the
late gallant Major McSweegan, under
similar circumstances, we had the luck
to he “born on the exile of Erin.”—
There, now, let your lacrymal fount
gush on !
’
»

Having bouglif our SPRING STOfK of Clothing a month earlier than u.-tml’
and finding a dull market, it made manufacturers more anxious to sell to CASH
BUYERS, of which we took advantage and bought largely for EIGHT STORES
already in operation, and our new store in addition, which wc will open the 27th
of March, at Bucyrus, Ohio, making

surer s

INTERIOR DECORATIONS!
Ever brought to tliis city. Our exlettHire purehnNCM have
enabled us to offer you all the leading grades and mnhes
far below former values. We also have control of some
ot the FINEST EFFECTS in

ALEXANDER SMITH & SONS’
FAMOUS MJ5QFETTES. In Rearranging your homes it
will he of great assistance to have large stocks to select
from. We are never surpassed in the extent an<l variety
ofour merchandise. Our assortment of

UCE MS «D F0HT1ERS!
Was never better. Oar importatious for Spring are now
open, and goods never before brought to this city ran be
found in endless variety. Eiindly gives us a call and we
will prove to you that it is advantageous to buy front

-OF THE-

Moneys and Assets of the Knox County
Treasury, for the six months ending
February 29th, 1888.
COUNTY FUND.
Amount
Total received............................................ L$ 25,629 13
Total paid out.............................................. 18,984 52
INFIRMARY FUND.
Total received.............................................. 17,150 12
Total paid out.............................................. 13,787 12
BRIDGE FUND.
Total received..................................... ........ 14,497 98
Total paid out..............................................
8,888 85
SCHOOL FUND.
Total received.............................................. 51,207 79
Total paid out............................................ '• 41,430 33
TOWNSHIP FUND.
Total received.............................................. 9,808 31
Total paid out............................. .,......... ..... 6,803 65
ROAD FUND.
Total received..................................... •’....... 19,350 49
Total paid out.................................... ........ 18,640 83
CORPORATION FUND.
Total received.................................. ».......... ' 13,720 47
Total paid out.............................................. 13,175 72
TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE FUND.
Total received..............................................
HO 70
Totallpaid out..............................................
.........
REDEMPTION OF LAND FUND.
Total received........................... ...................
631 28.
Total paid out.............................................
598 51
DITCH FUND.
Total received..............................................
219 27
Total paid out..............................................
706 79
SPECIAL FUND.
Total received..............................................
8,199 75
Total paid out.............................................. 6,897 34
DOG TAX FUND.
Total received..............................................
2,612 11
Total paid out ............................................
988,15
LIQUOR TAX FUND.
Total received..............................................
2,412 52
Total paid out..............................................
2.426 23
SOLDIERS’ RELIEF FUND.
Total received................ •............................. 2,078 00
Total paid out..............................................
173 00
STATE FUND.
Total received.................................... ......... 24,710 30
Toial paid out.............................................. 24,710 30

-A. JM 3Z>

Balance in each
Fund, March
1st, 1888.

I. S, RINGBT

Live Stock Insurance
Your Live Stbck arc always exposed to
ACCIDENI'S and DISEASE, and why not
have them insured? We arc prepared to
insme Horses, Geldings, Mares, Mules and
Jacks, against loss arising from DEATH,
caused by disease or accident ot ntiy kind,
including Fire, Lightning and Tornadoes,
in the

Peoples Mutual Live Stuck Ins
Association, of Cleveland.
HOWARD* HARPER, Agent.

Accident Insurance!
Accidents happen in all well regulate 1
families. Accidents happen when least ex
pected, when traveling, m the workshop, on
the streets, at your homes and place of bus
iness, on the farm, when riding or driving;
in fact you are always exposed to Accidents.
Therefore protect yourself by taking out a
Policy of Insurance in the

riDStin
a casualh co. of h, i.
HOWARD HARPER, Agent.
Plate Glass Insurance!
STORE FRONTS are always exposed to
breakage, and bow frequent they occur, Iu
many cases the parties breaking them art'
not responsible Policies issued on short
notice in the FlnKI.ITY A <’ANIJAI.TY CO. HOWARD HARPER, Agt.

Steam Boiler Insur'nce
BOILER ENPLOSIONS are becoming a
common occurence buildings being Mown
op, machinery destroyed, ami oftlimes many
lives lost, To avoid this have your Build
ings, Machinery ami Stock insured against
Boiler Explosions in the FIIIEI.ITY *V
• LtNI’AI.TY CO., »I’W. Y., ami your

Boilers will he ins|iccted two to four times a
year by skilled Inspectors, without addi
tional expense. llOWARll HA Rl’ER. Agt.
1

Overpaid from
each Fund
Mar. 1st, 1888.

—........................... ...............

Bonds of Suretyship!
Persons holding Positions of Trust (Rnilroad Employees, County Officers, Bank Offi
cials, Agents, Clerks, Ac.) who are cnnqielled
to furnish BOND, can hv paying a nsisonnhle premium, iceeive a Pot-icy of Suretvshin
in the FIDELITY <Y ( tSl tl l Y
CO.
Y. HOWARD HARPER. Agt

$ 6,614 61
3,363 00

5,609 13

OUR MOTTO!

9,777 46

GREAT ATTRACTIONS!

3,004 66

WE ARE OPENING OUR

709 66

STOCK!

SPRING

544 75

OF-

Our Companies Speak for Themselves.

110 70

HATS and GENTS FURNISHING GOODS

32 77

AND ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THE

LATEST BLOCKS in HATS
487 52

At Prices that will please all. We have a LARGE LINE of

STIFF AND SOFT HATS AT $2.00

1,302 41

THAT ARE A DECIDED BARGAIN.

LARUE LINE OF TRUNKS AND VALISES.

1,623 96
13 71

Is to conduct business fair and square and
to represent only the VERY BEST of In
surance Companios. We will not represent
CHEAP amt exi>erimental Companies for
the purpose of making large Commissions,
at the expense of our customers. Wc are
content to do business on small commis
sions and furnisli oii.T-itiKiit indemnity.

Thanks for past fttVors.
Very Respectfully,

HOWARD HARPER.
MASONIC TEMPLE.

YOUNG, THE HITTER.
POWERS’ OLD STAND.

MT. VERNON, O.

Bear in mind that wc have
• ( ' • the largest and choicest List
of REAL ESTATE For Sale or Exchange
of any Agent in Knox County. Our column
Real Estate List will appear in this paper
soon. Ixsik out for it, it’s full of Bargains.

PROCLAMATION!

rpilE electors of the City of Mt. Vernon,
are hereby notified that an election wilt
be held at the usual voting places in said
City, <m Monday, the 2d day of April, 1888,
het ween the hours of si x o'clock a. in. and
six o’chs’k p. m., ami the following officers
Total...................................
•
$34,028 16.
$501 23
are
to he chosen:
Total overpayments deducted.....................
*'
-501 23
Due |»erson for Mayor.
One person for City Solicitor.
Balance in Treasury. March 1, 1888 ...........
3-1,126 93
One person for Water Works Trustee.
We hereby certify the above statement is correct.
One person for Trustee ot Cemetery.
W. B. IHAiiAK. County Treasurer.
T\?o persons for Membefs of the Board of
<\ W. JfcSKEEj Comity A#nfitor.
Education.
One perpon for Trustee in each Ward.
One person for Assessor in each Ward.
m - - =sa
sr
lu.l Si
The question of Kk'Mric Light will he
A N I)—
voted upon in accordance with the following
resolution of the City Council:
Iic.tolvcd. By the City ('oninffl of Mt. Ver
The one
non, that the question of electric''light be
submitted
to the <pialitied electors of the
FLOUNOINGS, ALL-OVER EMBROIDERIES, APRON PAT city at the spring
Lu: ’
Firm
election, to he conducted
TERNS,
COLORED
EMBROIDERIES,
AT
SPECIAL
by the Trustees of the several Wards, ac
efOb
cording t<> the law governing electi'gis, and
LOW PRICES.
thu is free
that the Mayor Ik> requested Io ntlnoumT
such elections by the usual proclamation.
to set! to
At such election tlmoe favoring electricity
I shall have on their tickets,
Garpenters
Electric Light Yes.
and
! those opposes).
Electric Light —No,
Consumers
(liven at the City.of Mt . Vernon this 17th
ESSj»Jk
Strict
atxi
Public
Square.
OHIO.
j day of M.irch. 18s8»
W B. BBOWN,
W ST0KE OPEN EVENINGS.
22mar2l
'
Mayor,
N. a. Write for Prices on Luisber, Doors, Sash, Blinds, Mouldings, eto.

1,905 00

.1

i i
JUST OPBMED,

ITEVAHT LUMBER GO.,

HAMBURGH

EDGINGS!

Swiss ISmbroidery’s.

RAWLIHSOH’S,

Ko, 5 Kromlln, Monument Square
I'ELEI’HONE CONNECTION.
MolIXT VERNON. O......MAR. 22. 18^8.
LOCAL BREVITIES.

— Theomnibus of L. G. Hunt & Co.,
mired in a ditch on Hamtramiek street at 3
o’clock, Wednesday morning.and the horses
had to he pulled out with ropes. A gang of
men was engaged Wednesday morning in
digging the ’bus out. which had sunk in the
ditch as far as the bed.
— Col. L. G. Hunt received by express on
Monday from tlie Devonshire Kennels
Attica, Ind., “Kittie Flahartv,” a thorough
bred Irish water spaniel, by Count Bendigo
and Foam, and Count Barney and Lottie.
She is a beautiful specimen of the old stock
and warranted pure blood.
— Mr. Wm. Fordney, collector for the Gas
Company, on Thursday last, dropped his
pocket book on Main street. It was found
by Mr. John Purcell, former messenger of
the W. U. telegraph, and restored to its
owner. As the wallet contained about $100,
Mr. Fordney was greatly overjoyed at its re
covery.
— Several of the candidates nominated by
the Union Labor ticket have called at this
office during the past week and stated that
the use of their names was entirely unau
thorized. Among the number were Wm.
McFadden, Frank N. Bunn, Wm. Moxley,
Rolliu Plummer, Columbus Bennett, Ed
ward Bennett and John Braggy.
— Alfred Lang, aged 26 years, died Sun
day morning from consumption, at the
home of his parents East Vine street. He
was born at Devonshire. England, came to
this country in 1873, and was a carpenter by
trade. The funeral occurred Tuesday (the
birthday’ of deceased) and the remains were
interred in Mound View Cemetery.
— Should the electric light proposition
carry, a company of young and enterprising
citizens of Mt. Vernon stand ready to pot in a
plant, provided they are given a satisfactory
franchise by council, and will guaranty that
the expense shall not exceed the present levy
for gas porpos?s. At t he end of ten years the
city to have the option of purchasing ti e
plant, if it is deemed best to do so.
— Another good trotting stallion has been
purchased anil brought to our county. Ever
since Old Maliawk died, bis owner, George
Hall, has been searching for a stallion sired
by Old Mohawk to take the place of the
dead hero. He purchased on last Monday,
from a party near Cincinnati, the noted
trotting stallion Mohawk King, sired by
Old Mohawk.
— Mrs. Dean, the aged wife of the Belle
ville suicide, who was struck on tlie bead by
her husband, is still alive but speechless,
although she seems to comprehend what is
going on about her. On Monday an effort
was mate to elicit from her some informa
tion relative to tlie tragedy by giying her a
pencil and paper. She either did'not com.
prebend what was wanted or else refused to
implicate her husband.
— Zanesville Signal: The Sunday Star
yesterday contained an absurd story about
"the only priest in the United States who
wore whiskers” being compelled to “go to
Rome for permission” to wear them! There
are dozens of priests in the country who wear
whiskers. Among them we might mention
Rev. Father Mortrier, of Danville, and
Father Jacquet, of Coshocton, right here in
pur own neighborhood.
— Sunday’s Cincinnati Enquirer contain
ed the following items of local interest: Liz
zie Evans lias received an offer from Wil
liamson and Garner for Australia next sea
son.... ........ M iss Kate Foley, who plays
Aimee’s part in "Mamzelle,” is a petite,
piquant actress, rising into well-earned
prominence. She is a cousin to Lizzie
Evans, and the two girls are just of a size
and hear a striking resemblance to each
other.
— The Coshocton Democratic Standard
says: Dr. C. R. Bradfield lias made arrange
ments to move his family to Knox county,
where he will practice his profession. Dr.
Bradfield has made many warm and lasting
friendships, and by his genial, gentlemanly
demeanor has won the respect of all. Co
shocton’s society can ill afford to lose Dr.
Bradfield and his estimable wife and daugh
ter. We wish them contentment and pros
perity in their new home.
— Mt. Vernon lias still another paper—an
Agricultural paper, this time, It is called
“the Buckeye Farm and Home,” and is to
be published monthly by the White Bros.
A Co., nt 50 cents a year, “cash in advance.”
It has a formidable list of editors, v:z:
Henry D. Edmister, Mina White, W. H.
Kirk and George White. The paper is wellfilled with good rending, and if it secures a
list of 10,000 (the number sworn to) “cash
in advance subscribers, it ought to succeed
— The issue on electric light is squarely
drawn in tlie First Ward. Doe. Eggleston
was placed in nomination by the Gas Mo
nopoly t for councilman, and says lie is
forninst the proposition. Mr. John J.
Henry, Master Mechanic Taylor’s able as
sistant, has been nominated in opposition to
Eggleston, and stands squarely on the elec
tric light platform. There is no politics in
the issue and the enterprising residents of
the first ward owe it to themselves to elect
Mr. Henry by a telling majority.
— A great many people in Knox county,
who know and esteem Billy Bostwick, will
he sorry to read the following telegram
from Coshocton March 13th: “Business
circles were startled this morning by the an
nouncement that W. W. Bostwick, a lead
ing druggist and jeweler, had made an as
signment. Assets $7000, liabilities about
$10,000. His father Nathan Bostwick, of
Newark, was made a preferred creditor for a
claim amounting to about $1700. Mayor
George A. Hay is assignee. The principal
losses are sustained by local creditors.

— Easter comes this year on the first of
April- all fool’s day.
— Mr. J. I’. Anawalt is convalescing from
an attack of typhoid fever
—- The Easter vacation of the Public
Schools begins to-morrow.
— The Wayne Connty Children’s Home
has 94 inmates, all doing well.
— Mr. Wm.T. Patton is seriously ill at
the home of his mother, on Gay street.
— Capt. M. M. Murphy of this city, was
granted an increase of pension on Monday.
— Read the new display advertisement of
Messrs. Browning & Sperrv in this issue of
the Banner.
— Mr. Harry Gotshall, delivery clerk at
the post-office, is confined to his bed with
an attack of scarlet fever.
— Akron has another daily paper, called
theNZ«r, but we do not think it will do any
serious harm to the old Beacon.
— Remember the concert of the Alpine
Singers at the Opera House, Saturday night.
It is said to be a fine entertainment.
— The full jiartieulars of the terrible
tragedy at Belleville, will be found on the
first page of this issue of the Banner.
— Among the recent pensions granted
was one to Henry Taylor, of Mt. Vernon,
and one to Charles Knox of Brandon.
— Horse bifts, with a choice of about a
dozen handsome “photos,” printed at this
office on short notice and in the best style
of art.
— A citizen writes a communication to
the Leader taking the broad ground that Mt.
Vernon should own and oiierate the electric
light plant.
— Danville is to have another Masonic
lodge, Grand Master Stacker Williams, of
Newark, having issued a dispensation to
that effect.
— Mr. Charles M. Hildreth, formerly of
this city, having tiled of the hono*, has re*
signed the position as Councilman at Fred
ericktown.
— William George, the Muskingum
connty murderer, will be hung on the 28th
of April, unless the Circuit Court grants
him a new trial.
— J. S. Ringwalt it Co. in a large display
advertisement on the second page, call at
tention to their immense line of carpets
curtains, portieres, etc.
— A handsome new road map of the
county has been completed by Surveyor
McCrory, for which the commisioners ha\e
allowed the sum of $55.
— The people of Hilliar township are cir
culating a petition asking the trustees
to call a special election to vote on the
question of local option.
— Mrs. Mary Blinn, mother of l)r. E. I’.
Blinn, of this city, died at her home near
Sparta, Friday night, after a prolonged
illness. Her age was 01 years.
— The Egyptian darkness which prevail
ed on the streets during the nights of the
latter half of last week, was a strong argu
ment in favor of electric light.
— Mrs. Geo. George, aged about 65 years,
died from paralysis at her home on North
Mulberry street, Tuesday afternoon The
funeral will take place this afternoon.
— Blustery “March weather” has prevail
ed this week, including a thunderstorm
Tuesday night and a small sized blizzard
and snow storm Wednesday morning.
— Mr. James R. Kingston, formerly of
this city, was nominated by the Republi
cans of Newark, as a member of the Board
of Education, but subsequently declined.
— William Jordan and Lincoln Matticks,
two tough citizens of Millersburg, who were
arrested while engaged in a prize fight,
broke out of prison, and made their escape.
— Ida May Davitt, an orphan, was exam
ined in the I’rohate Court, last week, and
ommitted to the Girl’s Industrial School at
Delaware, on the charge of being incorrigi
ble.
— When Akron sportsmen wish a nice
pot-pie for dinner, they go out on the street
and shoot half a hundred sparrows. Mt,
Vernon people don’t waste powder in that
way.
— The poll books and tally sheets for the
Spring election liave been received by Coun
ty Clerk Hugh Neal, and he requests that
township clerks call or send for the same a*
once.
— Patrick II. Read, editor of the Standard
at New Philadelphia has been arrested at
the instance of Wilhelm Gould, of the Tus
carawas Democrat, on a charge of criminal
libel.
— The Commissioners have taken the
necessary steps to rnuse chutes to be erected
at the various dams in Knox county. Now
let the order be carried out without fear or
favor.
— Fully two-thirds of the people who
signed that ‘’protest” against electric light,
now, since they have a better understand
ing of the question, will vote for the propo
sition!
— Mrs. Eveline Bartlett, wile of William
Bartlett, of Monroe township, died on the
I4th Inst., after a short illness, in the 03d
year of her age. The funeral occurred on
Friday.
— Some of the goody good Republicans
are now demanding that this Republican
Death of a Nonagenarian.
Legislature shall pass a law compelling sa
Another pioneer citizen hns passed to his
loon keepers to take down their screens. long reward. Mr. Thomas Evans died on
What next?
Friday night, from general debility, having
— Emmit Headington, formerly of this been an invalid for many years. He was
city recently died at Frankfort, Kansas, horn in Berks county, Fa., July 24, 1797
from lung fever. He was a brother of Mrs. and was consequently in the 91st year of
R. Runyan and Miss Sade Headington, of his ago. When about 16, he went with his
Mt. Vernon.
parento Catawissa, where lie resided until
— Tly? case of Thomas Durbin vs. the
1818, when he went to Milta to learn the
city for the vacation of property to open
trade of a {plasterer, and remained there
McKenzie street, was tried before a jury in
until 1841, working at his trade. His first
the Probate Court, Tuesday, and resulted in
wife was Miss Mary Doubler, by whom he
a verdict for the city.
hail two children. Mrs. Evans died April
— The Home and Foreign Missionary So
15, 1825. He married his second wife, Pliehe
cieties of this city will give a literary enter
Nevins, In 1826, by whom he had eight
tainment and mnticnle at the Disciple children, three of whom died in infancy.
church, Friday evening, commencing at
In 1841 he came to Knox county, and loca
8 o’clock. Admission 15 cents.
ted three miles North-west of Mt. Vernon
— The Spring advertisement of I. it D in Morris township and engagee in farming.
Rosenthall. of the Young America Clothing November 25, 1843, he lost his wife, and
House, appears in this issue. This a relia married his third wife, Mrs. Anna Rogers
ble establishment. and Messrs. Rosenthall are Cooper, by whom he had one son. Ilia
are pleasant gentlemen to deal with.
third wife died October 25, 1854, and the fol
— Electric light is no experiment, the old lowing year he married his fourth wife,
fogies anil gas monopoly to the contrary. It Mrs . A. Young nee Mitchell, a daughter of
has virtually reached perfection, and over Wm. Mitchell, deceased. Mr Evans came
one hundred concerns throughout the coun to Mt. Vernon to live in 1849, and remained
try arc engaged in manufacturing plants.
about four years. He then bought a farm
_ Mrs. S. D. Roberts died in Allen coun one mile West ot town, where he lived
ty, on Saturday, while on a visit to her twenty years, and then moved hack to Mt.
husband’s parents. The remains were Vernon. His fourth wife died in the sum
brought to this city and the funeral took mer of 1885. Of lute years he has made
place from the M. I’, church Wednesday his home with a daughter, Mrs. William
Bartlett, in Monroe township. Mrs. Bart
afternoon.
lett died Wednesday of last week and was
— The Republicans of Wayne township buried Friday. The same night her aged
have made the following nominations: father passed away. His funeral occurred
Trustee, Daniel Vernon; Treasurer, John Sunday afternoon from the M. E. church,
was conducted by Rev. J. S. Reager.
Davis; Clerk, James McGaughV; Assessor, and
The interment took place at Mound View
Lewis Stong; Constables. It W. Piners and Cemetery.
John Brown.
Experience in tlie Blizzard.
— A vote for electric light does not
necessarily mean that the city shall buy
A letter has been received by Mr. S. II
and operate a plant, but that the people Peterman, from his sister Miss Louise Peter,
want better service, longer hours of light man, who is living with her brother, Dr
ing and at less expense to the tax payers Chas. I*. Peterman, in Brooklyn, N. Y., giv
ing a graphic account of their experience in
than the present system.
_ Mr. L. G. Hunt is about to sell his the recent terrific blizzard that prevailed
livery business and purpose® removing to throughout New England. The snow drift
California or some growing and enterprising eij about their house to a depth of 20 feet
Southern city. Mr. Hunt is one of our best cutting off all means of egress. The weight
citizens and his determination to leave the of the snow broke the windows on the first
floor and they suffered greatly from the cold.
community will be sincerely regretted.
— Several Inquiries have been made at They were imprisoned two days, and the
this office as to the date of the city examina supply of provisions in the house was run
tions for teachers. As the examiners do not ning low, w hen outside relief was obtained
see fit to make their announcements in the and a gang of men excavated a passage way
Banner, it is presumed that they have through the snow to the front door, and Dr.
adopted the motto: “No Democrats need ap Peterman was enabled to reach a provision
ply.”
store and obtain the necessities of life.
— Members of the Y. W. C. T. U. are re
quested to meet in.their room, 3 |>. in. Sat
W. C. A. Meeting.
unlay, March 24, to observe the hour of
The Woman’s Centennial, Association of
prayer set apart by the International Con
Knox county, will hold a meeting on Tues
vention wh ieh will be assembled at that
hour in Washington, I). C. Kate Swetland, day, March 27, at 2:30 p. m., in the parlors
of the Congregational church. It is hoped
Secretary.
— An immense congregation attended that all the women ol the town and eoun
will endeavor to make our exhibit in the
evening services at the Baptist church, Sun ty
■‘Woman’s Department of the Ohio Cen
day,and .listened to a powerful sermon by the tennial’’ a success, and will manifest their
pastor, Rev. Geo. C. Williams. At the con interest by attending this meeting and join
clusion nine persons were added to the ing the association.
Mrs. II. II. Greer, I resident.
church and the rite of baptism by immer
Miss M. Thompson, Secretary.
sion performed.

KNTHlSIASTIUDEMOdlATS
Meet

and Nominate a Rat;
fling Good Ticket,

To be Voted at the Coming
II uiiivipal and Township Elec
tion—A Splendid Fighting
C’hanee and a Determin
ation to Win.

One of the largest city conventions held
in years by the Democracy of Mt. Vernon,
was that which assembled at the Court
House, Monday night, to place in nomina
tion candidates for the various offices to be
filled at the coming Spring election. The
convention proper consisted of three dele
gates from each ward and a like number
from Clinton township, who occupfed seats
within the bar. The remainder of the
court room was filled with interested spec
tators, who not only took a lively interest
in the proceedings, hut by their voices as
sisted in making the various nominations
unanimous, and the proceedingsinteresting
and enthusiastic. The ticket was warmly
received and from the expressions of satis
faction and confidence heard on every hand,
it was very evident that the participants
were imbued with the idea that the Democ
racy stood a very good chance of electing a
number of their candidates in this hitherto
Republican stionghold.
The convention was culled to order by
Hon. John . D. Thompson, when Judge
Adams was chosen chairman and W. M.
Harper secretary.
Tlie roll was called and the following
named gentlemen reported as delegates:
First Ward—John Ponting, J. Harvey
Branvan and Samuel Ewalt, Jr.
Second Ward—Max Meyers, Theo. Stull
and Dr. T. IL Cotton.
Third Ward—Wm. R. Hart. Dr. A. T.
Fulton and W. M. Harper.
Fourth Ward—C. W. McKee, S. R. Got
shall and James Tivcnan.
Fifth Ward—John D. Thompson, John
Lee and Fred Kraft.
Clinton Township—Morgan Stilley, C. M.
Kingsbury and Patrick Boner.
CITY AND TOWNSHIP COMMITTEE.

The following named gentlemen were at
the same time reported as committeemen:
First Ward—P. B. Adams.
Second Ward—Max Meyers.
Third Ward—W. M. Harper.
Fourth Ward—Wm. Sanderson.
Fifth Ward—John Lee.
Clinton Township-C. M. Kingsbury.
The chairman then read the order of
nominations and announced that the first
would he that
FOR MAyOB.

THE BISHOP WINS

BRIGHT AND CHF.RRFHL.

AT TSIE COURT HOUSE. misdemeanors, in consequence of which

Mcaniug (lie Recent Improve
In His Couiest at the Cleveland
ment/ at the Court HouseCOURT MINUTES.
Convention to Choose An
Tlie Polley Adopted by the
Assistant.
Mary E. Bennett vs. Wm. Bennett; de
Some Further “Needs’’
Gas Monopoly to Defeat
that Should Receive
The Episcopal Convention for the North cree for divorce on ground of gross neglect
Electric Light.
ern Diocese of Ohio, held at Cleveland, last of duty and adultery; wilful abandonment
Attention.

Never since the day the present Temple
of Justice was erected have the various
county offices, that occupy the first floor of
the massive building, presented so cozy and
inviting an appearance as at the present time.
Eacli room lias undergone a complete reno
vation, the woodwork has been repainted
and varnished, the arched ceilings calcimined a delicate lavender tint, and the
walls decorated in a most artistic manner
with beautiful shades <,f paper of the newest
design, no two rooms being alike—all of
which gives the offices an airy and cheerful
look, and render them more attractive both
to occupants and the public, whose duty or
business calls them to the Court House.
The Court room above has been beautified
by having the frescoed walls and ceiling
washed and cleaned and the benches and
desks painted or revarnished in appro riate
colors. All the work has been done under
the personal supervision, of Mr. George W.
Bunn, and that the improvements meet
with the hearty approval of the tax-pavers
is attested by the words of commendation
heard on every hand.
In this connection it may he well to
speak of another improvement, the neces
sity of which becomes more apparent every
day, namely, the enlargement of, the Re
order’s office. The present quarters ure so
cramped that it is almost impossible to
transact business in the room. The large
accumulation of deed and mortgage records
occupy’ every inch of available space, leaving
scarcely room for Recorder Sandford and his
clerks to do any work. It has-been suggest
ed that a wing he erected to tlie E ast of the
present room and a vault built thereiu to
contain the records. Such a'n improvement
would not cost a ^reat deal of money and
wou’d he sanctioned by the tax-payers
There seems to be a necessity, also, for a
room in which the Commissioners may
meet to transact their official business.
They are now forced to occupy the Auditor’s
office, already crowded, and when matters
of importance come before them requiring
careful consideration, no such thing as pri
vacy can be had, unless they adjourn to the
roof of the building. Besides, the throng
of persons, with legitimate business or axes
to grind, who crowd the office during the
regular meetings of the Board seriously in
terfere with the duties of the Auditor and
his deputy. Another wing to the East of
tlie Auditor's office, containing two appart"
ments for the use of the Commissioners,
would remedy the present trouble, and be
conducive to the interests of the public, bv
giving better opportunities for the quicker
transaction of business. Do w hat is deem
ed best and expedient, Mr. Commissioners,
and the people will sustain vonr action.

It Won’t Win, However, as TaxPayers Are Tired of Wasting
Their Money on tlie Greedy
Octopus.

Another hired scribbler, with nothing but
a *, to denote his interest in the contest,
blazes forth in Saturday’s Republican with a
mass of misrepresentations concerning the
electric light question, which, in view of
tlie exhaustive and comprehensive report
submitted to Council by the joint commit
tee, composed of members of that body and
jeading citizens, and which was published
in the city papers, does not require any
contradiction at this time. The tay-payers
have their eyes open and will speak with
no uncertain meaning at the polls on the
first Morda.v in April.
Mr. * begins his argument with the utterly
false declaration, that the question to.be pre
sented is whether citizens are prepared to
issue bonds and mortgage their property to
invest in electric light.
That won’t do *. Every voter in the city
now understands that the proposition is
this: Do the people want a better light, longer
hours of service and at less cost than the
present unsatisfactory system of illumina
ting the streets. The question is stated in
the Mayor's proclamation for the Spring
election to he found in another part of this
paper, and is herewith reproduced:
“The question of Electric Light will be
voted upon in accordance with the follow
ing resolution of tlie City Council:
“Resolved, By the City Council of Mt.Ver
non, that the question of electric light be
submitted to the qualified electors of the
city at the Spring elections, to be conducted
by the Trustees of the several Wards, acaccording to the law governing elections,
and that the Mayor be requested to an
nounce such election by the usual procla
mation. At such election those favoring
electricity shall have on their tickets,
Electric Light—Yes.
those oppose 1,
Electric Light—No.
Should the proposition carry, and the in
dications are that it will by an overwhelm
ing majority, the matter will then be refer
red to the new Council for such action as
that body may deem expedient. It will also
indicate that the people want something
more for the $5,500 annually expended for
the 5-candle-power fire-bugs that burn until
midnight and about 200 nights in the year;
when the carefully prepared report signed
by such reputable citizens as H. H. Greer,
James Israel, B. W. Martin, G. M. Taylor,
A. F. Stauffer and others, demonstrated
that by the adoption of electric light there
could be saved $2,400 annually out of the
levy, hv burning the same number of hours
and nights a year.
Yet Mr. Hired Scribbler has the itnpndence to assail the integrity and motives of
the above named gentlemen in the followng contemptible inuendo:
"It seems to me, after a careful perusal of
their report, that there was a disposition to
make the cost of gas and gasoline as a means
of light ns high as possible, while on the
other hand they reduced the proposed ex
penses of electric light below the possibili
ties.”
The insinuations of such a man, who is
ashamed to sign his name to them, will not
weigh for much, when compared with the
candid statements of prominent and enter
prising citizens, who have the interests of MtVernon at heart, and whose one great de
sire is to see our beautiful city rise from the
slough of despond and take a position of
rank with cities of similar size and unportance in cur cherished Buckeve Stale.

Mr. Samuel It. Gotshall presented the
name of Mr. Isaac Rosenthall, who lie said
was an active young business man, a staunch
Democrat, and in every way qualified to
fill the position.
J. J. Fultz, who was not a delegate, named
PERSONAL POINTS.
G. W. Wolfe. A ballot was taken, when
Mr. Rosenthall received twelve votes and
Mr. J. IL Brister, of the Newark Advocate,
Wolfe three. The nomination of Mr. Rosen was in town Saturday.
thall was made unanimous with a loud
Mr. C. W. Van Akin, of Oberlin, was in
hurrah and Wolfe left the room in disgust. town several days last week.
FOR CITY SOLICITOR,
Mrs. L. P. Holbrook returned from a visit
Several gentlemen were named hut with to Wellington, Wednesday.
drawn: Mr. W. I). Robinson because lie ex
Frank J. Sked, of Westerville, spent Sun
pected to move to the country; Mr. P. B. day with friends in this city.
Adams because lie purposed becoming a
Mr. W. F. Baldwin went to Cleveland,
resident of Monroe township, and D. O. Tuesday on Masonic business.
Webster, for the reason that he was in
Dr. Jerry Russell will locate at Johnsville.
eligible.
Morrow county for the practice of medicine.
Mr. Hiram Switzer then named Frank
Mr. Harry Taylor of the Auditors office,
Moore, Esq., and the rules were suspended C., A. A C. road, Akron, was here over
and the nomination made by acclamation. Sunday.
FOR TRUSTEE OF CEMETERY.
Col. L. G. Hunt and Capt. John N. Cassell
Mr. Thomas Shaw was named, and the went to Newark Wednesday on pension
nomination made unanimous.
business.
RAILROAD NOTES.
FOR TRUSTEE OF WATER WORKS,
Miss Gertie Rowley was the guest last
The name of Mr. W. A. Bounds, the Repub week ot her friend, Miss Laura Jones, of Damages Fixed in Black Dia
lican nominee, was placed on the ticket by Newark.
mond Condemnation Suits—
unanimous consent, in accordance with the
Work Commenced at
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar M. Arnold and family,
custom of both parties to keep politics out are expected here in April from Pasadena,
i redriektown.
of the Board.
The Banner had a telephone communica
California.
rOR MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION,
Hon. and Mrs. Columbus Delano have re tion from Mr. Henry Cassell at Frederick
The name of Curtis W. McKee was present turned to Lake Home, after a visit in Wash town, Tuesday, in which he stated that a
ed in a forcible speech by Mr. H. M. Switzer, ington City.
car load of implements, consisting of picks,
and the nomination was made unanimous.
Dr. S. B. Potter and daughter of Freder shovels, scrapers, wheelbarrows, Ac., had ar
There being two to elect, the name of icktown, took dinner at the Curtis House, rived there, Monday, for use on the Black
Diamond railroad; that one hundred men
Judge C. E. Critchfield was presented, hut Wednesday.
that gentleman respectfully declined, stat
Mrs. David Wliolf, of Millersburg, was would he set to work next week along the
ing that he was no longer in politics or in the guest of her daughter. Mrs. Fred W. line of the Marion route, throwing dirt and
the line of candidacy for any office.
grading; that shanties had been erected for
Jones last week.
Mr. J. R. P Martin was then named and
Mrs. E. J. Wilson, of Columbus, is the their accommodation at Fredericktown,
the nomination made by acclamation.
guest of her sister, Mrs. E<1. O. Arnold, on Chesterville and Vales Station. The en
FOR COUNCILMEN,
gineer corps is reviewing the Mt. Gilead
North Main street.
The names of the following gentlemen were
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Berbower arrived home line preparatory to getting the same under
reported as having been chosen at the Satur Monday from a visit with Dr. and Mrs. Lar- construction. Tlie line from Mt. Vernon to
day evening primaries:
Mar tinsburg seems to be in poorer shape
zalere, at Zanesville.
First Ward—John J. Henry; Second—
Mr. W. Z. Evans, of Delaware, was here than any other portion of the proposed
Jacob M. Styers; Third—II. C. Parker; Sunday to attend the funeral of his fatlnr> route. Many rights of way are yet to he ob
Fourth—John Dettra; Fifth—W. DeColig- Mr. Thomas Evans.
tained. but as long as property owners hold
non.
Hon. Abel Hart was here several days out and are tenacious, just that much longer
FOR ASSESSORS,
past week looking after pressing business will the work be delayed. Farmers along
The following names were reported:
matters and returned to Washington City, the route should show their spunk and en
First Ward—Obed Underwood; Second— last night.
terprise by organizing and personally secur
Charles Sanderson; Third- Isaac T. Taylor;
Mr. Wm. T. Elwell who has been absent ing grants required. This can be done in
Fourth—A. C. Fowler; Fifth—Fred Kraft. for a year or more at Berks county, Penn., the next few weeks before spring work com
TOWNSHIP TICKET.
arrived here Saturday, and expects to re mences. Write to Col. Boone, at Zanesville
The following named gentlemen were main for some time.
of the progress you are making, and if nec
presented and nominated without opposi
Mr. A. B. Ingram, of Chicago, arrived here essary he will gladly oornc to your{ assist"
tion and by acclamation:
Sunday night, accompanied by his little ance.
For Trustee—Joseph Myers.
daughter, to make a short visit with his
Zanesville Signal: In the condemnation
For C/erZ—Frauk Parrott.
mother and other relatives here.
suit of the Zanesville, Mt. Vernon A Marion
For Treasurer—Win. L. Parrott.
Dr. and Mrs. S. R. Stofer. of Danville, railway against Henty McBride, executor of
For Assessor—in\ McFarland.
celebrated their tin wedding on the 13th George Vestal and others, tried in the Pro
For Constables—Theodore Stull and Wil inst. About 150 guests were present, several bate court yesterday, the jury fixed the com
liam Long.
of the number being from this city.
pensation at $3 000—$2,000 for the land and
For Supervisor, District No. 1—Henry
Miss Mary Perkins, late manager of the $1,000 for the buildings. The properly is
Keigley.
Western Union Telegraph office, this city, is near the Oakland Brick works and contains
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE,
sowell
pleased with the climate of Florida, five acres. The Z., Mt. V. A M. has also ac
The names of James M. Andrews and S. D.
that
she
will prolong her stay there until quired by purchase another strip of land in
Dalrymple were presented to the conven
the vicinity from John Richards for $666.
June.
tion. A ballot was taken and resulted as
Five car loads of ties for the Belt line were
Miss Ollie Kelley, of this city, lias been
follows: Andrews 10; Dalrymple 8.
dumped on the paper mill property Satur
engaged
as
a
teacher
in
the
Gambier
schools
The rules were suspended and Mr. An
day.
drews declared to l>e the nominee by act-la- to take the place of Miss Winnie Lane, who
The Newark Advocate says: Samuel J.
was obliged to resign on account of her fail
tion.
Davis and A. B. Clark madea visit to Zanes
ing
health
.
There being no further business before the
ville a few days since, on behalf of the hoard
convention an adjournment took place.
Mr. James Israel was taken ill Wednesday of trade of this city, to ascertain whether
of last week, and has since been confined to anything could be done whereby to induce
SPECIAL NOTICE.
his bed. He was threatened with pneumon the managers of the Black Diamond rail
ia, but yesterday his condition was reported way to run by the way of Newark. These
The several candidates on the city and to be materially improved.
gentlemen report that the main loute will
township ticket, as well as the members of
Mr. Frank McFadden arrived home from he run as now proposed, via Elizabethtown,
the Democratic City Committee, are request Pasadena, Cali., Saturday morning The but that, if proper efforts were made, it is
ed to meet at the office of Adams A Adams, telegramsannouneing thedeath of his father possible that the parties in interest might
Friday evening, (March 23;, for consulta and mother were received the same time, be induced to huil l a branch line runnin
tion and other important business.
and he started at once for home.
into Newark.
*
By Order of Committee.
Mount Gilead special: It looks notv as it
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Bunei, shipped their
household goods y esterday, and will leave the proposed Black Diamond railroad,
A Card.
to-day for Republican City, Nebraska, to reaching from Zanesville to Marion, would
To the Citizens of the Second Il'iiri/.-]
make their permanent home. Mr. Butler be completed this year. All that seems to
I have indisputable evidence that I was will engage in farming in the hope that his be in the way is the securing of a small
nominated at the Republican primaries for health will be benefited thereby.
amount of right of way through thiscounty.
Trustee of the second Ward, but was
If the road is not built this year our citizens
Col.
A.
Cassil,
W.
J.
Horner,
P.
C.
Lane,
“counted out” bv Emanuel Miller, who was
will be released from the payment of the
Robert
Blythe,
T.
H.
Trimble,
J.
G.
Steven

a judge at the contest and a candidate for
$2),000 subscribed by them.
son
and
W.
P.
Sickle
went
to
Mansfield,
tlie same position. He took the ballot-box
A dispatch from Utica on Thursday says:
to his honse, organized himself as a return Wednesday morning, to meet Col. John. P. An attempt was made last night to wreck a
Rhea,
National
Commander
G.
A.
R.
and
ing hoard and counted rne out and himself
freight train, the switch above town having
in. My Republican and Democratic friends Department Commander D. C. Putman and been opened. A freight running at about
staff.
insist that I shull make the race for Council*
twenty-five miles an hour ran into the open
Mr. Anthony Whittington, formerly of
man, and believing myself to have been
switch and through onto the njain track
fairly and honestly nominated, I have con this city, who lias been employed in the without doing any damage. The engineer
Pan
Handle
Railroad
shops,
at
Columbus,
cluded to run as an Independent candidate,
and fireman jumped.
and therefore solicit your suffrages. If for the past five years, has returned, to Mt.
Two big freight engines, which have been
elected I pledge myself to vote for “electric Vernon with his family to reside permanent, in the shops of the C., A. A C. at this place
lv, having secured a good position with C. A
light.” Yours Respectfully,
were on Thursday taken to the Branch to
G. Cooper A Co.
John T. Miller,
test the new bridges on that line. They
Among those who took advantage of the were run onto the bridges together, their
excursion to Newark on Saturday were Mr. combined weight being about 104 tons.
The Swing Singers Concert.
The way to encourage Manager Hunt in and Mrs. John M. Andrews, Mrs. Charles
Track laying on the Dresden branch of
his efforts to secure first-class attractions at Mastellar, Miss Jennie Lauderhaugli, Miss the C. A., A C. has been completed on the
Carrie
Thompson,
Mrs.
Legrand
Headington
the Opera Honse, is for our citizens to pur
south end of the line, and the gang was
chase tickets and attend the delightful con and little son. Miss Laura Swindle and Miss transferred on Thursday to the north end to
cert to he given. Saturday night, by the Al Maggie Dermodv.
complete the track through the tunnel.
pine Choir and Tyrolese Company, of whom
Engines of South hound B. A O. freights
mention was made in these columns last
now take water from the new plug, just
A New Enterprise.
week. The New York Telegram is quoted
Mr. James Back completed arrangements nort^ of High street, which will prevent
as follows: “The first appearance of Herr
last week by which he became the purchaser that thoroughfare from being blockaded as
Andre’s Alpine Choir and Tyrolese Com of the large brick tannery owned by Penick heretofore. pany, at Association Hall, was a success. A A Ransom, on West Gambier street, which
Mr. James Harrington, chief engineer of
crowded house repeatedly encored the ef he will at once convert into an extensive the C., A. A C. railroad, was in the city
forts of the performers. The solos and duets furniture factory. A 40 H. P. engine and Wednesday in conference with Master Me
by M’lle Violette, a soprano with a rich, large boiler were Included in the transac chanic Taylor.
sweet voice, and Miss Emily Major, a pow tion. The building contains a thousand
The February earnings of the C. A., A C.
erful mezzo-soprano, were well rendeaed. feet or more of steam pipe fpr heating pur road show an increase of $5,804 over the
There were choruses and performances on poses. Mr. Back is now putting in new same period last year.
the zither, guitar, Alpine viola, mandolin flooring and getting the building in shape
Station Agent Joyce spent Sunday with
and xylophone, by Herr Pitzinger, Herr for the reception of his machinery, now lo Columbus friends. Mr. Joyce is “catching
Holaus, Herr P luster and Fraulein Therese.” cated in the factory on East Vine street. He on” here in great shape.
It will be “Councilman John J. Henry,”
expects to move into the new quarters next after Monday April 2d.
Excursion to Hamas.
week and be in operation by the first of
Better opportunities are now being offered April. He will add new machinery, and
St. Patrick’s Day.
to obtain cheap transportation to Abilene with contracts on hand and in prospect, ex
Saturday last was the anniversary of Ire
Kansas, than ever have been offered before pects to give employment to fifty hands. The
land's Patron Saint, hut no formal celebra
Tickets can now he seemed to Abilene, Ks. Vine street property was taken in exchange
tion took place at this point. Tlie green
and return for half rates. Good going and by Messrs. Penick A Ransom, who in turn
flag and harp of Erin was displayed in front
coming on any regular train. I am no sold the same to Fred Cole, who will con of many places of business, floating in
agent, hut will gladly furnish any informa vert it into a large stable for his freight and nnison with the starry hatiner of the free.
Many of our Irish fellow-citizens took ad
tion to my many friends and acquaintances
in Knox county. For further particulars transfer line. The enterprise manifested by vantage of the excursion rates and went to
Mr.
Back
should
be
patterned
after
by
others
enclose stamp and address
Newark, where a fitting celebration of the
Rev. F. M. Porch, Abilene, Ks.
in the community.
day was held.

week, to select an assistant to Bishop Be
dell, was in some respects a remarkable
gathering. The contest seemed to revolve
on the chosing of a High or Low Church
man for the position, and the Bishop, who
presided over the proceedings, expressed his
preference in a decided manner, and when
the delegates seemed determined to act in a
way contrary so the venerable prelate’s
wishes, he asserted himself to a strong de
gree that brooked no further opposition.
The Convention was in session three days
and two of these were spent in balloting,
On Thursday, after the roll had been called.
Bishop Bedell stepped forward and said:—
“The issue of the deliberations of this Con
vention yesterday was a painful surprise to
me. It lias led to a careful reconsideration
on my part. After a day spent in earnest
consideration of my request for the election
of an assistant Bishop the Convention fail
ed to give me an assistant, but to my sur
prise and astonishment the opportunity was
taken by some of my clerical brethren,
avowedly, as I understand, to attempt to
change tlie policy which as your divinelyappointed spiritual head I deem wisest and
for the best interests of the church in this
diocese. This cannot be done during my
life without imminent peril of discord and
contention. It is the first time, as far as I
know, that it has ever been attempted in
any diocese under such circumstances, and
it must not succeed. Therefore, in the pres
ent emergency, I withdraw iny request for
the election of an assistant Bishop at this
time, accepting the alternative of rest with
medical aid and care abroad. I shall hope
that in the providence of God my health
may he so recovered that I may he able to
resume my work or that it shall become
evident that it is my duty to resign. How
ever, I have not changed my mind as to tlie
course which a wise regard for the interests
of the diocese suggests. If the Convention
desires to appoint a committee of conference
whose report after consulting with me, shall
he approved by the convention and diocese,
I will gladly accept that decision; otherwise
I withdraw my request for the appointment
of an assistant Bishop.”
Accordingly a committee, consisting of
Revs. Bates, Atwell, Moss and Avery, Hon.
Columbus Delano, D. L. King, and S. L.
Mather, was appointed to select a candidate
and submit liis name to Bishop Bedell for
approval.
The conference then took a recess until
11:30, when the committee returned and
reported the names of Revs. J. L. Reese, of
Albany, N. Y.. E. K. Axtell, of Toll do, and
II. W. Satterle, of New York, as candi
dates for the office of assistant Bishop,
eitherone of whom would insure harmony.
A warm discussion followed and finally a
recess was taken until 2 p. m., to allow the
clergy to hold a secret conference.
The conference amounted to nothing
whatever. The Bishop declared that in the
ballot about to he taken anj’ votes cast for
the .other gentlemen than those named by
the conference committee would have to he
submitted to the convention to decide as to
whether or not they should he counted.
This was a clear slap in the face of the
Nichols men, hut they held their ground
firmly, the ballot showing 19 votes for him
Reese 2, Atwell 11, Satterlee 11, Bates 7,
Langwood 1, Livingston 1.
When the ballot was announced the
Bishop came boldly forward with the re
mark that “if Mr. Nichols’ friends persist in
voting for him I will withdraw my request
for an assistant Bishop. It is not right tliat
these young men—but I shall not continue.”
Mr. Putnam moved that the Convention
should adjourn sine die if no election
should be had on the second ballot, hut Mr.
Delano sprang to the rescue in a touching
appeal for harmony. He said: “Shall we
let this Convention adjourn when we need
ha mony so greatly? If we adjourn we
leave this diocese to await the death of our
Bishop. Oh, that I might beseech you to
come to harmony.”
The motion was lost by an overwhelming
vote. Two more ballots were taken, with
comparatively no change. Finally after an
other protracted conference a compromise
between the High and Low church delegates
was effected, and at 4:15 p. m., Rev. Dr. Sat
terlee was elected on tlie ballot, by 27 clergy
and 111 laymen votes.
This seemed a most happy solution of
the question which had grown so hitter,
and a real little love feast was imlnediately
held. Bishop Bedell appeared before the
vast congregation, acknowledged his uncharitahleness, begged the brethren to for
give and pray for him, and the convention
adjourned.
•
Rev. Dr. Satterlee is at present rector
of Calvary Church, New York City, and is
said to be a gentleman of fine learning and
high Christian character. He has not yet
signified his acceptance, and should he do
so, the action of the Cleveland Convention
will have to be ratified by the Diosecan Con
ventions throughout the country, and three
months at least must elapse before the fina^
result will be proclaimed.
To Rev. A. B. Putnam, of St. Paul’s
church, this city, the honor is due of pre
senting the name qf Rev. Dr. Satterlee to
the Convention.
Wanted His Daughter.

Charles Dunlap, of Springfield, Mo., ar
rived here Sunday, and on the following
morning obtained a writ of habeas corpus
in the Probate Court for the possession of
his 16-year old daughter, Mabel, who was
living with her grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Y.Talton, of Union township. Dunlap
and his wife did not get along well together,
and she returned to her parents some eight
years ago, taking their only child. Mabel.
Mrs. Dunlap died about four years ago and
the husband recently took unto himself a
second wife. He desired possession of his
daughter in yrder that lie might educate
her.* Mabel was loth to leave her grand
parents and it cost them quite an effort to
give her up, which they did, however, with
out recourse to the legal steps. Dunlap dedeposited $20 with Mrs. Walton as an evi
dence of his good intentions, to be used if)
paying her expenses to Springfield, should
Mabel have cause for complaint at the treat
ment received at the hands of her father.
He left the same night for the West.
Collision of Freight Trains.

At an early hour on Saturday morning
two freight trains on the B. A 0. railroad
collided two miles North of Newark. The
North bound train was the third section of
No. 25, and the South bound was running
wild and was pulled by engine 995, En
gineer Wm. Duncan and Conductor Owen
Stanton, while the North hound was pulled
by engine 956, Engineer John Williams and
Conductor A.Woodward. When the collision
occurred the latter train was running very
slow and the results were not so serious as
might otherwise have been. Tlie engineers
and firemen jumped and received some had
scratches about the face. The front of the
engines were not damaged in the least
while the tanks and four freight cars werg
badly damaged, the cars being smashed to
pieces and the .contents of Lake Superior
ore piled up in one massive heap. The track
was torn up for quite a distance. Passenger
trains were delayed and passengers had to
be transferred. The damage will probably
reach three thousand dollars.
G AM RIER.

Messrs. Dudley and Devin took in the A.
O. II. excursion to Newark on St. Patrick’s
Day.
A large number of students attended Mrs.
James Brown Potter's presentation of Loyal
Love at Columbus Saturday night.
Skilton, ’88 and Eberth, ’89, attained their
majority on the 14th, and celebrated the
auspicious event by a grand joint soiree.
President Bodine, Prof. Benson, Dr. Ster
ling, Dr. James, Prof. Streibert, Messrs:
Head, Hills and Cunningham, attended the
Church Convention at Cleveland last week.
Devin, Dudley and Douthirt, have bro’t
out the most remarkable thing in the way
of a conveyance which has appeared here in
the memory of the oldest inhabitant. They
call it a village-cart.
The Mallalieu Society of the Methodist
Church gave a concert on the evening of the
16th, for the benefit of the building fund of
the church, which wa3 well attended and
highly appreciated by a delighted audience.

S. BRfiDDGCK’S

the county pays annually a large sum of
money, it is ordered that the County Audi
tor be and he is hereby directed to notify by
letter, each Justice of the Peace in the
county that front this date no costs or ex
penses made in misdemeanor cases will be
paid by the county, when in such cases the
township or other officers are by law author
ized to demand security for the payment of
such costs and expenses.
In the matter of allowance to attorneys
for defending indigent prisoners, the follow
ing amounts were passed upon as ordered by
the Court: For defending George Shrimplin,
John D. Ewing $25 and Col. Cooper $25.
For defending Zachariah Hihbitts, Col.
Cooper received $400; H. II. Greer, $200,
and Wm. M. Koons $200.

REAL ESTATE

and robbery of plaintiff to tlie amount of
$600.
Ida Jones vs. Alice J. Bumpus; Sheriff’s
sale confirmed afld distribution of proceeds
ordered, amounting to $3,100.
Robert Bird vs. Sarah Bird; Sheriff’s sale
confirmed.
Mandate from Supreme Court in case of
the B. & 0. railroad company vs. George D.
Walker, Receiver; judgment of the Circuit
Court affirmed in favor of defendant.
Mary’ A. Hanna vs. Wm. A. Hanna; de
cree for divorce on ground of extreme
cruelty.
Knox County Grange Meeting.
Knox County Pomona Grange held quite
COMMON PLEAS—NEW CASES.
Jeremiah Reed vs. Arvilla Reed; suit for an interesting session at Green Valley
Grange Hall, on last Saturday, March 17th,
divorce on the ground of neglect of duty.
Elizabeth Leedy vs. H. P. Cassel and Solo which was attended by 125 zealous patrons
mon Himricks; action on promissory note; who were anxious to promote the interests
of the order of Patrons of Husbandry.
amount claimed $200.
The morning session was principally oc
Weideman, Holmes A Co. vs. William R.
Hogue and Wm. R. Miller: action on note; cupied in the consideration of various topics
pertaining to farmers interests.
amount claimed $356.
Mr. Bryant Ransom offered the following
Jerome Rowley vs. Joseph Watson; suit
brought to vacate and set aside judgment Resolution to the Grange to be considered:
Resolved, That the heartfelt thanks of
and for injunction.
Knox County Pomona Grange be hereby
Chas. Wetenhall vs. Richard and Frank tendered to our Senator and Representative
West; action on contract of apprenticeship in the State Legislature for their vote and
support on the township local option bill.
appeal from judgment of Justice Barker.
The resolution was unanimously adopled
Riddle, Graff A Co. vs. Rowley A Burke;
action on account; appeal from judgment by the Grange. After dinner the Grange
discussed the merits of some interesting
of ’Squire Barker; amount claimed $21.
questions,
which is prudent to withhold
Melinda Lyon vs. Michael Lyon and
Catherine Jacobs; suit for divorce and ali from public expression. An interesting
mony and general relief; alimony allowed literary program (to lengthy for publica
tion) was presented by the Lecturer, consist
in the sum of $50 during pending of suit.
Clark Stough vs. Otho Casteel; appeal ing of recitations, essays and select reading.
The productions were of such a character
from judgment of ’Squire Cunningham.
that the participants were highly commend
C. A. Merriman vs. Rufus F. Davis; suit ed for their choice of selections. At a late
brought on account; amount claimed $130.58- hour the meeting closed, to meet with Clin
A. R. McIntire vs. Mattie E. and W. T. ton Grange, April 28.
C. W. Kino, Lecturer K.C. P. G.
Elwell, John R. Tilton, et al.. suit in fore
closure of mortgage; amount claimed $1000.

COKLUM2N
ALL KINDS O> RFA1. ENTATI
BOUGHT, SOLD AND EiCHANGED.
No. <173.

ARM—80 ACRES within the corjxiratioh of Deshler, Henry county, Ohio, a
town of 1,200 population. Deshler hasthree
railroads—the 1L& O., T. &D.and the D. <fc
M.; the land is crossed by the latter road;
pike along one end of farm. The whole
farm is under cultivation and has two dwel
ling houses—it is suitable for sub-dividing
into lots and will he needed for this purpose
erelong. Price $100 per acre on any kind
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm
will bring 8 per cent, on this price for farm
ing purposes and will bring lour time® tlie
price asked when snh-divided into lots. It
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the OH
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great
bargain.as an investment.

F

No. 474.

UGGIES—A first-class, nearly new, two
seated Buggy for sale or exchange for
vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buggy at
reasonable price.

B

No. 475.

AFE—A large double door combination
burglar and fire proof safe for sale at
one-third its original cost.

S

No. 4(15.

75ARM—€5 ACRES—3 miles West of Mt.
- Vernon; 62 acres under cultivation, X
acres timber; new house containing 7rooms
and cellar, stable and other out-buildings;
young orchard, good well and cistern at the
house and springs on the farm. Price $60 per
acre—$1,000 cash, halunce on Any kind of
payments to suit the purchaser—would take
town property for part payment.

3

No. 4<(G.

CHOICE VACANT LOT South end of
J Gay street, suitable for business prop
erty. Price $900 on payments to suit pur
chaser. Discount for ail cash down.

(

fi.RE YOU NERVOUS?
PROBATE COURT NEWS.
IL F. Moree appointed guardian of Han
son Thompson, insane; bond $1,200; bail
Levi aud D. V. Ireland and C. P. Hill.
Motion filed by C. A. Merriman as credi
tor of Furlong A Savage; insolvent debtors;
asking for additional bond of Abel Hart,
the assignee; Continued.
In the matter of the will of Philip Ash
ton; testimony of Rev. J. II. Hamilton
taken.
Account filed by Elizabeth Burris, Admrx.
of Wm. Burris, who was Admr. of Richard
Arnold.
Report of distribution filed by Wm. M.
Koons, assignee of Chas. S. Kramer.
Lyman Workman and S. R. Workman,
Admrs. with will annexed of Joseph Work
man, etal.; petition to sell land; report of
sale of land at public sale free of dower:
sale confirmed and deed ordered.
Will of Michael Higgins, dec’d, proven.
Inventory and appraisement filed by J.
D. Critchfield. assignee of J. W. F. Singer;
application to sell personal property at pri
vate sale.
Will of Brice Phillips tiled for probate.
II. II. Greer appointed trustee for the
children of S. C. Thompson, dec’d; hail
$7,000.
Will of Phillip Ashton probated and Hen
ry Cooper appointed executor.
Commission issued to A. B. Ingram, of
Chicago, Ill., to take the deposition of Lewis
II. Mitchell, a witness to the will of Sarah
Niebel, heretofore filed in the court for pro
bate.
Sale bill filed by John Tudor, Admr. of
Frank Colgin.
Election of Daisy V. McClelland of G.
W. Gearlieart as guardian.
Petition to sell land filed by W. M. Koons,
Executor of Mary Rvan; answer of Benj.
Grant filed.
Inventory and appraisement filed by Hen
ry Cooper, executor of Phillip Ashton.
Report of sale of personal property at pri
vate sale by George W.Clements, Admr. of
Catherine McElroy.
Will of Brice Phillips proven; witnesses
W. W. Walkey and James W. Phillips; WS. McGinley appointed executor.
Writ of habeas corpus sued out by C. S.
Dunlap for the body of Mabel Dunlap al
leged to he lawfully restrained by Jacob
Walton and wife, of Union township; writ
issued to Sheriff.
Report of sale of personal projierty at pri
vate sale filed by W. II. Ralston, Admr. of
Elizabeth Vending.
C. A. Merriman vs. Melvin G. Phifer; pro
ceedings in aid of execution; hearing con
tinued to March 26th:
Will of Thomas Evans filed for probate!
order to give notice and continued for hear
ing to March 26th.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Frank South and Marne Ransom.
George W. Hurst and Ida IL McKee.
W. A. Ulery and Mary A. Colgin.
Chas. Stumph and Mollie Underwood.
W. A. Stout and Isabella C. Whisler.
Wilber T. Strong and Jessie Williams.
Joseph C. Stimson and Ida M. Sellers.
Albert O’Harra and Della Thompson.
II. L. McAdams and Sadie Oliver.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Hiram Dunham etal, per Sheriff J.
G. Stevenson, to R. J. Pumphrey.
land in Wayne............................. $1931 00
Wm. Engle to Chas. Pipes, land in
Howard......................................... 900 00
William Morgan’s executor to Isaac
Vernon, land in Pleasant............ 5700 00
II. N. Bricker to John Weaver, land
in Liberty...................................... 2000 00
Moses Dalyer to Eugene Walton,
land in Butler................................. 35000
Ira B. Allen to Frank M. Davis, lot
in Mt. Vernon............................. 3CO 00
Isaac Veach’s assignee to Abbie At’W’ood, land in Clay...................... 400 00
Phillip IL Adams to Jas. Cochran,
land in sanfe ............................... 432 00
Isaac Veach’s assignee to same,land
in same......................................... 3476 00
Samuel II. Jackson to David S.Jackson, land in Liberty.... ....... ....... 534 00
Samuel Israel to Bridget McKale.lot
in Mt. Vernon.............................. 150 00

DOINGS OF THE COMMISSIONERS.
March Session—In the matter of the peti
tion of Norrick & Wallace to alter road in
Howard township; Norrick & Wallaceenter
into bonds of $100 for payment of costs.
Josiah Workman , Solomon Doup and J. A.
Colopy appointed viewers.
In the matter of the petition of Norrick
& Wallace to vacate a part of a county road
in Howard township; bond of $100 for costs
given and matter continued to the next
regular session of the Board.
In the matter of the petition of Smith
Drake to vacate road in Hownrd township;
Drake gives bond in the sum of $100 for
costs and same is continued until the next
regular session of the Board.
In the matter of the petition of Josiah
Workman to alter road in Jefferson town
ship; bond of $100 for costs given and Cyrus
Miller, James McElroy and Jas. A. Wright
appointed viewers.
In tlie matter of the petition of George
Westlake to change the route of a county
road through his premises; Westlake gives
bond of $100 for payment of costs and the
matter continued until the next regular ses
sion of the Board.
In the matter of receiving petitions for
bridges; petitions were received for bridge
over Canada Run in Monroe township; at
Updike’s crossing in Milford township; near
Curtis Bailey’s in Miller township, and over
Big Jelloway at Ira V. Ross' ford in Brown
township.
Sheep claims Vo. 753 to No. 780 allowed.
Bills No. 142 to 191 allowed.
A petition, signed by W. W. Myers and 12
otfifers, for the erection of a bridge in Mil
ford township, near the Myers’ Corners over
Webster Run. Filed.
A petition from sixteen colored jtersons
asking for the appointment of Wm. Camp
bell as Court House Janitor, was rejected for
the reason that the present incumbent is
under contract to November, 1888.
The County and Bridge funds, amountin
to $4,468 67, transferred to Infirmary fund.
The following levies for road an bridge
purposes were made: Road, one-half mil,
bridge, one mill.
It appearing to the Board that there ex
ists among Justices of ~tlie Peace in Knox
county great negligence and a disregard for
the statute, authorizing and regulating
them to procure security for costs in cases of

No. l(>7.
I »)1 ACRES, on Mansfield Avenue, nd-

Constant werry and work, in shop and kitchen,
ofticc or parlor, destroy nerve force. Excess in any
direction surely ends in sleeplessness, forgetfulness,
morbid fears, and other symptoms of

1
joining the corporation of Mt. Ver
non on the Noi ih, rich land, now in wheat,
never-failing well—good building eite, suit
able for gardening, will sell all or divide at
$200 per acre on any kind of payments rtesired.

NERVOUS DEBILITY.
Every part of our bodies is fitted with nerves, and
the wear and tear of the nervous system results in
dizziness, heart troubles, deranged digestion, neu
ralgia, and kidney diseases. Strengihcn the nerves,
and at once the suffe.cr is

No. I«».

VACA NT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft
water spring, fine building site. Price
$300 i»er lot; 10 per cent discount if all sold
at one time.

4

A NEW MAN.
Ask your doctor if Celery is good for nervous dis
eases, and he says, Yes. Ask him if Coca is good,
and he says, Yes. But he never thought of com
bining them ! Celery and Coca arc

The BEST NERVE TONICS
and their spcc.at sedative, strengthening and stimu
lating powers arc fully obtained in

erv

No. 460.

MALL FRAME HOUSE on Braddock
U
t
street
—a “drove well'' guaranteed against
royalty collection. Price $500 on payments ol
$25cash and $5 per month; rent only.

8

No. 470.

OMALL FRAME HOUSE on I’rospec
O street, containing 3 rooms and cellar,
good cistern, hut unfortunately have no
“drove well." Price, $560 on payments of $26
cash, and $5 per month. I will pay rent no
longer!
No. 471.
^4/4 ACRES in Calhoun county, Iowa,

V black loam soil, 6 miles from oounty

seat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail
road. Price $20 per acre on time to suit pur
chaser.

No. 472.

This medicine is invaluable in tlie treatment of all
nervous disorders. When the brain is exhausted, a
little of this wonderful nerve tonic will give it tone
and elasti-ity With the Celery and Coca, are com
bined tlie best blood purifiers ntid kidney and liver
regulators. It surely

i Nervous Prostration,Nervous Head
’ ache. Neuralgia, Nervous Weakness,
Stomach and Liver Diseases, and all
^affections of the Kidneys.

I
ACRES in Pleasant township. 4
-L O miles East of Mt. Vernon, hewed log

house, well. Price $700, on three equal pay
ments, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.
No. 163.

i^ARM, 20 acres, ut Hunts Station; all
under cultivation; 10 acres in wheat;
price$1,200, in payments of $200 cosh, and
$100 per year; ltent only 1

Recommended by professional :.nd business men.
Send for book.
Price $t.oo. Sold by druggists

WELLS. RICF'BE'. ZF Z CO.. Proprietors

i

No. 464.

AND LOT, comer of Calhoun
and Prospect streets; house con ■
tains six rooms and stone cellar,
price $1,000, in payments of $1CO
cash and $10 per month; will ex
change for small farm.

»

No. 450.

T’ARM—38 ACRES, 21 miles south-east
of Mt. Vernon: nil under fence; 28
acres under cultivation; 10 acrea timber:
WHEAT. — S3 CENTS.
good liewed-log house with 3 rooms and
Corrected every Wednesday by the North cellar; excellent neverfailing spring; young
western Mill and Elevator Co., Proprietors orchard. Price $00 per acre, in payments of
of Kokosino Mills, West Sugar street.
$300 cash and $200 a year until paid out; or,
Taylor’sKokosing Patent.... $1 30
1 bhl. will take house and lot in Mt. Vernon in
“
“
“
...... 65
J 11
part payment. A harguin!
“
B-“‘
....... 1 25
i “
“
....... 65 Ip i “
No. 456.
Choice Famllj
....... 1 20 ^4 j “
rpWO Splendid Building Lots on Wnlj
“
“ '......................... 60
4 “
JL nut street, artesian well; price $400 for
Amber...................................... 1 10 ^3 | “
the corner lot, $360 for the other; or $700
“ ................................. 55
4 “
for
the two, on payments of $10 per month.
The Trade supplied at usual discount.
Orders can be left with local dealers, at
No. 458.
the Mill,or bt postal, will be promptly 0 4 / W X will buy a choice building lot
filled.
(Jp jty/Von Sugar street, with arte
sian well, 4 squares from B.<fc <). depot, on
LOCAL NOTICES.
payments of One Dollar per Week ! Who
cannot save 15 cents per day ?

I

RETAIL FLOUR MARKETS.

Cigars and Tobacco? at wholesale
No. 450.
prices at the Assignee Sale, Mead’s old
Z 4110ICE Vacant Residence Lot, corner
stand.

V>Chestnut and Adams sts., three squares
For Sale—At the Assignee Sale, from B. & O. depot. Price $500 on longtime
including
Mead’s old stand, First Class Safe, put down.an artesian well, which I agree to
Clock and other fixtures. •
No. 452.

ACANT LOT on Chestnut street, three
Farmers, call and get your summer
squares from B. & O. depot. Price $460
supply of tobacco, cheap, nt the As
on
long time, including artesian well. A
signee’s sale of groceries. Mead’s old BARGAIN.
stand.

V

Mange on

Doga and IIortieN

No. 454.

CHOICE Building Lot, corner Adams
Can be cured by two or three applica
and Sugar streets, four squares from 11.
tions of McDougall’s Dressing. Sold at
<fc O. depot, including artesian well. Price
Beardslee’s Drug Store.
$450 on payments ol $5 per month.

Where can I buy the best drugs and
druggist’s sundries? At Beardslee’s Drug
Store.

IT WILL PAY YOU
TO GO TO

A

No. 445.

pRAMK HOUSE, corner Braddock and
Burgess streets, contains three rooms.
Price $560, in payments of $60 cash and 5
per month—rent only!

I

No. 446.

O

ACRE FARM- four miles East ol
O Bladensburg, known as the “Charles
F1. F. WARD’S O
Mercer farm,” house 18x80,three rooms,new
TOlt GENUINE
bank barn 30x40, smoke house, springhouse,
live good springs, supplying water for every
ROGERS & BROS. SPOONS,
field; excellent orchard; 18 acres timber; 2it
acres meadow; 4 acres corn; remaining six
KNIVES AND FORKS. fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on long
Do not buy Imitation of Superior payments, or will trade for small tract near
Goods, when you can GET THE GEN Mt. Vernon, orjproperty.in Mt. Vernon.

UINE at prices we will make.
charge for engraving.

No

No. 436.

rpEN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only
JL two squares from the IL & O. depot; ar.
CUES,
tesinn wells may he had on them nt an ex
Gold, Silver and Filled—all the most pense of $30. Prices $300 to $150,[on pay
desirable movements kept in stock. ments to su ifthe purchaser®.

Prices from $6 upwards. Give us a call.
No. 440.
Many Special Bargains on Desirable
I ACRES, three squares from *B. &O
Goods, which we wiali to close.
M2 depot, suitable for manulaeluring pur
A full line of PocketCuttlcry, Razors, poses, for gardening or for cow pasture; ar
tesian well. Price $400 an acre on time.
and Scissors.
Now in Season.,

Blank Books, Bill Files and all the
appurtenances for a business man’s
oihee. Some special bargains in Books,
Pictures and Frames, Family and
Teachers’ Bibles, Prayer Books anil
Hymnals, Catholic Prayer Books. All
at very low prices.
F. F. Ward,
Cor. Main and Vine streets.

NO.

422.

XCELLENT Building Lol,corner Brn
dock and Burgess streets’ price $260, >
payments to suit.

E

No. 303.

rpHREE-SEVENTIIS interest in an bt
U acre farm, half mile East, of Louisville
Lickingcounty,Ohio;rich, black soil. Price
$1200; will exchange for property in Mount
Vernon.
No. 388.

A line of paints ateost at Beardslee’s.
NDIVIDED half interest in abusines
projierty in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2
Call soon, before the supply is exhaust
story building on Main 8t.;storeroom 26x50
ed.
_
feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for
Ladies and Gentlemen, straighten up dwellings; at the low price of $350.
—get a pair of shoulder braces at
No. 378.
Beardslee’s.
ACANT LOT, Cor. 1'ar.k aud Sugur Eta.
Elegant odors in Perfumery, Fine V at $275 on any kind of paymentstosuit
Dressing Combs and Brushes, Sponges,
No.880.
and Toilet Articles, at Beardslee’s.

U

TexnN Veterans.

Vacant Lot,on Park St., at $306
J in payment of $5 per month.
CCHOICE

The heirs of George Miller, George
No. 37«.
Hall and Richard Bnuly, who came to
EVEN copies left of the late HISTORY
Texas with Chpt. Qolerick’s Company
OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price
from Mt. Vernon, Oiiio, about Novem
ber, 1836, will learn something to their 46.60; sell no\v for $4; complete record ofsoldiers in the war from Knox county; even
advantage by corresponding with
soldiershould haveone.7
McCord A I^xdsey,
.
Coleman, Texas.
No. 348.
Refers to Gen. G. W. Morgan, Mt.
EXAS LAND SCRIP in pieces of 646
Vernon, Ohio.
Ii»mar3t
acres each at 60 cents per acre; will ex
change for property in Mt. Vernon or am® 1)
Paint Brushes, White Wash Brushes farm;discount (orcash.

S

T

and Artists’ Brushes, at Beardslee’s.
Clicap Light.

You can buy more coal oil for 60 cts
at Beardslee’s Drug Store, than any
place in the city. '
ATTENTION !

Do not buy Dishes, Silver Plated
Ware, Cutlery, Lamps, Picture Frames,Window Shades or House-furnishing
Goods of any kind until you have look
ed at Arnold’®. More bargains on their
,cheap counters than you ever dreamed
of. They want you to call often and
look.
Foot Hot and Heel Fly.

McDougall’s Dressing will cure Fool
Rot in sheep. Sold only at Beardslee’s
Ding Store.
For a first-class cigar, the best smoker
in town, go to the City Drug Store. S

No.342.

OT 77x132 feet on Vinestreei. i» ’^quarts
West of Main st reet ,known ns the“Bap
tistfChurch property,” the building is 40x70
feet, is in good condition,newly painted and
new slate roof, now rented for carriag pain»
shop at$150 per annum; also small ilwellii.g
houseon same lot, rentingat$84p «r :u num
price of large house $2630, or pavnentol
$200 a year; price of small house ■ 00; pay
ment of $100a year,or will sell the propert)
at $3000,inpaymentof$300ayear;discour
for short time orcash.
F YOU WANT TO BUY A LOT
IF YOU WANT TO SELL A LOT, If you
want to buy a house, i f you want to sell you
lx)use,if you want tobuyafarm,if you want
to sell a farm, if you want to loan money, 1
vou want to borrow money, in short, i f vo u
WANT TO MAKE MONEY .call on

L

I

J. S. BRADDOCK,
MT. YEKNON .

SB

Banner.
ALL SORTS.

THE PARTING HOUR.

There’s something in the “parting hour”
Will still the warmest heart;
Yet kindred, comrades, lovers, friends
Are fated all to part.
But this I’ve seen—and many a pang
Has pressed it on my mind—
The one who goes is happier
Than those that stay behind.

Queer Facts and Happenings.
The entire police force of Kansas
City are church members. Two are
elders and any number of them dea
cons.
This is a great 8 year for John
Haight of Haight county, Md. He will
be 88 on the 8th day of the 8th month
of 1888.
Figures are said to show that during
the past fifteen years there have been
110,341 marriages in Chicago and 8,132
divorces. That is about one divorce to
every thirteen marriages.
The Richmond postmaster locked
the office cat in the safe over night re
cently, and in the morning she had a
brood of kittens nicely nestled in a $300
bed made of postage stamps.
A Texas paper wants us to believe
that a somnambulist down there, in a
stark naked condition, went out hitch
ed up his horses and plowed nearly an
acre before he woke up.
Regular printed invitations were re
cently sent to a funeral at Frogmore,
La., which read: “There will he a large
funeral at Frogmore, the grandmother
of-— ’s wife. You are invited. Ice water
and soda. Come one, come all.”
It is said that Mrs. Rea, the wife of
the National Commander of the Grand
Army of the Republic, has a hobby for
collecting spoons. Into whatever town
she goes she buys a spoon and has it
engrayed with the name of the place
and the date.
Anthony Parslow, at Coxsacie, N. Y.,
ate forty-two corn cake3, or by actual
measurement ten feet six inches of corn
cakes, eight inches wide and one inch
thick. After that he went home to
supper, and in the evening ate another
supper at a donation party.
Mrs. Mary Johnson, who keeps a
fruit store on Independence avenue, in
Kansas City, discovered a tarantula in
a bunch of bananas she was handling.
The hairy monster jumped at the wo
man’s hand, but she withdrew in time
to escape a fatal bite. Her cat was not
so fortunate. It attacked the big spider
and was bitten and soon died.
Several small boys of Portland or
ganized a knife stealing society. Two
or three of them would go into a store,
and while one was buying an inexpen
sive article the others would grab what
knifes they could reach. But one of
these young thieves fell out with the
others; who thrashed him. Thereupon
he gave them away to the police, who
recovered $200 worth of knives.

J

FRED. A. GLOUGH,

On March 24th, April 3d and 24th, May
6th and 22d, and June 5th and 19th, 1888.
the B. & O. R. R. will sell round trip excur
sion ticks to prominent points in the West
and North-west; on March 12th and 26th,
and April 9th and 23d, 1888, to the South
and South-west, at one fare for the round
trip. These tickets will be good for thirty
days, and stop-over privileges as allowed by
the lines over which the tickets read will be
granted.
Take the B. <% O., whose fast trains and
fine equipment makes it the best line to all
points. Sleeping and dining cars on all
through trains.
Parties purchasing these excursion tickets
via the B. & O. R. R. are carried on the
limited express trains without extra charge,
an advantage that no other line gives.
For further information, call upon or ad
dress any agent of the B. & O. R. R., or J.
T. Lane, Traveling Passenger Agent, Bell
aire, Ohio; P. E. Dombaugh, Traveling Pas
senger Agent, Columbus, Ohio; F. P. Copper,
Traveling Passenger Agent, Tiffin, Ohio.

What am I to Do?
The symptoms of Billiousness are
happily hut too well-known. They dif
fer in different individuals to some ex
tent. A Billions man is seldom a break
fast eater. Too frequent, alas, he has
an excellent appetite for liquids but
none for solids of a morning. His
tongue will hardly hear inspection at
any time; it it is not white and furred,
it is rough, at all events.
The digestive system is wholly out of
order and Diarrhea or Constipation
may be a symptom or the two may al
ternate. There are often Hemorrhoids
or even loss of blood. There may be
giddiness and often headache and acid
ity or ffatulAice and tenderness in the
pit of the stomach. To correct all this
it not effect a cure try Green’s August
Fower, it costs but a trifle and thous
ands attest to its efficacy.
21aprly

j

l^jARE YOU IINTERtSTLD IN POULTRY

You will find an entirely diiferent line of OVER< OA'IS
here, more reallv line and well made ones, LAd'E>T
SHADES, STYLES ami the LOWEST PRICES. (Lirmcnts made to wear, made to gain your trade and keep it.

Then eend far Prncticnl POI I.-

TltY BOOK. lOO psiRCs; beau
tiful colored pliilet eiiKrnviugs
of noarly all kinds of fov.ls; descrip
tions of the breeds; how to cspc.nizo;
plans for poultry bouses: inlonuation
about incubators, and V. I'c: o lo buy
Bitgs from best stc;s t t l.50
per Klttins. Sent ter l'j Cctltii.

This is the way a horse and a poor blanket
look ai the end of winter.

Why is it that of two horse
blankets which look and feel
equally well one won’t wear at all,
and the other wears well ?

doyoFk

Jlse

We arc now receiving our Spring Suits, Pants, Gents’
Furnishings, Boys’ Fixings, Soft, Derby, and Silk Hat?.
Make no purchases until yon call.

If so, yon need tho ROOK. OF CAGE
K&UIKDM. 120 t-nnes. 150 illtis•/•'Y trations. lieauti.tu colored plate.
Treatment ana I ;rcodinc of all kind: CaRO
birds, for pleasure and profit. PiMjanue
r-jSJ and their cure How to build ar.d stock
an Aviary. All about Parrots. I'rices ol
all kinds birds, enura, etc. Meiled fur
’
15 Cents. Tno Tmoo Books, -io C is.
ASSOCIATED FANCIERS,

WQThl
-----AND-----

ENGRAVING A SPECIALTY!

^^*Every boy buying receives a Kite.

237 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

26Jan-ly

SIGN OF BIG WATCH.
MT. VERXOX,

-

OHIO.

—-L, .J-1—i

THEPili HifiDLi ROUIE.

28aprlv

T

Chicago. Si. Louis & Pitlslior^h R. R. Co:

MSUUNS LESS THAN COST.

PRDGLfiMflTION!

BALTD10KE AM) OHIO R. R FAMILIES, HOTELS AND BOARDING HOUSES
INVITED TO ATTEND EARLY.
February
188S.
W EST BOUND.
P M

TODAY, APRIL 211. 1888. DR. 0. 0. FARQUHAR,
Physician and Specialist,

HEREAS, By tbc the laws of Ohio,
regulating Elections, it is required ZANESVILLE.
: OHIO.
of the Sheriff of the County, to give notice
before the time of holding a General or
Special Election by Proclamation through
Deformities, Stiff Joints, Paraly
out the County, of the time at which such sis,CURES:
Lung Diseases, Piles, Asthma, Bron
Election shall be holden; anu.
Consumption (in its incipient
Whereas, By an act of the General As chitis and
Rheumatism, Liver Complaint, Dys
sembly of the State of Ohio, passed Febru stage),
pepsia,
St.
Vitus
Dance, Fits, Kidney and
ary 22d, 1888, to provide for the election of Blood Diseases, Catarrh,
Headache, Weak
an additional Judge of the Court of Com and
Aching Back, Neuralgia and all and ev
mon Pleas in the First Sub-division of the
Chronic Disease, Old Sores, Scrofula and
Sixth Judicial District of the State of Ohio, ery
I, J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff of Knox all Skin Diseases.
I
locate
the disease by making a chemical
County, Ohio, do hereby proclaim and
examination of a sample of the patients
make known that the
urine. The first passed in the morning pre-ferred.
FIRST MONDAY IY APRIL My treatment for the Piles is new, pain
less,
safe and certain. My own method.
-------BEING TIIE------All diseases caused from secret habits,
Loss of Virility. Manhood and Vital Force
SECOND DAY OF APRIL, treated
successfully, as thousands can testi
whose life previous to cure was miserable.
In the year of our Lord One Thousand fy,Female
of all kinds, successfully
Eight Hundred and Eighty-eight, is ap cured in a Diseases
time. Will be in Mt. Ver
pointed and made a daj’ in which the quali non, at theshort
CURTIS HOUSE,
fied electors of said County, shall meet at
Tuesday, January 31st,
their proper places of holding elections in
their respective Townships and Wards, be
ONE DAY ONLY.
tween the hours of 6 o’clock a. m. and 6
Terms Cash, Prices Reasonable.
o’clock p. m. of said day, and proceed to
elect by ballot the following officer:
One Person for Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas for the First Sub-division of
the Sixth Judicial District of the State of
Ohio.
Given under my hand and seal this 24th
[seal.]
day of February, A. 1)., 1888.
Imar5t
J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff.

W

MEDICAL NOTfCEl

Q. P. FPISE
HAS JUST OPENED UP A STOCKOF

r. E. A. FAKQUHAK, OF PUT-

Muskingum County, Ohio has
Dbynam,
request of his many friends in this coun

New

Piece Goods,

ty, consented to spend oneortwodavs of
each month at MOUNT VERNON,
where all who are sick with acute or chronic
diseases. wiU have an opportunity offered
them, of availing themselves of his skill
in curing diseases.

Worsteds. Cheviots,

DR. FARQUHAR, Sr.,

RICH, NEW AND NOVEL

Foreigti and Domestic Casaimeres,

VERNON,
—AT THE—

A 31

P M

P 31

Lv Pittsburgh... t‘2 35 *7 30 •0 00
“ Wheeling.... »9 00 JIO 15 8 50 1 25
“ Bellaire....... 9 37 10 53 9 32 2 05
A M

P M

“ Newark....... .
Ar Columbus.... .

“ Cincinnati... .

I* M

2 00 G 30
3 00 7 40
----- —
7 30

P M ’

A 31

“ Louisville...... 12 35 12 35
“ St. Louis.... . C 40 6 40

Lv Columbus....

A M

11 05
A 31

“ Mt. Vernon..
“ Mansfield....

6 55
7 45

fll 20 17 00
A M

1 37 4 27
2 37 fo 55

Ar Sandusky....
Lv Tiffin ..........
“ Fostoria.......
“ Defiance......
“ Auburn Jc...

4
4
5
G

Ar Chicago.......

11 10

05
25
48
48

8
7
8
10
H
1
4

A M

3 11 9 04
4 37 10 15

(H) 7 00
5.5 6 55
22 7 40
02 9 52
13 11 27
M
A 31
50 5 30

P M

12
1
1
3
4

15
07
47
23
28

“ Auburn Jc...
“ Defiance.....

“
“
“
“

P 31
A M
PM
3 20 |8 10 10 20
.
I* M A M A 31
7 42 1 12 3 32 10 01
8 37 3 05 4 38 11 27

Fostoria....... 10 02
Tiffin........... to 23
Sanduskv....
Mansfield .... 11 55

5
!i
5
8

15 G
47 7
30 7
17 10

50
37
40
15

1 32
1 58
2 OO
3 58

15 JOHN STREET,
NEW YORK.
Headquarters for
White Plume Celery ami Thorburn’s Gilt
Edge Cauliflower Seed.
r

Descriptive of the Soil, Climate, Produc
tions, Manufacturing Industries anil Miner
al Wealth of Virginia and other Southern
States. Write to
W. B. BEVILK, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
ROANOKE, VA.,
Enclosing 2-cent stamp.
r

“ Mt.Vernon... 12 57 9 29 11 30 5 2G
“ Cincinnati.... 7 10 *7 10 7 30
1» M
“ Columbus... . 11 05 11 05 11 20 4 55
A M
A 31
P 31
“ Newark........ 1 50 12 10 12 55 G 20
“ Zanesville.... •> 33 1 00 1 58 4 05
“ Bellaire....... 4 5G 3 25 5 05
“ Wheeling.... +7 10 4 00 G 00
Ar Pittsburgh... 10 TO 6 45 8 40

P 31

P 31

“ Washington. *5 45
“ Baltimore.... G 45

A 31

G 20
7 30
N
(Hl
“ Philadelphia 10
io oo 12 00
* Trains run di lily . f Daily except Sunday. 1 Dailv except Saturday.
C. K LOftD, General Passenger Agent,
Baltimore, Mil.
W. E. REPPERT, Division Passenger
Agem, Columbus, Ohio.
5 45
G 45

SPOONER PAT.COLLAR

AVE FOR SALE, at a bargain, four
farms in Knox county, Ohio. 185 acres
Ill.near
Fredericktown. 202 acres West of Mt.

PATENTS.

S

— FOR—

U. S. AN D FOREIGN PATENTS

ibrk fs.

ZEB. SIEIZFZE7
EAST SIDE SOUTH MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.

JSTZETW GOODS
JUST

OPESNBD.

SPRING MSLUNERY!

NEW STYLES IN HATS.
ELEGANT FLOWERS.
NOVELTIES IN RIBBONS.
ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.

TAKE THE

Pail Handle

EXAMINATION of TEACHERS

Cannot Choke a Horse.
Adjusts itself to any Horses Neck
Has two rows of Stitching.
Will hold Haines in place.

FARMS FOR SALE.

olicitors and attorneys

ki:oi< i:i>

TO MAKE ROOM FOR SPRING STOCK.

A M

’land

.1. ML TIIORHURN A

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Overcoatings, Suitings, Pauls Goods and Underwear, etc., a)

PM

ROUTF
The Great Through Line via

exact label on
each one of the
Pearl Top
Chimeys.
The dealer
may say and
think lie has as
□d, but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label
i top.
lO. A. MACBETH & CO.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send a postal for Catalogue to

12jan6m

Merchant-Tailor and Gent’s Furnisher,
WILL SELL HEAVY WEIGHT GOODS, SUCH AS

EAST IIOU1VD.

Lv Chicago.......

FOR THIRTY DAYS

HAST HIGH 8TKF.I;T AWI> riJRI.IC 8Q1 AKF.
STORE OPEN EVENINGS.

T he
Largest Creamery in the United States
The Big Foot, I1L, Creamery Is claimed to be t he largest creamery in

this country ortho world.

THE PRODUCT OF 1887 WILL REACH

$200,000.00.

The patrons are Pa id 27 Cents for cream equal to anound of butter. It
on um
Cooley System of ('ream Gathering.

The Largest Creamery in New England,s run b>'
Wilton, N. n.

Patrons receive

OQ PCUTC
ULU I O

wnmna * sox,

forcooley

Crcnm

equal to a pound of butter

28 CENTS

The Largest Creamerj I.) Penn.,

Pop Pound.
A full line of Butter Factory Supplies, including Kxoinks, Boilkkm. Ciiham Vath, Chvkkh,
Workers Ac. Send for illustrated circulars. Plana and Estimates furnished free to purchase™.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE CO., Bellows Falls, Vermont.

C
S

SEEDS?

McIntire,

PRODUCE PURCHASED.

A M

2 30 2 30
3 30 |3 30
— —
7 30 7 30

Paut t- Patterns not Excelled! Musi be
Ml. Vernon &
OHIO
Seen to be appreciated.

D

ALL GOODS MUST BE PAID FOR BEFORE LEAV
ING THE STORE.

“ Zanesville.... . 11 57 |1 32 12 34 5 20

WILL POSITIVELY BE IN

MOUNT

CORRESPONDING LOW FIGURES.

TIME TABLE

SPECIAL ELECTION.

DO YOU USE

a. r.

Assignee’s Sale

SOLD AT APPRAISED VALUES.

ANKENYTOWN, 0.,

Vernon, 135 acres r.ear Bangs and 53 acres
of Owl Creek bottom, near" Gambier. Any
of these tracts will be sab-divided and sold
on terms of credit to suit purchasers.

THE CLOTHIER, HATTER ANI) FURNISHER, Kirk Block, Mitin Street,
South-west Corner Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

PittsDnrgli.Ciuciuiiati & St.Loiiis R’y Co.

These Goods will be cut, trimmed,
There is current among the peasants
made to orderin FIRST-CLASS STYLE,
CURTIS HOUSE, and
of Bavaria a legend that the long life
and as reasonable as living CASH PRICES
T1 t C., A. & C. Railway.
AT 3 O’CLOCK. P. M..
of Kaiser Wilhelm was due to a myster
willallow. Pleasecall; 1 will be glad to see P., C. <S St. and C. St. L. it P. Rail loads for
Wednessday, April 11, 1888,
ious philter of which his Imperial Maj
you,and Goodsshown with pleasure.
a IPointsSouth and Southwest.
GEO. P. FR1SE,
esty alone possessed the secret. How
AND REMAIN UNTIL
Theo ily line running the celebrated Pull
Ward
’
s
Building,
Vine
Street,
Opposite
the Emperor obtained the magic bev
man
Pi
lace Sleeping and Drawing Room
Friday Noon, April 13th, 1888,
Post-office.
NovStf Cars between Cleveland, Akron, Columbus,
erage is not known. It was said to be
Cincin lati, Indianapolis and St. Louis.
a kind of a spirit.
Where he would be pleased to meet all
Passengers holding first-class tickets via
his former friends and patients, as well as
Cure Your Eyes.
this Line are entitled to seats in the new
all new ones, who may wish to test the ef
and elegai t Pullman Reclining Chair Cars
Porter’s valuable remedy for Sore fects of his remedies, and long experience in
at a notnina charge, leaving Columbus on
Eves is now kept for sale at Green’s treating even’ form of disease.
the Fast Express at 3:00 P. m. daily, arriving
TfiS" DR. FARQU1IAR has been located
Drug Store. It never fails to give re
at Indianapolis 10:20 P. m., St. Ixjuis 7:00 a.
in Putnam for the last thirty years^and dur
lief. Reference is made to Mr. Mills, ing
m., and Kansas City 7:20 p. m.
that time has treated more than |FIVE
MEETINGS FOR THE
Mt. Vernon, and Mrs. William Ran HUNDRED
No line running through the states of
THOUSAND PATIENTS,
som, of Gambier.
4augtf
Ohio, Indiana and. Illinois can offer such
with unparalled success.
superior facilities or kingly comfort to its
ISEASES of the throat and lungs treat
patrons. Rates ns low as the lowest.
ed by a new process, which is doing
THE SVIIEIM I.E.
more for the class of diseases, than heretofore
Will be helJ at’ the
Central or 90th Meridian Time.
discovered.
In
effect January 22, 1888.
HRONIC DISEASES, or diseases of long
SCHOOL. KO OH,
standing, and every variety and kind
OOINO
NOHTH. |
•
| OOIMI
80VTB
will claim especial attention.
CENTRAL BUILDING, No.35 No27 No 3
INo 2 No 28 38
URGICAL OPERATIONS, such as Am
CTe
HE undersigned take pleasure in an
putations, Operations for Hare Lip, Club
Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
nouncing to the fanners of Knox and
Foot, Cross Eyes, the removal of Deformi
W O
a
a
the surrounding counties that they have
ties and Tumors, done either at home or
Commencing at 9 o’clock A. M., as 2! » « i -T•cs•1 ©►a—
o
opened a WAREHOUSE AT
abroad.
Follows:
“S ! cX tr
•z
CASH FOR MEDICINES
— •20
1987.
f®
1X
In all cases. Charges moderate in all cases, Sepvember....................................... 10 and 24
“I *
and satisfaction guaranteed.
October............................................ 8 and 22 p. M. A. M. P. M. |aUDeptl A. M. P. M. r. a
DR. E. A. FARQUHAR & SON.
November........................................ 12 and 26 1 05 G 45 5 40 < Icv’n 8 10 8.00 12 10
December....!...................... ..........
10 12 50 6 31 5 2G I Eucd Av 8 24 8 14 12 25
for The sale of
12 34 G 15 5 10 Newhug 8 39 8.29 12 41
1888.
January..................................... r.
28 11 51 5 40 4 35 Hudson ! 9 15 9.05 1 18
February........................... ........... 11 and 25 11 35 5 23 4 10 Cu’vF’ls 9 29 9.20 1 35
Match............... ;........................... 10 and 24 11 23 5 10 4 05 Akron [ 9 40 9.35 1 15
Aprilj................... ........................... 14 and 28 10 3(1 4 29 3 29 Warwik 10 12 lO.Ohi 2 20
May..................................................
26 10 40 4 05 3 08 lOr'vlea 10 3G 10.32 2 47
June’................................................
23 9 15 3 01 2 18 [Millers g 11 21 11.20 3 37
Cultivators,Horse Hakes Bug
July.................................................
28 8 02 1 48 1 15 Gauthier 12 33 12.34 4 50
August........................
25 / 52 1 37 1 ().'* >1. Vcr 1 03 12.52 5 10
gies, Wagons, Corn Planters,
7 17 12 6G 12 ^4 ccnferhg ! J 29 1 21 5 39
Coleman E. Boog*.
AND ALL KINDS OF
G 51 12 31 12 13 Sunhn’v 1 49 1.4G (* 01
Clerk.
G 35 12 15 11 55 Westerv 2 00 2.07 G 20
G 10 11 50 11 30 leCol.nr 2 30 2.35 6 45
A.
31. I’. M. A. 3t.
p. M. A. M. p.
Those desiring any of the above articles
11 35 11 10 ar.Col.le 2 40 2.55
limney, all others similar
will please call and examine our stock be
10 (Mt 9 33 Xenia... 4 20 4.55
fore purchasing elsewhere.
s imitations.
.... 8 30 8 11 Ixnelan 5 33 0.17
HUMPHREY & FILLMORE,
This is the
7 45 7 25 IvCin.ar G 20 7.10.
15mar4t
Ankenytown, Ohio.

TAKE NOTICE!

?

Horse Blankets which arc strong
and have a reputation are always
— ANI) THE—
imitated in poor qualities which
Our factory has been and
look like them, but having fewer
still is crowded with or
warp threads are not as strong.
—CONTROL THE—
ders, and to keep it up we
Some dealers buy these poor
now offer Special In
ducements, having just Direct, Best Equipped and
imitations for a few cents less and
received large invoices of
Best Managed Roads,
by saying they are “just as good,”
the finest
---from----ALASKA
sell them at the same price as the
LONDON
DYED
strong blankets to parties who do
COLTJZMZBUS
TIIE
SEAL SHINS
not know the difference.
—TO—
from which we are making
You cannot tell whether horse
the best goods for the prices
Cincinnati and the South-west,
ever offered.
blankets are strong by the look
or feel, as the warp threads do
St. Louis and the West and South
SEAL
GAEMSHTS!
not show on the face. IIow then
west.
are you to know?
Chicago
and
the North-West,
In order that you can tell a strong EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
Formerly owned by Anderson Bro’s, at Mend's old stand,
Pittsburgh,New York and the East.
blanket from a weak one, the manu
If your Merchant does not handle
Mt
Vernon, is now being
facturer of 5A Horse Blankets our goods send to us direct.
sews the above 5A Trade Mark
VZALTER BUHL & CO., Pullman, Palace Sleeping and Buff'd
inside of each blanket. This is a
ManufactUring Furriers,
Cars are Carried on all Express
guarantee that it is the strongest DETROIT,
Trains,
MICHIGAN.
19janly
blanket made for the money and
And sure connection is made through
WHICH IN MANY INSTANCES
will wear well.
Union Depots at terminal stations for
all points beyond.
Many poor imitations have been
For full information apply to nearest
sold as 5a blankets. Remember
ticket agent of the line named, or
none are genuine unless the
J. G. Rupee,The Stock is CLEAN and in GOOD CONDITION and
5a Trade Mark is sewed inside.
District Passenger Agt„Columbus, O.
will be offered nt
Jas. M. McCrea,
E. A. Ford,
Gen’l, Man’g'r.
Gen’l Pass. Agt.
SHERIFF’S
Pittsburgh, Penna.

The engine of Deere’s saw mill, at
Burlington, Ind., blew up Tuesday, in
stantly killing Moses and Frank Whitsell and a Mr. Everman. The owner of
the mill also received injuries which
will probably prove fatal.
“It is so healthy here,” writes a set
tler in Southern California town, “that
the only physician in the place will go
two blocks out of his way rather than
meet the undertaker, whose sad, re
proachful gaze haunts him like the
memory of a day spent in reading one
of Howell’s novels.”
They have a novel method in St.
Paul of determining the genuiness of
diamonds. A man was offered one at
a bargain, and, being a little suspicious
that the sparkler was not a genuine
diamond, thought he would put it to
test. So he put it on an anvil and
struck it a smart blow with the ham
mer. He has bought it now, for he had
to, but he will not wear the pieces.
“Dat ar Sam Johnsing am de mean
est black cuss in Austin.”
“What has he done?
“He has done got married, and he
nebber invited me to the weddin’.”
“Why did you want to go to his wed
ding so bad?”
“I wanted to get ehen wid him. He
came to my weddin’, an’ he eat nioah
den eny two niggahs dar, an’ all I
wanted was a chance to get eben wid
him, an’ now I’sebeen left. Some nig
gahs ain’t fit to live, nohow.”

Good Citizen (bedtime, 1788)—Have
you left the latch-string out?
Wife—Yes, my dear.
“And placed a candle in the win
dow?”
“Yes.”
“Let us pray.”
Good Citizen (bedtime, 1888)—Are all
the doors and windows locked?
Wife—Yes, my dear.
“And the burglar-alarm set?”
“It looks all right.”
“And the dogs untied?”
‘Yes.”
“Is my Winchester under the bolster
and a revolver under each pillow?”
“Of course, dear.”
“Let us pray.”

If 60, send for I»O<J Bl'YERS’
OVIDE, eon twining colored plate*,
1OO en«Tavin«H of different breeds,
prices they ore worth, and where to
bay them. Direction* far Training
Dflgfi end Breeding Ferrets. Mailed
for 15 Cents. Also Cats of Dog
* Turuishing Goods of *11 kinds.

—DEALER IN—

On March 26th, and April 9tli and 23d,
1888, the B. & O. R. R. Co. will sell round
trip excursion tickets to Harrisonburg,
Staunton, and Lexington, Va., at low ex
cursion rates.
These tickets will be good for return pas
sage for thirty days.
For further information apply to or ad
dress any agent of the B. it O. R. R. Co., or
J. T. Lane, Traveling Passenger Agent,
Bellaire, Ohio, P. E. Dombaugh, Traveling
Passenger Agent, Columbus, O.; F. P. Cop
per, Traveling Passenger Ag’t, Tiffin, O. 4t

“Take this seat, madam,” said a gen
tleman on a Cass-avenue car as he rose
politely on the entrance of a passenger.
“Are you able to stand, dear?” asked
his wife, by whose side he had been
seated.
“Oh, yes, it doesn’t hurt much.’’
“Be careful that some one doesn’t
strike against you. Are you suffering
now, dear?”
“No, I can stand it.”
“Is the gentleman ill?” inquired the
lady who had taken the vacated seat.
“He ha§ a very bad arm.”
“Dear, dear! Is it broken?”
“No, but he’s been vaccinated.”

SPLENDID VARIETY!

[, DO YOU WANT A DOG ?-

3ress.

There were 72 graduates at the New
York College of Dentistry this year.
The late Emperor Wilhelm was 2
No matter what the cause may he—
years old when Gen. Washington died.
Adventurous, dangerous, far
To
the wild deep or bleak frontier,
A registered mail pouch was stolen
To solitude or war—
on the way from Fleminsburg, Ky., to
Still something cheers the heart that dares
Maysville.
In all of human kind,
And they that go are happier
There are not three European cities
Than
those who stay behind.
with as large a German population as
New York.
The bride goes to the bridegroom's home
With doubting and with fears;
A couple married in Boston meas
But does not hope her rainbow spread.
ures three feet, and three feet four in
Across
her cloudy tears?
ches respectively.
Alas! the mother who remains,
What comfort can she find
On the strength of of a dream a will
But this—the gone is happier,
was contested recently in one of the
Than
the one she leaves behind.
largest Western cities.
Have you a trusty comrade dear—
Women are still coming to the front.
An old and valued friend?
A lady has been elected State Libarian
Be sure your terms of sweet concourse
by the Kentucky legislature.
At length will have an end.
And when you part—as part you will—
A coffin trust has been organized.
Oh, take it not unkind,
Monopoly is bound to maintain its
If he who goes is happier
grip on a man after he is dead.
Than the one he leaves behind.
Riley Johnson’s little boy was burn God wills it so, and so it will!
ed to death by his dress catching fire
The pilgrim on the way,
from a grate at Millersburg, Ky.
Though weak and worn, more cheerful is
Than all the rest who stay;
It is thought that the opening of the
And when at last, poor man, subdued,
Sioux Reservation will inaugurate a
Lies down to death resigned.
lively boom in Southern Dakota.
May he not still be happier far
Than
those he leaves behind?
Exterminating prairie dogs at so
much an acre is the occupation of sev
eral men at Wichita Falls, Texas.
THE AMBER NECKLACE.
Hyde Tavern, a famous Revolution
ary hostelry, near Norwich, Conn., was
She was very haughty and indifferent,like
burned to the ground on Saturday.
her fair mother, and she held her head high
she walked among her friends, but deep
Thomas Oxley, a farmer, near Bol as
in her heart lay the warm, smouldering fire
ton, Ky., father of eleven children hang that the blood of her Portuguese father had
ed himself. Ill health and poverty.
kindled, and the one weakness of her life
an unwavering faith in the dear old
A petrified block of oak, with the was
legends that her father was so fond of tell
marks of an ax plainly visible upon it, ing. One of the precious heir-looms in the
has been found near Dallas, Oregon.
Vasquel family was a long rosary of won
derful carvings, in the pale, silvery tints of
Miss Ella Keats Peay, a niece of the clouded Turkish amber, or the deep, sun
English poet, John Keats, died at her shiny gold of rare Persian specimens. This
home in Louisville, Ky., Tuesday night. had descended to the present Vasquel, and
he cared for it with almost superstitious rev
Rev. Dr. Torsey of Boston marries a erence; but when he married Margaret Dale,
couple in SO seconds. What a mariner so cold and stately to all the rest of the
he would make, with his 45 knots an worl^, so winsome and loving to him, she
had coaxed from his strong box of treasurehour.
trove the wonderful amber rosary as an or
The swords in the possession of Mrs. nament for her fair, white neck. He had
Shields, belonging to her late husband, given it, but unwillingly, into her keeping,
are to be purchased by Congress for and she had worn it in triumph over her
pale blue satin dress.
$10,000.
She went out one chilly, dreary morning,
The Atchinson, Topeka and Santa Fe unbeknown to him, and returned with burn
railroad company, with its 7,500 miles ing cheeks and shining eyes, when the
November storm was at its worst.
of road, has adopted a system of steam fierce
Louisa M. Alcott received about $100,For several days she was very sick with a
heating.
sudden attack of inflammation about the 000 from her literary productions. In
that hushed her sweet voice and a note to a friend, written last Saturday,
A mushroom was recently cooked at lungs
made her breathing heavy and painful. she
Santa Barba, Cal., that measured eight Then
said: “I am told I must spend an
just when they thought the crisis past
inches in diameter. It was said to be and that
she would soon recover she died. other year in this ‘Saint’s Rest,’ and
delicious.
Through the brief, bewildering days of her then I am promised twenty years of
Vasquel never thought of the amber health. I do not want so many and I
The New England delegation to the illness
but in the terrible stillness that fol have no idea I shall see them. But as
National Prohibition Convention at rosary,
lowed her death and burial he had time to
Indianapolis will constistof ninety-nine think of everything, and it was then he I don’t live for myself, I will live on for
missed the precious relic. Little Margaret others.” These are doubtless the last
members.
was two years old then, and wondrously words she ever wrote.
Boston, Ga., has more than 200 acres beautiful. Into her unconscious baby ears
Claus Spreckles says his proposed
planted in melons. There will be no the father poured his hopeless wail of agony
negro exodus from that neck of woods for the loss of his wife, and his fretful com eastern sugar refinery will cost from $5,plaining that the Vasquel talisman was lost. 000,000 to $6,000,000. He was offered
before fall.
Baby Margaret comforted him with her in
Augusta, Ky., has found her missing fantile caresses, and cooed her inarticulate ten acres free in Philadelphia. He
says he can build in eleven months from
minister, Rev. J. Walker, in Harrison blessing to his wounded heart.
Fifteen years had passed since her moth the Untehe starts. He is now erecting
county, where he has been sick for
er’s death, and proud ‘ Miss Vasquel” walk a large beet root sugar factory in San
some time.
ed in regal indifference among the score of Francisco, and he predicts a dozen will
Mr. Carlisle is now in his third term friends and flatterers who clung about her, be in operation on the Pacific cost in
as Speaker, and when he has complet despite a dim financial rumor that the Vas a few years.
ed it Kentucky will have led the Speak quel property was slowly diminishing in
value for want of proper attention. Senor
An insane woman escaped from a
ership 23 years.
Vasquel had lost heart and courage in the Michigan asylum, and to prevent be
St. John the Prohibitionist, 1ms pur long, lonely years in which his only light ing captured she climbed a tree. All
comfort was his darling girl. But she
chased a tract of land near Chico, Cal., and
was proud and beautiful and felt that in efforts to persuade her to descend fail
with the intention of making that his some
mysterious way the fate of the fumily ing, the tree was chopped down and
permanent home.
depended upon her.
eased to the ground by the attendants.
“
I
want
portrait painted,” she said Its burden was then seized and taken
The total value of glass products im one day to my
a
friend
of
hers,
Senor
Reno,
ported into the United States in 1887 who she knew was a connoisseur in art. back to the hospital.
was $7,686,051, against 6,756,108 worth “Father has mourned all my life that he
Senator Hoar is one of the best read
imported in 1886.
has no picture of mamma; he does not men in Congress on American history.
seem
to
think
how
badly
he
would
feel
if
I
Buenos Ayres, in the Argentine Re should vanish from his sight forever and He takes great delight in conning over
public, is now the largest city in South leave no shadowy semblance.”
that delightfully cheerful serial known
America, the census of 1887 giving it a
Senor Reno took immediate interest in as the Congressional Record, and has a
population of 433,000.
this matter, and soon invited Miss Vasquel mostjremarkable remembrance of its
the exhibition at the Academy of Design, contents. His collection of books is
During the last 57 weeks the mean to
to study the different styles of a few tine large and valuable.
rainfall of the British Isles has been 10 artists and choose between them. She chose
inches short. This abnormal .deficien one for the strangely familiar look in a
A cigarholder with from three to five
child face he had contributed more than for
cy has caused alarm.
any special skill in manipulation that the limbs branching from one mouthpiece
A volcano has been discovered on the picture evinced. Still Senor Reno approved is a late invention. It enables a man
plantation of J. B. llelhere, near New her choice, said the young artist she had se to smoke several cigars at the same
berry, S. C. There may be something lected was conscientious about his work time. Why not have a multi-funnel
and skillful in its execution. The sittings whisky glass, so a man can get “oreide”
in a name after all.
were commenced the next day and the pic
on one drink? It doesn’t seem just
White will be much worn by ladies ture soon completed.
“It is a superb likeness,” said Senor Reno. right to give the tobacco man unfair
during the coming summer, and real
“Yes,” answered the young lady, with a advantage over the saloonkeeper.
flowers will be used both as decorations curious
look; “but I did not know I looked
on the dress and hair.
It is stated on what is considered to
so much like porcelain/’
The artist smiled gravely.
he excellent authority that there are
Another mineral spring has been
“It is true,” he said, “the face is without no Hies on Guzman Blanco, the Presi
discovered at a well-known watering enthusiam,
but it has the possibilities of
place. It is said to taste vile enough life and soul,
When he says
if I only knew what would dent of Venezuela.
to make it worth a fortune.
interest you. Is there no costume yon “thumbs up,” thumbs go up. Mr. Blan
be pleased to assnnje, no character co has had twenty duels and has drop
A philosopher tells us that every would
might represent with gladness?”
ped his man like a true gentleman
man has his own advantages.. But that you
“There is a costume,” she said, “in which every time.
does deter him from taking an occas I would delight to be painted. I wondee I
ional advantage of another.
did not think of it before.”
Without further explanation she went My love was like a lily fair,
An Ionia (Mich.) man who made an away. In a few days there came to the Low drooping in the sultry air,
assignment recently was more scared studio an elegant costume, suitable for a My heart was rent with grief and care.
I loved her well.
than hurt. He finds that he can pay Portuguese lady of high rank. Soon there
after came Miss Vasquel and arrayed her
about 150 cents on the dollar.
self in the quaint dress. A high pointed But lo! The wonder grows and grows;
Poverty Flats, Jackass Praire, Hell’s comb held a long black lace vail, which My love’s now like a blooming rose.
Hole and Devil’s Ranch are the names drooped mantilla like oVer a pale blue satin How bright her face with beauty glows,
I dare not tell.
ofsome of the Western postoffices that corsage, shading her rose-tinted shoulders
and round white arms. A satin cloak, The wandering bee would stop to sip,
have lately been rechristened.
edged lightly with eider down, hung from The nectar of her perfect lip.
A Cincinnati barber who often shaves one shoulder, fastened by showy, silken ’Twas Dr. Pierce’s Favorite PrescripGovernor Foraker makes the astonish cords and soft, thick tassels.
Tion wrought the spell.
“I hate these ornaments,” said Miss Vas
ing statement that Foraker’s cheek is quel,
touching the heavy gold chain and
extremely tender and sensitive.
dead gold band bracelets. “They look like
John Boyle O’Reilly and Edwaid
manacles. But diamonds never paint well, Mosely, Secretary of the Interstate
A man’s character is like a fence—it and
I
have
no
pearl
necklace.
”
cannot be strengthened by whitewash
The artist came to her aid, and with his Commission, will soon set out on a pe
but he can strengthen his voice by us critical
gravity undisturbed, though his culiar expedition. They will take their
ing Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
eyes were alight with admiration for his canoes and explore the Dismal Swamp,
subject.
Va., remaining in its weird neighbor
Don’t size up a man by the thickness beautiful
You are very right to distrust the effect hood for a month. They expect to
of his roll. He may have a two-dollar of“dead
gold,” he said; “hut, I think, if you
bill of uncertain pedigree wrapped are not averse to the antique, I have some bring hack a large catch of malaria.
around a section of rag carpet.
thing more appropriate.”
Slowly unlocking a heavy chest, he
Perhaps no local disease has puzzled
Frank Hurd made a revenue reform brought out a strange, ebony casket, and
address at Milwaukee on Friday night from its satin and sandal-wood interior he and baffled the medical profession more
and spoke again on the same issue at drew forth a long string of ca'rved amber than nasal catarrh. While not imme
beads. Miss Vaequel gave a little cry of de diately fatal it is among the most dis
M inneapolis on Saturday evening.
light as she gathered the curious, shining
Mary Anderson has just given her things in her hands, and slipped them tressing, nauseous and disgusting ills
one hundredth performance of a “Win through her delicate fingers. She held them the flesh is heir to, and the records
ter’s Tale,’’ and an exchange remarks to her burning cheeks, touched them with show very few or no cases of radical
her scarlet lips, whispered to them under cure of chronic catarrh by any of the
that it’s no wonder she is a trifle cold.
her breath and then held them up between multitude of modes of treatment until
Senator Dawes, of Massachusetts, is her eyes and the one dim window, that the the introduction of Ely’s Cream Balm
sunbeams
prisoned in them centuries ago a few years ago. The success of this
past seventy, and his health is break
down. He has spent more than thirty might meet the light once more. The artist, preparation has been most gratifying
dazed fora moment by her unexpected en
years in the two Houses of Congress.
15mar2t
thusiasm, soon recovered himself and went and surprising.
Missouri furnishes two cases within a at work. The sketch grew in bold relief
A desperado in the vicinity of Chat
week of one brother accidentally shoot and delicate tint and color, while the girl’s
questioned of the amber rosary what
ing of another, and the revolver that eyes
its mystic depths and brightness held of tanooga, whose crimes are said to have
wasn’t loaded did the damage in both fate for her and hers. Suddenly she gather “earned him five hundred years im
instances.
ed the whole shimmering mass in her hands prisonment,” is still at large, accom
and turning to the aitbt, asked panied by two big navy revolvers, defy
The American Manufacturer reports again,
he had found these wonderful beads. ing arrest. In Tennessee it is consider
that the number of blast furnaces in “where
It is no secret,” he answered. “They were
blast in the United States on the 1st given to me by my father. Years ago, when ed policy to dally with such individuals
inst. was just one less than the number I was a lad of fifteen, he painted an En at long range.
glish lady and her child. The lady wore a
out of blast.
Good news from Washington.—One
costume somewhat like yours, and when
The Princess of Wales is so deaf that the faces were alone, she left the dres3 and application well rubbed in of Salvation
she is compelled to use an ear-trumpet. ornaments on a lay figure, that the picture Oil cured ’me of rheumatism in the
This does away with the necessity of might be made complete without her pres arm, of two months standing. I never
the Prince removing his boots a block ence. Many days my father waited for her, intend to be without it. II. B. Kramer,
but.she came no more. So he turned the 234 1st street, S. E., Washington, D. C.
from the house.
picture with its face to the wall, and folded
away
the dress and ornaments in yonder
Six species of North American birds
Their Business Booming.
chest.
”
have become extinct in the last ten
Probably
no one thing has caused
“
May
I
see
the
picture?
”
the
girl
asked,
years. They were probably mixed up with an eagerness she tried hard to repress. such a general
revival of trade at G.
in some sort of pot-pie.affair when they
“Doubtless,” was the grave reply; atid R. Baker & Son, (Sign of big Hand)
made their exit.
from a huge pile of what looked like rub Drug Store as their giving away to their
bish, he drew out a canvas on which the customers of so many free trial bottles
The presidential boom of W. Tell dust
of years had settled.
Coleman, of California, proudly assert
Miss Vasquel gave one glance nt the two of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con
that it has “no diptera of the.genus bright pictured faces, then a puzzled look at sumption. Their trade is simply enor
mous in this very valuable article from
Muscaon it.” This should win sup the artist.
porters in Boston.
“Yes,” he said, answering her eyes', “my the fact that is always cures and never
picture that yon saw at the exhibition was
Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
gJWhile ploughing in a cotton field the an old copy of this child face, slightly re disappoints.
Bronchitis,
Croup
and all throat ami
Other day, Jack Reinhardt, of Lincoln touched for the occasion.”
lung
diseases
quickly
You can
county, N. C., stumbled upon a vein of “But my father must see these,” she mur test it before buying bycured.
getting
a trial
mured,
and
glided
away
like
one
in
a
gold, lie has been offered $20,000 for it,
bottle free, large size $t. Every hottie
dream.
but refuses to sell,
Soon she came back with the stern, silent warranted.
Henry Clay is the only man who sat man, and together they gazed upon this
strange
reminder of a long lost life. Oh,
Brace Un.
more than 8 years in the Speaker’s
face, so fair and bright, when the
chair. He presided over the I louse for beautiful
Yott are feeling depressed, your appe
heart
that
vivified
it
lies
cold
and
still
in
twelve years, and he was elected Speak death. Oh, sunny eyed babe, vanished as
titeispoor, you are bothered with head
er at the age of 35.
utterly from the earth, hut living not less ache, you are lidgetty, nervous and gen
true
another
life.
Ex-Gov. John M. Palmer of Illinois,
Ah, well, Senor Vasquel thinks luck came erally out of sorts, and want to brace
who has nearly run the span of allotted
hack
to him with the amber beads, but the up. Brace up, but not with stimulants,
years, is to marry Mrs. IT. L. Kimball, daughter
thinks his heart grew strong and spring medicines, ol* letters, which
an elegant but aged matron of Spring- warm when
lie found this new proof of have for their basis very cheap, bad
field, immediately nfter Easter.
his young wife’s love and constant thought whisky, and which stimulate you for an
for
him.
An uncommon malady has broken
hour , and then leave you in worse con
out in a boarding house in Charlotte,
dition than before. What you want is
The Only Perfeet Remedy
N. C. The guests have become so fat,
an alternative that will purify your
it is said that their most intimate For habitual constipation, dyspepsia blood, start healthy action of Liver anti
friends would scarcely recognize them. and kindred ills, is the famous Califor Kidneys, restore your vitality, and give
What you need is a medicine which nia fruit remedy, Syrup of Figs. It renewed health and strength. Such a
is pure, efficient, reliable. Such is strengthens as well as cleanses the medicine you will find in Electric Bit
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It possesses pe system, it is easily taken and perfectly ters, and only 50 cent a hottie at G. It.
Baker & Son, Sign of big Hand Drug
culiar curative powers.
harmless. 50c and $t bottles for sale at Store.
3
While a party of men were inspect Green’s Drug Store.
Imarlm
ing the ruins of a burned building at
Park Mills, Md., the wind blew down
Mrs. Proctor, widow of Barry Corn
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
the walls, killing Wm. Medairy, a far wall and mother of Adelaide Proctor,
The best Salve in the world lor Cuts
mer age thirty-five, and Frederick Kol- is dead. Mrs. Proctor was eighty-eight Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
pause.
years old, and has been for generations Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
The rumor that Senator Blair will one of the most interesting figures in Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup
introduce a bill in the Senate calling London. Until the illness which caused tions, and positively cures Piles or no
on the government toexpend $3,000,000 her death set in she attended parties pay required. It is guaranteed to give
in sending conics of Shakespeare's and dinners and enjoyed tho gayeties perfect satisfaction, ©r money refunded.
work to the planet Jupiter is now of social life with a zest remarkable in Price 25 cents per box. Sold by Geo.
thought to be unfounded.
a woman of her age.
R. Baker.
April7’86-lyr
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When Spring Comes

LOW RITE EXCURSIONS.

In Pike township, one mile North of Amity,
known as the

SHARTELLE PLACE.
GOOD HOUSE, FINE ORCHARD,
BEST OF NEVER FAILING WATER,
CORN CRIB AND WAGON SUED,
TEN ACHES TIMBER.
Will sell on easy terms or exchange for
citv property. Possession given imtOediately.
Also for sale, THREE FINE COLTS aiid
THREE BROOD MARES.
Address or inquire of the uiulersigned.

WM. J. McFEELY,
dec22tf

East High Street.Mt. Vernon, O.

ARBUCKLES’
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence-

ARI08A

None Genuine unless stamped
with our "Trade-Mark.'

COFFEE is kept in all first-class
stores from tho Atlantic to the Pacific.

ASkYOUR HARNESSMAKER FOR THEM.

HOTEL ROWLEY,
SOUTH MAIN ST., MT. VERNON. OHIO.
FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY PARTICU
LAR.
LARGE SAMPLE ROOM ON FIRST
FLOOR.
JACOB M. STYERS, Prop’r.
Wili.iam Bricker, in office.

STEVJKNS

EIGHTY ACRES OF LA\I>

€<>.,

COFFEE

P. M. A. M.

11
9
9
7
4
2
12
11
9

A true tonic. A sure appetizer. A complete tnvlgorator. A valuable family medicine.
This wonderful Indian remedy cures DYSPEPSIA aud all diseases of the Stomach, Liver
and Kidney troubles, it purities and enriehens the blood. FOR SALE BY ALL DRUOOI8T8.

M. HARRIS &. BRO., Sole Prop’s, Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.

Sr.T

20
51
04
30
55
3K
22
23
00

11
9
8
7
4
1
11
10
8

10
43
53
05
30
51
25
20
00

arCol.lv
Urbana
Piqua
Riefimd
I ndiana
'Ferre H t
Efflngm
Vanda
1 vSt L ar

FARM
ANNUAL FOR 1888
Will bo sent KltKIi toull who write for It. It ls»

Iliinilsnino BiKik «( iUS |ip., with liundimt. of tllu«trnl ions. l'«»lo rent Pint <•*. «nd tolls *1) nbnul I he
BEST <JA It DUN, IAR.H, mid FIXIWkK
Itulb., Pliintu, nnil Voluithlr Neir /(..,>/,» „n G nl'dcn Tonies, tidescribes Itnre Nov« Dies In VltOETAItl.EN and FEDWIJItN.
<>f li nt value, which ennnot b« outidiiM (>fs«wliem. Send nddress
on u postnl for th« most eoiniilele ('nlnltmua pnlili-lii'd, to

iSkaK

22iunr7l
Yon will S:nef\ n **■ n ,» .

l»ATAFi

Time,
Pain.
Trouble.

p. M. A.. M.

00 5 40 ....
49 7 01
49 7 40
(Ml 9 40 ....
20 11 45
42 2 18
4!F 4 20 ....
48 5 10
op 7 30
A. M P. M.
A. 3t. P. M.
Trains27 and 28 run daily, all otbertraths
daily except Sunday.
Trains 7 and 8, known as the Gann and
Columbus accommodation^, leave Gann at
6:45 a: m., arriving at Columbus at 8:45 a.
m.; leave Columbus at 4.30 p. m., arriving at
Gann at 7.00 p. m.
For furt her in fot m at ion .address
CHAS. O. WOOD,
GeneralPassengcr Agent. Akron, O
....

22tn&r6m

L. H A YM A NN, Wholesale Agent, Mt, Vernon, Ohio.

3
4
5
8
10
1
3
4
7

ELfLY'-J.

ANP WILL CUBIC

CATARRH WFEVER®
w

Ity listing;

CREAM
BALM.I
A particle is ap

plied into each nos
tril uinUs agreeable HAY-FEVER
Price 59 cents nt Druggists; by moll, regis
tered, (Kt emits. FLY BKOTHKH8, 235
Greenwich Street New York.
novlv‘24
for Schools, Libraries, Hunday Schools, Families,
Aaents, etc. Also Atlases,
Cyclopedias, etc. Many
riocnhd-burnt sets. STA-

BOOKS
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
v,

(HONEY loaned

Ai.ucms

ANi*

BcitOOL

salk anu Retail. Write wa.
ki ck

a.,.,

We sup-

$200.00 to $10,000.00.

serri.iKs.

Hcniiay-

INGHAM. CLARKE & CO.
917 SlTI'lellltllt KT.

_ ___ ______ _ ____

REAL

ESTATE

Bought, Sold, Exchanged or Rented.

Investments Made

is never good when exposed to the e 'r.
Always buy this brand in hermeticaL y
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGE”

lor parties having money, by loans or other
wise.

Mt. Vernon Granite and Marble Works

Proprietor of the Only Abstract In
Knox county.

J. R. TILTON,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

M0PVMCQITS,

....... ‘"‘tI*...c
a
Mor«« . 1 til Mid 11 out r > <

UiNMtd iitcd.larn nt
t-ht.r< i. mitl »r««uU I

l,,Hini, <$•«»#, v l«l*. Ws/it*
Gnuiity. $ i> h. w.< urt«r »
v«ry
wind othnrM*
nelwcl ho«n, w»’ gtiMaiii**
our Mnt»It, umkvpiln■■ i*t *»
•otial.lr
I ••••: via
Irrnt*. VIn lorn
w* (•
t*« Mi”. Lurgeaiit h'tfu* fr»e.

GEO. R. BAKER,

(

MT. VERNON.OHIO.

iIwiijm

a ddrc.t Cavtyc * r »rt« m,

aauGsis'f,

PmuHI.kKM.

2t>nor0m

No. 230 South Main Street
dvertisers i>v addressim' Geo, p
Sell nil the Pnlciif Newllclnea
The Largest and Most Complete Assort
BURRIDUE A CO.,
Rowell A Co., 10 Sr»rflce S:, New York
127SuperioiSt.. opposite American
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry, ment of Foreign and Native Granite Monu
----- BRANDS------Advertised
in tliiw paper.
can learn the e xactcost ol >ny nroposedline
ments on hand which will be offered at Ex
CLEVELAND, O.
NO. 1 KREMLIN BLOCK,
FINE CUT AND PLUG,
tremely Low Prices. Be sure to call and see of Advertising in Americnn Newspapers.
With Associated Officesi n Washington and
Incomparably the Best.
MtrcI18 .1681
^Sy*100-page Pam phi"', 1
25mytf
Mt. Vernon. 0,
Telephone No. 89 before you buy.
Foreigncountries.
Mch23-78y.
AND PATENT LAW CASES,

DEALERS IN

A

FOUNTAIN

